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The FEIS describes five approaches to managing Montana’s black bear populations; the

process used to formulate the five alternative actions; the environment and processes that

would be affected by each of the alternative actions; and the expected environmental

consequences of implementing each alternative action. The potential effects of each

action on black bear populations, recreational opportunity, regulation of harvest,

assessment and monitoring of black bear population trend, illegal exploitation, economy

of local communities, program funding, and the incidence of human/black bear conflicts,

are described. Four of the five alternatives include hunter harvest as a management tool.

One alternative does not incorporate hunter harvest. Issues and concerns voiced by the

public are addressed in the FEIS, as well as public comment on the draft EIS.
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Helena, Montana

January 20, 1994

TO ALL INTERESTED PARTIES:

This environmental impact statement (FEIS) has been prepared by the Montana

Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) and is available for public review. The

FEIS describes five approaches to managing Montana’s black bear populations and

presents the expected environmental consequences of implementing each of five

alternative actions.

A Draft EIS was released by FWP for review and public comment on November 8, 1993.

One hundred and fifteen comment letters and telephone calls were received during the

comment period which ended December 7, 1993. The public was also afforded the

opportunity to provide input at three public hearings held in Kalispell, Helena and

Billings during the month of November.

This final EIS does not contain major changes from the draft EIS. However, it does

incorporate corrections and clarification of the content of the draft EIS. Letters and oral

comments provided by the public, as well as FWP responses, are presented in the

Appendix.

Following publication of this FEIS, FWP will decide which of the five alternatives to

adopt. The department can make this decision no sooner that 15 days after release of the

final EIS to the public. This decision will be made in conjunction with a meeting of the

FWP Commission on February 7 and 8, 1994. At this meeting, the FWP Commission

will finalize 1994-1995 regulations pertaining to black bear hunting. The chosen

alternative will be the basis for an updated black bear management plan for Montana

black bear populations.

Additional information, or a copy of the final EIS, may be obtained by contacting FWP at

the following address: Wildlife Division, MDFWP, POB 200701, Helena, MT 59620-

0701.

Sincerely,

Patrick J. Graham

Director
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MONTANA BLACK BEAR MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

SUMMARY

A need exists to review, refine, and update the black bear (XJrsus americanus)

management program so as to remain in keeping with the general management goals of

the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks (FWP). Concerns raised both

within FWP and from the public were used to shape the objectives for the program

review. Because major changes in the management program for black bears are being

considered, an environmental impact statement (EIS) has been completed in compliance

with the Montana Environmental Policy Act.

FWP data, as formally cited in the FEIS, indicate the percentage of female bears in the

annual harvest has been very near or above maximum levels documented by researchers

as necessary for maintenance of a stable population. Providing more protection to the

female segment of the population is one of the objectives of the management program

review. Additional objectives include: improve monitoring data on population status,

composition, and trend; improve quality and quantity of biological data; improve the

flexibility of the regulation of annual harvest so as to be responsive to population trend

data; and enhance public understanding of black bear biology, habitat requirements, and

management.

Preceded by press releases a scoping document was released in July, 1993. After

incorporation of initial public comment, a draft EIS was released in November, 1993 for

further public review and comment.

Five alternative management approaches encompassing a total of 30 elements are included

in the FEIS. Each element is a management strategy designed to resolve problems or

meet objectives as determined by both FWP and the public.

Each alternative and its major impacts is summarized. You will note the alternatives vary

considerably. Following the alternative summary is a brief description of each program

element.

ALTERNATIVE 1 (Proposed Action)

The Proposed Action (Alternative 1) is comprised of 30 Elements (A - Z and I - IV).

The emphasis of the Proposed Action is on assuring maintenance of desirable sex and age

composition of Montana black bear populations through more conservative regulation of
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annual hunting harvest. Implementation of the Proposed Action would require FWP to

make decisions regarding program direction, procedures, and policy and to undertake a

formal rule making process that includes provisions for public participation. It would

also require the FWP Commission to make changes in hunting season format and hunting

regulations. In addition, it would require legislative action. This would require FWP to

draft a legislative proposal to be submitted to the Montana Legislature.

Impacts of Alternative 1 (Proposed Action)

Under this alternative, potential impacts to black bear populations would be expected to

be minor in the short term, but significant in the long term. Conservative harvest of

female bears and maintenance of a productive age structure are expected long-term

impacts. The expected reduced incidence of orphaning would not significantly impact

black bear populations but would contribute to a responsive management program. This

alternative would be expected to significantly impact the ability of FWP to better assess

and monitor population status and trend and to regulate annual hunting harvest.

Alternative 1 may significantly reduce the incidence of human/bear conflicts as well as

the incidence of illegal activities.

Alternative 1 would not be expected to significantly impact grizzly bear populations.

Impacts to bear related recreational opportunities, both hunting and nonhunting, would

not be expected. Impacts on local economies would not be expected due to the Proposed

Action.

Impacts to FWP revenues for support of the black bear management program would not

be expected.

ALTERNATIVE 2 (Termination of Spring Hunting)

Alternative 2 consists of 26 Elements (B, C, D, E, F, G, H, K, L, M, N, O, Q - Z and I

- IV). This alternative differs from the Proposed Action by the absence of Elements A, I,

J, and P.

Under Alternative 2 all spring hunting of black bears would be eliminated (eliminating

Elements A and J). The start of the fall hunting season would remain as it is now (first

Saturday in September) rather than the proposed (Element I) mid-September opener. In

the absence of a spring hunting season, Element P would be unnecessary because

numbers of orphaned cubs delivered to the FWP shelter would be expected to decline to a

level that could be accommodated by the existing facility.
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Implementation of Alternative 2 would require FWP to make decisions regarding program

direction, procedures, and policy and to undertake a formal rule making process that

includes provisions for public participation. It would also require the FWP Commission

to make changes in hunting season format and hunting regulations. In addition, it would

require legislative action. This would require FWP to draft a legislative proposal to be

submitted to the Montana Legislature.

Impacts of Alternative 2 (Termination of Spring Hunting)

As with the Proposed Action, conservative harvest of female bears and maintenance of a

productive age structure would be expected long-term impacts. The expected reduced

incidence of orphaning would not significantly impact black bear populations but would

contribute to a responsive management program. This alternative would be expected to

significantly impact the ability of FWP to better assess and monitor population status and

trend and to regulate annual hunting harvest.

Alternative 2 may significantly increase the incidence of human/bear conflicts (nuisance

bear and depredation complaints) as well as the incidence of illegal activities.

Alternative 2 would not be expected to significantly impact grizzly bear populations.

Spring bear hunting opportunities would be eliminated but impacts to eonhunting

recreation would not be expected. A loss of dollars generated in local communities

during the current spring bear hunt would be expected particularly in some western

Montana locations.

Impacts to FWP revenues for support of the black bear management program would not

be expected.

ALTERNATIVE 3 (Spring Hunting Regulated by Quota)

Alternative 3 consists of 27 Elements (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, K, L, M, N, O, Q - Z
and I - SV). This alternative differs from the Proposed Action by the absence of

Elements I, J, and P.

The emphasis of Alternative 3 is protection of the female segment of the black bear

populations through application of a harvest quota, which would include a female

subquota, to the spring hunting season.

The start of the fall hunting season would remain as it is now (first Saturday in

September rather than the proposed (Element I) mid-September opener. Under the spring

female quota, it is presumed that the number of cubs orphaned and brought to the FWP
shelter would be reduced to a level that the current facility could handle thus eliminating

the justification for Element P.
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Implementation of Alternative 3 would require FWP to make decisions regarding program

direction, procedures, and policy and to undertake a formal Rile making process that

includes public participation. It would also require the FWP Commission to make

changes in hunting season format and hunting regulations. In addition, it would require

legislative action. This would require FWP to draft a legislative proposal to be submitted

to the Montana Legislature.

Impact of Alternative 3 (Spring Hunting Regulated by Quota)

As with the Proposed Action, conservative harvest of female bears and maintenance of a

productive age structure would be expected long-term impacts. Under certain conditions,

however, broad application of harvest quotas could potentially result in less selective

hunting harvest with regard to sex and reproductive status. The anticipated reduced

incidence of orphaning would not significantly impact black bear populations but would

contribute to a responsive management program. This alternative would be expected to

significantly impact the ability of FWP to better assess and monitor population status and

trend and to regulate annual hunting harvest.

Alternative 3 is designed to reduce the occurrence of human/bear conflicts as well as

incidence of illegal activities. Whether a significant decrease in these areas of concern

would occur or not is unknown.

Alternative 3 would not be expected to significantly impact grizzly bear populations.

Impacts to bear related recreational opportunities, both hunting and nonhunting, would

not be expected. Impacts on local economies would not be expected due to management

under Alternative 3. Impacts to FWP revenues for support of the black bear management

program would not be expected.

ALTERNATIVE 4 (No Hunting)

The No FSunting Alternative consists of 17 Elements (E, F, G, H, K, O, Q, R, S, T, W,
X, Y, and I - IV). Alternative 4 differs from the Proposed Action by the absence of

Elements A, B, C, D, I, J, L, M, N, P, U, V, and Z.

This alternative differs from the Proposed Action in that the hunting of black bears would

be entirely eliminated. Implementation of Alternative 4 would require FWP to make

decisions regarding program direction, procedures, and policy and to undertake a formal

Rile making process that includes public participation. It would also require the FWP
Commission to make changes in hunting season format and hunting regulations. In

addition, it would require legislative action. This would require FWP to draft a

legislative proposal to be submitted to the Montana Legislature.
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Impacts of Alternative 4 (No Hunting)

Lack of hunting harvest would be expected to result in potentially significant impacts to

black bear populations in the long term. Lack of hunting harvest would be expected to

result in significant changes in population dynamics, including changes in average age

(expected to increase) and cub and subadult survival rates (expected decline). Lack of

hunting harvest would significantly impact (reduce) the kinds and quantity of biological

data available for use in population assessment and trend monitoring.

Alternative 4 could result in potentially significant impacts on the incidence of

human/bear conflicts and on illegal activities (expected increase).

Alternative 4 would not be expected to significantly impact grizzly bear populations.

However, some bear researchers have speculated that high density black bear populations

could potentially suppress growth of grizzly bear populations as a result of competition

between adult black bears and subadult grizzlies.

Hunting opportunities would be eliminated by this No Hunting Alternative. Nonhunting

recreational activity may be increased under this alternative. Elimination of all black

bear hunting would be expected to impact the economies of some communities but the

degree of impact is unknown.

Alternative 4 would eliminate all monies generated from license revenues and would thus

significantly impact (reduce) funding for the black bear management program.

ALTERNATIVE 5 (No Action)

The No Action Alternative consists of 7 Elements (A - G). It differs from the Proposed

Action by the absence of Elements H through Z and I - IV.

The current hunting seasons and regulations would remain unchanged.

Implementation of this action would require no initiatives by FWP. The FWP
Commission would continue routine review and decisions required during the biennial

season setting process.

Impacts of Alternative 5 (No Action)

Alternative 5 would not be expected to result in impacts to black bear populations in the

short-term, but long-term impacts could be significant. Following the current trend of

increasing hunting pressure, mean age of harvested bears would be expected to decline.
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Overharvest could occur, resulting in an eventual population declines. Impacts on the

ability of FWP to assess and monitor population status and trend would not occur.

Alternative 5 would not be expected to impact the incidence of human/bear conflicts or

illegal activities.

Alternative 5 would not be expected to significantly impact grizzly bear populations.

Alternative 5 would not be expected to impact hunting and nonhunting recreation in the

short-term. Long-term bear hunting opportunities may decrease if potential population

declines occur.

The No Action Alternative is not expected to significantly impact local economies in the

short term or funding for the black bear management program. However, black bear

population declines could result in long-term impacts to local economies as well as

hunting license revenues.
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Table 1. Element Description.

ELEMENTS DESCRIPTION

EXISTING

A Hunting season format that includes both spring and fall hunting

B Use of harvest quotas in some hunting districts

C Use of ADC bear mortality data in population monitoring

D Mandatory inspection of skulls of all harvested black bears

E Prohibition on baits and hounds to pursue or harvest black bears

F Assist beekeepers to implement preventative measures

G Distribute information on bear biology and habitat requirements

ADJUSTMENTS

II Delineate new black bear management units

I Adopt Sept. 15 as the earliest opening date for fall hunting

J Adopt April 15 as the earliest opening date for spring hunting, and May 31 as the latest closing date

K Inform the public about consequences of living in black bear habitat and how to prevent human/black

bear contlicts

L Expand emphasis on hunter ethics for both adults and youth

NEW INITIATIVES

M Management targets intended to maintain conservative harvest

N Mandatory inspection and tagging of hides of harvested bears

0 Remove black bear license from the resident sportsman’s package

P Upgrade FWP shelter in Helena to better accommodate orphaned cubs

Q Improved documentation/reporting system for illegal activities

R Improved documentation of nuisance bear complaints and follow-up

S Curtail chronic bear/human conflicts caused by human negligence

T Improved handling of ADC data on depredation complaints and control actions

U Require hunters to use meat of harvested black bears

V Revise statute addressing waste of fish or game (87-3-102 MCA)
W Revise statute addressing baiting (87-3-101 MCA)
X Clarify statute addressing use of hounds by FWP, ADC or agricultural operators to control depredating

bears (87-3-127 MCA)
Y Work with other entities to develop black bear habitat criteria

Z Produce an annual, standardized statewide black bear report

PUBLIC INITIATIVES

1 Encourage ADC to assist only those bee keepers who use preventative measures to protect their hives

II Maintain bear-proof garbage containers at FWP facilities and actively encourage other agencies and

private interests to do the same

III Explore the potential to initiate a research effort to evaluate management targets (outlined in Element

M) and refine them if necessary.

IV Explore the potential to initiate a research effort to provide needed information for use in developing

habitat criteria (Y)
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NEED, PURPOSE AND BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

The Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) is charged by law with

responsibility for protecting, preserving and perpetuating fish, game and furbearer

populations as well as game and nongame bird populations within the state, using state

funds collected for that purpose (Section 87-1-201, MCA (Montana Codes Annotated)).

Management goals developed by FWP under the umbrella of its broad legal authority

include:

• Manage with a focus on ecological systems to reflect the diversity of all wildlife

and their habitats, while maintaining our commitment to Montana’s hunting and

fishing heritage.

• Provide increased opportunities for public enjoyment of fish, wildlife and parks

resources while maintaining our commitment to improve landowner/sportsperson

relations.

• Elevate the importance of public education and participation in all program areas

to afford citizens the opportunity to better understand, appreciate and make

informed decisions about our natural and cultural resources.

To achieve stated management goals, FWP proposes to update and refine the state’s black

bear management program. The objectives of the Proposed Action include: improving

the amount and quality of biological data collected; improve our ability to accurately

monitor population status, composition and trend; improve regulation of annual hunting

harvest in response to changes in population trend; provide more effective protection for

the female segment of black bear populations; and enhance public understanding of black

bear biology, habitat requirements and management practices.

The ultimate benefit of the Proposed Action is long-term perpetuation of viable, healthy

black bear populations that can provide aesthetic and recreational benefits to Montana

citizens and visitors to our state, now and in the future.

The scope of this FEIS is limited to elements of the black bear management program for

which either FWP, the FWP Commission, or the Montana Legislature has decision-

making authority. The function of this FEIS is to disclose potential consequences of each

of five alternative actions to the public, as well as to involve the public in making

changes to the black bear management program.
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DECISIONS TO BE MADE

Each alternative action is comprised of a number of individual program elements. Within

each alternative, each proposed program element falls under the legal decision-making

authority of one or more of the following decision-making bodies: 1) the FWP
Commission, 2) the FWP, and 3) the Montana Legislature.

FWP Commission: Eight of the elements in the Proposed Action are subject to the

authority of the FWP Commission, and can therefore be considered recommendations

made by FWP to the FWP Commission. The FWP Commission is the policy making

body that oversees the state’s wildlife management programs. Section 87-1-301(1),

Montana Codes Annotated (MCA) requires the Commission to "set policies for the

protection, preservation, and propagation of the wildlife, fish, game, furbearers,

waterfowl, nongame species, and endangered species of the state for the fulfillment of all

other responsibilities of the Department as provided by law." Recommendations that the

FWP Commission chooses to adopt would be in the form of hunting regulations, which

would be adopted following a public hearing during the biennial season-setting process,

and would become effective for the 1994 black bear hunting season. The Montana Fish,

Wildlife and Parks Commission adopts hunting seasons either annually or biennially

under an exception to the Administrative Procedure Act for agency rules (Section 2-4-

102(10)(d), MCA).

FWP: Elements subject to FWP authority can be implemented upon a change in

department policy and/or a change in Administrative Rules of Montana (ARM). ARM
rules can be adopted by FWP following a formal rule making process that includes public

notification and an opportunity for public review and input.

Montana Legislature: Decisions subject to legislative authority would require the FWP
to draft legislation that would be subject to consideration and a vote by the Montana

Legislature.

RESULTS OF PUBLIC SCOPING

A public scoping process was conducted during July and August, 1993. A scoping

document outlining a draft of the Proposed Action and soliciting public input on issues

and alternatives was mailed to over 500 individuals and organizations in July. It was also

made available upon request (via press releases) to the general public. A total of 143

comments were received by FWP through August 30, 1993. Most comments were

received from individuals, although a third of the respondents commented on behalf of

organizations.
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ISSUES SCOPING

Comments received during the public scoping process addressed 29 issues.

ISSUES EVALUATED IN THE DEIS

Issues addressed by one or more alternatives:

1) Orphaning of dependent young

2) Vulnerability of black bears, particularly females, to hunting harvest

3) Potential for mistaken identity (grizzly bears misidentified by hunters as

black bears)

4) Potential for overharvest, particularly of the female population segment

5) Need for public information/education programs

6) Hunter ethics

7) Human health concerns associated with consumption of black bear meat

8) Nonlethal means of addressing depredation and nuisance bear problems

9) Hunting: its roles and its effects.

1) Orphaning of dependent young:

Although it is illegal to kill a female accompanied by cubs (Black Bear Hunting

Regulations, Appendix 1), the potential for accidental or illegal harvest of lactating

females will always exist, particularly during a spring hunting season. The majority of

the 10 to 15 black bear cubs placed at the FWP animal shelter in Helena annually, are

assumed to have been orphaned during the spring hunting season (Yannone, pers.

comm.).

Brown (1990) estimated potential harvest of lactating sows in northwest Montana (Region

1) in the absence of a prohibition on harvest of sows with cubs. Knowing that sows with

cubs comprise 10% of the black bear population in Region 1 and that females do not

reproduce until 5 or 6 years of age; and that 33% of reproductive age females in the

population have cubs in a given year, Brown calculated that it would be possible for 18-

25 lactating females to be harvested in Region 1 . This worst case scenario would result

in removal of a female bear with cubs for every 442-614 square miles of bear habitat.

He also concluded that removal of this number of productive sows, and their cubs, would

not significantly impact the black bear population in northwest Montana. Because it is

illegal to kill a female accompanied by cubs, actual loss of reproductive females is

thought to be much lower than this worst case scenario.

The issue of orphaning is founded primarily in ethical concerns, rather than concern

about impacts to population trend. This concern is addressed by Element L (refer to

3



Tables 1 and 2 on page 17) which is designed to improve hunter education and hunter

ethics.

Alternative 2 addresses the orphaning issue through elimination of spring black bear

hunting entirely. Alternative 3 provides for use of a harvest quota, which could include a

female subquota, during the spring season, to limit harvest of female bears, including

those with dependent young. Alternative 4 would eliminate black bear hunting altogether.

Element P addresses provisions for orphaned young to be cared for and reintroduced into

the wild. Elements E, J and V are also intended to afford protection to adult females,

including those with dependent young.

2) Vulnerability of black bears, particularly females, to hunting harvest:

Public comments addressing vulnerability were not in opposition to hunting harvest, but

revolved around when (time of year) and how (under what conditions) bear populations

should be hunted, in light of the difficulties of distinguishing females from males. There

is concern that black bears are particularly vulnerable immediately following emergence

from their dens, a period when food is scarce and bears are still in a semi-hibernation

state, and during the first part of September when bears are maximizing use of berry

patches. Public concern about bear vulnerability during these times of the year is

corroborated by peak harvest periods evident under the existing hunting season format

(Appendix 2 Figs. 8-11). Alternative 2 addresses the spring vulnerability issue through

total elimination of spring bear hunting. Alternative 3 addresses the issue through

application of harvest quotas during the spring season. Spring vulnerability of females is

also addressed by Element J. Fall vulnerability is addressed by Element I. Elements B,

E, H, L, M, O, and V also address vulnerability issues.

3) Potential for mistaken identity (grizzly bears misidentified by hunters as black bears):

This issue is borne out of 1) concern for protection and recovery of the state’s grizzly

bear populations and 2) the belief that provisions for grizzly bear protection are essential

to maintaining black bear hunting seasons in the long term. Alternative 2 (No Spring

Hunting) and 4 (No Hunting) provide protection for grizzly bears by eliminating or

curtailing hunting of black bears, Elements E and L are preventative measures that

provide protection to individual grizzly bears.

4) Potential for overharvest, particularly of the female population segment:

Concern for protecting the female segment of black bear populations is borne out of

concern for 1) The effect of hunting harvest on black bear productivity and population

levels, 2) Minimizing the incidence of orphaning and 3) Enhancing the credibility of the

state’s black bear management program, particularly among anti-hunting interests. This
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concern is addressed by the Proposed Action, specifically Elements B, C, D, E, H, I, J,

M, N, O, V, W and X, which are specifically designed to provide for regulation of

hunting harvest in a manner potentially more sensitive to black bear population trends.

5) Need for public information/education programs:

A number of participants highlighted the issue of public information and education as the

most important aspect of a black bear management program. Suggested objectives for

such programs included: 1) public awareness of black bear biology and habitat needs; 2)

public understanding of the ramifications of living in black bear habitat; 3) public

knowledge of preventative measures people should practice to help avoid occurrence of

human/black bear conflicts; and, 4) the necessity of hunters to be knowledgeable about

distinguishing between male bears and females with cubs. These concerns are addressed

by Elements G, K, S and O.

6) Hunter ethics:

Participants in the scoping process identified a need for improved hunter ethics - for the

ultimate benefit of black bear populations as well as perpetuation of traditional sport

hunting in the long-term. This issue is addressed by Elements L, Q and W.

7) Human health concerns associated with consumption of black bear meat:

Some participants expressed concern about potential exposure to trichinosis as a result of

consuming meat of harvested black bears. Element U, which is included in 3 of the 4

alternatives, addresses this issue.

8) Nonlethal means of addressing depredation and nuisance bear problems:

Some participants expressed the desire for nonlethal measures - rather than control actions

-to be used to address depredation and nuisance bear complaints. This issue is addressed

by Element R, which is included in 4 of the 5 alternatives.

9) Hunting: its role and its effects:

Hunting is perceived by various segments of the public as: 1) a necessary population

management tool and/or 2) an important form of recreation, or 3) an unnecessary,

unethical exploitation of wildlife. Four of the five alternatives include hunting harvest as

a primary management tool. Application and regulation of hunting differs among

alternatives 1, 2, 3 and 5. Alternative 4 excludes hunting harvest from the management

program. The portion of the public supportive of hunting has expressed desire that the

state have a credible management program with provisions for: 1) obtaining accurate
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information on population status and trend; 2) providing public information and

education programs; and, 3) providing good hunter education, including hunter ethics.

Elements of the various alternatives that effectively address direct criticism by anti-

hunting interests include E, F, L, N and U.

ISSUES ANALYZED IN THE DEIS

1) How will the action affect black bear populations? (population level and female

segment)

2) How will the action affect black bear habitat?

3) How will the action affect hunting opportunity?

4) How will the action affect nonconsumptive recreational opportunity?

5) How will the action affect the ability of FWP to effectively regulate hunting

harvest?

6) How will the action affect the ability of FWP to accurately assess and monitor

population status and trend?

7) How will the action affect illegal activities?

8) How will the action affect the economy of local communities?

9) How will the action affect funding for the state’s black bear management program?

10) How will the action affect the incidence of human/black bear conflicts

(depredation, nuisance bears, chronic problem areas, damage to young trees).

11) How will the action affect grizzly bear populations?

ISSUES NOT EVALUATED IN THE DEIS

The following issues are either 1) not significantly affected by the alternatives, or 2) not

within the scope of the decisions to be made. Therefore, they are not analyzed further in

the DEIS. The rationale for excluding them from detailed analysis is presented.

1) Black bear predation on elk calves and deer fawns

Black bear predation on elk and moose calves and deer fawns does occur and has been

documented to be a significant cause of neonatal mortality in several local geographic

areas of Idaho and Alaska (Schlegal 1976, Franzmann et al. 1980, Crete and Jolicoeur

1987). However, productivity of ungulate populations here in Montana do not indicate

that black bear predation occurs at a scale that would impact ungulate populations. This

issue is excluded from further examination because lack of scientific data precludes

analysis.

2) Preference for state, rather than federal authority for management of grizzly bears,

and proposed inclusion of grizzly bear management issues in this DFEIS.
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By virtue of its federal classification as a threatened species in the 48 conterminous states,

grizzly bears automatically fall under the management authority of the USFWS, U.S.

Department of Interior under provisions of the Endangered Species Act of 1973. FWP
has cooperated with the USFWS in development of a recovery plan for the grizzly bear in

Montana. Once population goals outlined in the recovery plan have been achieved, the

grizzly bear should eventually be removed from the endangered species list and

management of the species returned to the state of Montana. This issue is beyond the

scope of this environmental analysis. Grizzly bear management issues were examined in

a Final Programmatic EIS published in 1986 (Dood et al. 1986) and a five year update to

the grizzly bear EIS (Dood and Pac 1993).

3) Effects of wolf reintroduction on black bear hunting

This issue is beyond the scope of this environmental analysis. Wolf reintroduction issues

are examined in a draft EIS recently released by the USFWS (U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service 1993).

4) Relationship between the Proposed Action and the Rocky Mountain Front Guidelines

The Rocky Mountain Front Guidelines were cooperatively developed by FWP, U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Land Management, the Nature Conservancy, Montana

State University, Milestone Petroleum, Inc. and Arco Oil and Gas Co. Management
guidelines developed for several species inhabiting the Rocky Mountain Front were

designed to avoid or minimize potential conflicts between human activities and wildlife,

with emphasis on potential impacts of oil and gas exploration. Guidelines specific to black

bears were not presented. Guidelines developed for grizzly bears did not incorporate

recreational activities such as hunting, but are oriented instead toward seismic activities,

exploratory drilling schedules, pipeline construction, helicopter flight corridors and

location of field operation centers. The Rocky Mountain Front Guidelines were

consulted, but since they are not designed to address recreational human activity, FWP
believes this issue to be unrelated to decisions to be made.

5) Whether archery hunting of black bears is appropriate

Criticism of archery hunting of black bears is based on concern about humaneness -

including the potential for wounding. On the other side of the issue, archers maintain

that an arrow is just as effective as a bullet and that the shorter shooting range required

by an archery hunter minimizes potential accidental harvest of females with dependent

young or grizzly bears. There currently is no special archery season in Montana.

Hunters who wish to hunt black bears with archery equipment may exercise their choice

of hunting weapon during the general black bear season. Approximately 5% of black

bear hunters hunt with archery equipment. In 1992, 635 archery hunters harvested 34
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black bears in Montana (5% success rate). In 1991, 994 archery hunters harvested 109

black bears in Montana (11 % success rate) (Appendix 3).

Studies of the effectiveness of archery hunting and the incidence of wounding have

addressed ungulates - primarily deer - but not bears. A recent FWP report to the Fifty-

first Montana Legislature, "Effects of Archery Hunting on Elk Management in Montana"

(Wildlife Division 1989) summarized mortality rates of 535 radio-collared elk over a 6-

year period. During that 6-year period, 4 elk were wounded by bow hunters. While this

report may have limited applicability to the issue of archery hunting of black bears, it did

conclude that concerns about the effects of archery hunting on elk populations appeared to

be a matter of perception and social preference rather than a biological problem (Wildlife

Division 1989).

In response to increasing popularity and participation in archery hunting, as well as public

concern about humaneness, the Montana Bow Hunters Association supported legislation

that required youths 12 through 17 years of age to take a Bow Hunter Education Course,

in addition to the existing Hunter Education course, prior to obtaining a Montana archery

license. This requirement became effective in March, 1988. This legislation also

earmarked $1 from every archery license purchased to fond implementation of the Bow
Hunter Education Course, which was developed by the National Bow Hunter Education

Foundation. The program is administered by FWP. In 1991, the Montana Bow Hunters

Association supported an amendment to the 1987 law that also requires first-time adult

bow hunters to complete the Bow Hunter Education course, prior to obtaining a Montana

archery license. This initiative provided a means to address both proficiency and ethics

of bow hunters.

The 1991 legislature enacted a law that gives the FWP Commission authority to restrict

use of certain types of archery equipment. Under this authority, the FWP Commission

has adopted regulations to reduce the likelihood of wounding, including prohibition of

equipment useable during illegal shooting hours (including laser sights usable at night)

and other types of equipment considered unethical (including chemical and explosive

pods). The above initiatives, combined with lack of evidence that archery hunting of

black bears in Montana or any other state or province is inhumane are the reasons that

FWP has decided not to pursue this issue further at this time.

6) Motorized public access

FWP does not have management authority for specific regulations addressing motorized

access on public and private lands. None of the alternatives analyzed in this DFEIS are

expected to result in changes in regulation of motorized access on public lands or on

FWP lands. FWP consultations and recommendations solicited by public land
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managment agencies concerning motorized access would reflect the alternative chosen by

FWP.

7) How will the action affect development of other resources?

Development of other resources (logging, grazing, mining, etc.) on public and private

lands is not within the management authority of FWP and will occur independently of the

alternatives considered in this draft EIS. FWP consultations and recommendations

solicited by public land management agencies concerning proposed developments would

reflect the alternative chosen by FWP.

8) Who should pay for education efforts?

Education programs, for hunters as well as the general public, are considered integral to

the state’s wildlife management program. As such, they have been, and will continue to

be funded by license dollars and federal PR (Pittman-Robinson) funds, regardless of

which alternative is implemented. Therefore, this issue is immaterial to decisions to be

made.

9) Should FWP actively improve black bear viewing and photography opportunities?

A number of participants in the public scoping process suggested that FWP formally

recognize the importance of nonconsumptive black bear recreation by collaborating with

land management agencies on habitat enhancement projects that could improve bear

viewing and photography opportunities at certain sites. FWP acknowledges the growing

demand and importance of nonconsumptive wildlife-related recreation and intends to

continue to assure that black bear populations are maintained at levels that will ensure

availability of such opportunities, which are probably most readily available in the fall

when bears are maximizing use of berry crops. However, FWP believes that bears do

not lend themselves to establishment of formal viewing sites (such as those established on

big game winter ranges and raptor congregation sites) by virtue of potential threats to

human safety, liability issues and the potential for black bears to become habituated to

humans. Habituation of bears to humans has predicable results, all of which are

detrimental to bears. Habituated bears are more likely to become "nuisance" bears,

seeking out unnatural food sources in the vicinity of homes and/or camp sites. Such

bears are also rendered more vulnerable during hunting season. For the foregoing

reasons, this approach to nonconsumptive recreation is not considered further.

ALTERNATIVES SCOPING

Ten alternatives were identified during the public scoping process. Alternatives

considered but not analyzed farther in the DEIS include the following:
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1) Prohibit all black bear hunting in grizzly bear habitat

The current distribution of grizzly bears overlaps with that of the state’s most productive

black bear populations in western Montana. Distribution of grizzly bears is expected to

continue to expand as recovery of the species progresses and grizzlies expand into

formerly occupied habitats. Prohibition of black bear hunting in grizzly bear habitats

would render much, if not most, most of western Montana off-limits to black bear

hunting. Transfer of hunting pressure from productive black bear populations in western

Montana to remaining, less productive black bear populations in central Montana would

necessitate very strict requirements of hunting harvest, possible through use of quotas

and/or permits (similar to Alternative 3). Reduced need for hunting harvest as a

management tool could result in near or total elimination of black bear hunting in

remaining black bear habitat (similar to Alternative 4).

The practicality of this suggested alternative is limited by the fact that grizzly distribution

will continue to be dynamic as recovery of the state’s grizzly populations progresses, as

well as the problems of clearly delineating and defining black bear habitats outside the

distribution of grizzly bears. The logistics of effectively applying and enforcing such a

regulation would also be a problem.

In lieu of this type of approach, FWP has instituted several information/education

measures designed to address the issue of mistaken identity. Measures already in place

include: 1) a map of grizzly bear distribution in Montana published in the black bear

hunting regulations (Appendix 1); 2) "Know Your Bear" brochures, wallet cards and an

adhesive sticker distributed to black bear hunters and the general public (Appendix 4); 3)

a black bear/grizzly bear identification slide series compiled by Montana bear researchers

and available in every regional office. This slide series is routinely presented to hunter

education classes, sportsman clubs, youth groups and civic groups; and 4) A feature

article in Montana Outdoors on black bear/grizzly bear identification (Kasworm 1987).

Grizzly bear mortality data are summarized in FWP annual reports (Greer 1971-1985,

Palmisciano 1986, Dood and Pac 1988, Pac and Dood 1989 and 1990). During the

period 1975-1991, 15 grizzly bear mortalities attributed to accidental killing by black bear

hunters have been recorded in Montana (Dood and Pac 1993). Ten cases of mistaken

identity occurred in May during spring black bear season and two in September during

the fall season. This source of mortality was not deemed biologically significant (Dood

and Pac 1993). Wyoming recorded 10 grizzly mortalities in this category since 1972

(Roop pers. comm, in Dood et al 1985), with four occurring in 1982 over baits.

Wyoming banned black bear baiting in grizzly habitat in 1982 and Idaho imposed a

similar ban in 1983.
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Records kept on grizzly mortality in the northern continental divide (NCD) and Cabinet-

Yaak ecosystems (Appendix 5) indicate that the current multi-faceted education approach

is working satisfactorily. This, and the belief that effective implementation of this

alternative is not feasible, led to the decision not to evaluate this alternative further.

2) Allow use of bait to harvest black bears

The current prohibition on use of bait is the result of strong public sentiment against this

practice, which was reaffirmed during the public scoping process. The existing

prohibition on baiting has endured challenge and debate during several legislative

sessions. This suggested alternative is not considered further because it constitutes an

illegal activity.

3) Allow use of dogs to hunt black bear

The current prohibition on use of dogs to hunt bears is the result of strong public

sentiment against the practice, which was reaffirmed during the public scoping process.

Like the baiting issue, the existing prohibition on use of dogs to harvest or pursue bears

has weathered challenge and debate during several legislative sessions. This suggested

alternative is not considered further because it constitutes an illegal activity.

4) Implement a chase-only season to allow people to pursue black bears with dogs

The current prohibition on use of dogs to pursue bears is the result of strong public

sentiment against the practice, which was reaffirmed during the public scoping process.

This suggested alternative is not considered further because it constitutes an illegal

activity.

5) Allow volunteer houndsmen to respond to black bear depredation problems, rather

than FWP or Animal Damage Control (ADC, U.S. Department of Agriculture).

FWP and ADC responsibilities are specified in statute. There are no provisions for state

agencies to transfer responsibilities delegated to them by law, to private parties. In

addition to the legal barriers to this type of arrangement, it would create the appearance

of conflict of interest as well as the potential for abuse. This suggested alternative is not

considered further because it could constitute an illegal activity.

6) Allow black bear hunters to carry out control actions, rather than FWP or ADC

The reasons outlined above apply. An additional consideration is the fact that control

actions often take place in proximity to dwellings and livestock, and may involve

situations where human safety is at risk. This increases the desirability for necessary
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control actions to be accomplished by professionals who are experienced at carrying out

control actions under difficult circumstances. These considerations, and associated

liability issues render this suggested alternative unfeasible.

7) Close more roads and ban use of mountain bikes on closed roads to reduce

vulnerability of black bears to hunting harvest, rather than shorten the black bear hunting

season.

FWP does not have authority over public access to public or private lands, or regulations

that govern conditions of public access. In addition, such regulations, even if they were

to be implemented by public and private land managers, do not address harvest of female

bears, which is central to the purpose and need of the Proposed Action. For those

reasons, this proposal is not considered a viable alternative.

ALTERNATIVES CHOSEN FOR ANALYSIS IN THIS FEIS:

1 Proposed Action

2 Termination of spring black bear hunting

3 Use of quotas to regulate spring black bear harvest

4 Termination of all black bear hunting

5 No Action (continuation of the existing black bear management program).

The three alternatives chosen for analysis in the DEIS (2, 3 and 4), combined with the

Proposed Action (1) and the No Action (5) alternatives, encompass the concerns raised

during public scoping. Together, these alternatives encompass concerns and ideas that

were offered during the public scoping process.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

PHYSICAL

The alternative that is ultimately adopted will be applied over all black bear habitats in

Montana, comprising the western 2/3 of the state (Figure 1). The Proposed Action, or

one of the other 4 alternatives, will set the course for the state’s black bear management
program and will be implemented in the form of statewide laws, administrative rules,

policies and procedures. Regardless of which alternative is implemented, impacts to the

physical environment are not expected to occur.

During the public scoping process, concerns about the physical environment emphasized

on-going conversion of black bear habitats to rural subdivisions and other human uses.

FWP acknowledges that continued movement to, and development of rural areas will
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result in loss of black bear habitat, independent of the alternatives considered in this

DEIS. The alternatives considered in this environmental analysis will directly affect the

state’s black bear populations, in terms of total numbers and population dynamics,

including age and sex composition.

Appearance:

Adult North American black bears (TJrsus amencanus) are typically 4 1/2 to 5 1/2 feet

long, 24 to 40 inches high at the shoulder, and 150-300 pounds in weight. In eastern

North America habitats featuring a highly nutritious diet, adult males may attain a weight

of 500 pounds or more. Females are generally about 20% smaller than males (Cahalane

1961). Coloration varies geographically. Nearly all bears in eastern North America are

black, but in the western portion of the continent coat color ranges from black to blond,

with varying amounts of white on the chest. The snout is usually brown. In Montana,

50% of harvested bears are black, 30% are black-brown or dark brown and 20% are

shades of light brown, including blonde (Greer and Craig 1970).

Distribution:

Across North America, black bear habitat can be characterized as forestlands that provide

suitable food (Bray and Barnes 1967). Distribution of black bears in Montana has

probably not changed during the past several decades. Black bears occupy forested

habitats on both sides of the continental divide, the moist forests of the northwest comer

of the state considered to be the most productive black bear habitat. From the northwest

to the south and east, habitat quality and bear densities decline coincident with the

precipitation gradient. Approximately 45 % of the state is considered occupied black bear

habitat (Figure 1). Although black bears are seen occasionally in Regions 6 and 7, the

eastern part of the state is not considered occupied black bear habitat. Habitat quality,

bear densities and annual bear harvest (Figure 2) are highest in Administrative Region 1

and lowest in Region 5 (Figure 3).

Distribution of grizzly bears in Montana does overlap with that of black bears (Figure 4).

Herrero (1978, 1979) noted that although the two species are capable of coexisting in

some forest ecosystems, the grizzly is better adapted to exploit more open habitats by

virtue of its larger body size and more aggressive nature. Several studies in northern and

northwest Montana affirmed that grizzlies predominated in open shrub and bum areas

(Jonkel and Cowan 1971, Shaffer 1971, Martinka 1972, Kasworm 1983). Data from the

Rocky Mountain Front suggests a negative density relationship between grizzly bears and

black bears (Aune and Kasworm 1989). Competition between the two species for space
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BLACK BEAR HUNTING DISTRICTS

Figure 4. Map of grizzly bear distribution (light shading) in hunting districts open to

black bear hunting. Black areas designate national parks and Indian

reservations. National parks are closed to all hunting and Indian

reservations are closed to hunting of big game, including black bears, under

state regulations.
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may be of greater importance than competition for food (Rogers 1983, Aune and

Kasworm 1989, Kasworm and Thier 1991). Interspecific conflict may prevent black

bears from making significant inroads in areas with flourishing grizzly populations, but

black bear densities may increase if the grizzly population is suppressed by some other

factor, most notably human activity (IGBC 1987). Jonkel (1984) suggested that in areas

of high black bear densities, expansion of grizzly populations may be suppressed as a

result of competitive exclusion of subadult grizzlies.

Life History and Habitat Requirements:

Black bears lead solitary lives, except for the brief period that a male and female spend

together during the breeding season and the period that cubs are in the. care of their

mother (1 1/2 to 2 1/2 years). Black bears breed during the months May, June and July.

Pregnancy lasts about 220 days. However, the fertilized egg is not implanted in the

uterus until late fall and embryonic growth occurs only during the 10 weeks prior to

birth. Cubs are bom in the winter den during late January or early February, weighing

6-9 ounces. They are weaned at 6-8 months of age but remain with their mother for at

least 1.5 years (Jonkel and Cowan 1971) and may remain with the sow for 21/2 years

(Rogers, 1977). Subadult black bears generally disperse from their maternal home ranges

as yearlings, males ranging further than females. Female offspring are more likely than

males to reside closer to or within their maternal home ranges (Powell 1987, Elowe and

Dodge 1989, Mattson 1990).

Although Montana black bears may breed at 4 1/2 to 6 1/2 years of age, they have not

been observed to successfully produce cubs until age 6 or 7 (Thier 1990, Jonkel and

Cowan 1971). In contrast, black bears inhabiting more productive habitats in the eastern

U.S. grow more quickly and mature earlier, successfully reproducing at age 2 1/2 to 3

1/2. Adult females in eastern North America breed every 2 years, but in the west, a

breeding interval of 3 or more years is more common (Bunnel and Tait 1981). Research

in Montana indicates an interval of at least 3 years between litters (Simmons and Stewart

1989, Jonkel and Cowan 1971, Kasworm and Manley 1988). Litter size is correlated

with body size, with older, larger females producing larger litters (Alt 1982). Average

fitter size reported for several Montana black bear populations was 1.6 (Jonkel and

Cowan 1971, Brown 1992), 1.7 (Kasworm and Thier 1991), 1.68 (Simmons and Stewart

1989) and 1.8 (Aune et al. 1984).

Black bears are opportunistic omnivores, consuming both vegetation and meat. Intake of

animal matter includes scavenging remains of dead animals. Their unspeciafized,

relatively inefficient digestive system necessitates that they maximize the quality of the

food items they ingest. Black bears seek out food items that provide starch, sugar,

animal and plant protein and animal and plant fats (Herrera 1978, Schwartz and

Franzmann 1991).
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The majority of a black bear’s diet consists of plant material. Plant material comprises

75% of the year-long diet in Yosemite National Park (Graber and White 1983), 80% in

the Great Smoky Mountains National Park (Eagle and Pelton 1983), 77% in Wyoming
(Irwin and Hammond 1985) and 90% in Glacier National Park (Kendall 1986). Less than

2% of the diet of black bears in Idaho consisted of animal matter (Beecham and Zager

1992). In Wyoming and Montana studies, grasses, sedges and forbs were the principle

food items consumed during spring and early summer. Nuts (including those from

whitebark pine and limber pine) and berries (especially huckleberries) predominated in

late summer and fall (Shaffer 1971, Martin 1983, Irwin and Hammond 1985, Kendall

1983 and 1986, Mack 1986, Greer 1987 and Aune and Kasworm 1989). Insects,

especially ants, and carrion were the principle non-plant foods consumed. Plants

providing food for Montana black bear populations include common dandelion,

goatsbeard, common horsetail, cow parsnip, angelica, sweetvetch, chokecherry,

gooseberry, hawthorn, grouse whortleberry, huckleberry, mountain ash and serviceberry

(Mack 1986, Kendall 1986). Important non-forested habitats used by black bears in their

search for food include wet meadows, riparian areas, avalanche chutes, roadsides, bums,

sidehill parks and subalpine ridgetops.

Black bear movements and home range size reflect the patchy, scattered nature of

important food sources including mast crops (fruit of trees and shrubs, including nuts,

acorns and berries). Unlike other species that defend a particular geographic area, bears

move in response to the availability of food and may actually congregate at seasonally

important food sources. Therefore, home ranges overlap and vary substantially season to

season, and year to year. Home range size for marked black bears in Montana have

varied between 53 and 225 square miles for males and 14 to 137 square miles for females

(Kasworm and Thier 1991, Thier 1990, Aune and Brannon 1987, Greer 1987). Home
range size is larger in the comparatively arid Rocky Mountain Front than in the forested

NW comer of the state. Black bear densities have been estimated in various areas of NW
Montana as 0.17 per square mile (Thier 1990), 0.59 - 0.8 per square mile (Jonkel and

Cowan 1971), and 0.56 per square mile (Mace 1993).

The highest quality black bear foods are typically products of lush vegetative habitats,

often productive riparian lands (Schoen 1990), a factor contributing to conflicts with

humans and other land uses. Given their inquisitive nature, opportunistic food habits and

natural role as a scavenger, it is no surprise that black bears will consume and readily

become habituated to garbage, pet foods, fruit trees, and other food sources associated

with human habitation.

Hibernation, an adaptation to northern latitudes, reduces energy requirements during

winter months when food is inadequate or unavailable due to snow cover. Physiological

changes occur in the fall as food supplies diminish and air temperature declines. Even

before entering the den, a bear’s heart rate declines from 40-50 beats to 8-10 beats per
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minute. But unlike classic hibemators, body temperature does not decline dramatically.

Black bears remain fully arousable throughout hibernation. No one fully understands the

unique physiological mechanisms that allow bears to survive as long as 6 months without

food or water, and without urinating or defecating. It is thought that bears are able to

switch from protein metabolism to lipid (fat) metabolism during the period of hibernation.

Fat, rather than muscle tissue, accounts for the 15% to 25% weight loss occurring during

hibernation. Bears remain in a semi-hibernation mode for three weeks or more after

emerging from their dens, during which time they eat and drink very little (Rogers 1987).

Black bear research has demonstrated a sequence of den entrance correlated with sex and

age. Pregnant females enter earliest, followed by other adult females, subadults (females

generally before males), and lastly, adult males (Reynolds and Beecham 1980, Lindzey

1981, Beecham et al. 1983).

Mature males begin dispersing from the den sites earliest, followed by subadult males,

adult females without cubs, adult females with cubs, and then subadult females (Reynolds

and Beecham 1980, Johnson and Pelton 1980, Rogers 1987, Beecham et al 1983, and

Tietje and Ruff 1980). Females with cubs may emerge 1-3 weeks later than other bears

and remain inactive in the vicinity of the den site for a longer period of time.

Montana research has identified den entry to occur between October 14 and December 7,

and den exit between March 21 and May 7 (Kasworm and Thier 1991, Mack 1990,

Jonkel and Cowan 1971, Kasworm and Brown 1983, Aune and Kasworm 1989).

Population Dynamics:

While habitat quality is the ultimate limiting factor for bear densities, three other factors

are also important in determining bear numbers: nutrition, subadult dispersal and

infanticide (LeCount 1982b). Bear densities can also be affected by hunting harvest.

Nutrition is the single most important factor determining reproductive success in black

bears (Rogers 1983, Beecham 1980b and 1983). Bear reproductive and mortality rates

vary annually with food supply (Miller 1990). An ample food source in the fall is critical

for survival of cubs of the year as weE as production of cubs the following spring.

Females typicaEy exhibit "skips" in their reproductive cycle following a fall with poor

mast production. Delayed implantation is thought to be an adaptation to irregular food

supply. If a pregnant female is not in good physical condition by fall, or if forage

conditions are poor, the fertilized egg will not implant in the uterus. In addition to

serving as a birth control mechanism, delayed implantation aUows adult females to

conserve energy during the late summer and early fall.
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Natural mortality of cubs is difficult to document but has been found to vary from 12% to

48% annually (Rogers 1977, Kemp 1972, DuBrock 1980, Elowe and Dodge 1989, Beck

1991 and Erickson et al. 1964). Mortality of cubs appears to be a function of several

factors including spring weather, food supply, predator numbers, the mother’s

experience, and man-caused mortality (Beck 1991).

Mortality of subadult bears (less than 5 years of age) is associated with dispersal and may
often be induced by social pressure exerted by adult members of the population.

Researchers have reported adult males killing subadult males as they disperse (Jonkel and

Cowan 1971, Poelker and Hartwell 1973, Kemp 1976 and Rogers 1987). Several studies

point to aggression by adult black bears as the major factor in population regulation,

prompting dispersal and death of subadults (Beecham 1980a, Hugie 1982, Young and

Ruff 1982 and Rogers 1983). Bunnel and Tait (1981) pointed out that older males

provide an ideal regulatory mechanism because they are subject to very few forms of

mortality. The mortality rate of subadults was found to be 36.8% in NW Montana (Thier

1990).

'

Young males have lower survival rates than young females (Jonkel and Cowan 1971,

Koch 1983, Rogers 1987, and Elowe and Dodge 1989. Young males tend to disperse

farther from their mother’s home range and thus have a significantly higher chance of

encountering older male bears, hunters and other factors that increase mortality rates.

Malnutrition, thought to be most common in subadults when they disperse, also

contributes to natural mortality. Jonkel and Cowan (1971), Kemp (1976) and Rogers

(1977) documented malnutrition in black bear populations.

Researchers have estimated total adult mortality to be between 15% and 27% annually

(Lindzey and Meslow 1980, Erickson et al. 1964, DuBrock 1980, Thier 1990, Poelker

and Hartwell 1973, and Kohn 1982). Thier (1990) recorded an annual adult mortality

rate of 25%, slightly higher for males (25.1%) than for females (22.7%). The higher

mortality rate of males has been attributed to their larger home range size (Bunnel and

Tait 1985) and their less wary nature (Beecham 1980a). Stewart and Simmons (1989)

reported an average mortality rate of 16% for marked black bears, while Jonkel and

Cowan (1971) estimated natural mortality rates for adults at 14%.

Black bears are subject to predation by grizzly bears (Ross et al. 1988) and by wolves

(Rogers 1987, Ross et al. 1988, Rogers and Mech 1981). Black bear mortality attributed

to grizzly bears was reported by Jonkel and Cowan (1971). Aune and Kasworm (1989)

found hair from black bears in grizzly scats.

Black bears have been reported to live to 32 years old in the wild. The oldest black bears

reported in the Montana harvest were a 30-year old male and a 29-year old female.
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Bunnel and Tait (1985) suggest that at least 50% of the mortality experienced by North

American bear populations can be attributed to hunting. Several authors have stated that

hunting harvest limits population size (Bunnel and Tait 1985, Hugie 1982, DuBrock 1980

and Thier 1990).

Sport hunting of black bear populations, and other wildlife populations, is based on the

concept of "sustained yield." The principle of sustained yield management is that wildlife

populations produce an annual increment of animals that can be removed without causing

the population to decline. The size of the annual surplus varies by species (factors such

as proportion of females in the population and average litter size) and according to local

conditions (factors such as habitat quality and population density). Annual hunting

harvest is managed at a level corresponding to the capacity of the population to

compensate (via reproduction and recruitment rates) for hunting mortality. To a point,

hunting mortality is expected to be compensated by a corresponding decline in natural

mortality (Kemp 1972 and 1976, Bunnel and Tait 1981, Miller 1990 and Schwartz and

Franzmann 1991). Removal of some older males by hunting would be expected to reduce

mortality of subadult bears that otherwise would be expected to occur as a result of

aggression by adult males. Conversely, an unhunted black bear population would be

expected to exhibit higher natural mortality of subadults as a result of aggression by older

males. Barber and Lindzey (1986) state that since hunting is a major cause of mortality

in many black bear populations, it will influence the degree of turnover in the adult male

cohort, and presumably, the incidence of infanticide attributable to older bears.

Bear densities are limited primarily by food availability (Rogers 1976, LeCount 1987,

Graber 1982, Grenfell and Brody 1983, and Elowe 1989). Reproductive rates of bear

populations, however, are largely a function of nutrition rather than bear density (Jonkel

and Cowan 1971, Rogers 1976, Beecham and Reynolds 1977, LeCount 1977, Bunnel

and Tait 1981, and Elowe and Dodge 1989). Black bears then, cannot be expected to

respond to heavy hunting harvest with compensatory reproductive responses such as

larger litter size or younger breeding age (both of which are characteristic of species with

density-dependent reproductive strategies). In fact, high adult mortality may result in a

younger age population and lower productivity (Beecham and Zager 1992). It follows

that there is a "threshold of mortality," below which the reproductive capacity of a bear

population can compensate for hunting mortality. If total mortality exceeds the threshold,

hunting mortality will in effect become additive (to natural mortality rates) rather than

compensatory (Miller 1990). Examples of this threshold have been described by LeCount

(1986) and Elowe (1989).

Vulnerability of black bear populations to hunting harvest varies according to habitat and

levels of access. Bears are least vulnerable where cover is dense and expansive and most

vulnerable in highly roaded areas that feature limited security cover. Vulnerability of

individual bears to hunting harvest is influenced by sex and age. Adult males are
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typically most vulnerable because they have the largest home ranges and are most likely

to exhibit bold behavior. Consequently, the adult male segment of a population is the

first to be reduced through hunting harvest. Subadult males are slightly less vulnerable.

Due to their smaller home range and more wary nature, females are least vulnerable,

especially those with cubs. Therefore, a high proportion of females in the harvest is

generally indicative of excessive hunting harvest.

Most black bear management programs include safeguards to assure moderate harvest of

females (Beck, Beecham, Garshelis and LeCount-pers. comm.). This strategy is intended

to keep hunting harvest below the threshold of mortality, maintaining harvest rates within

the reproductive capacity of the population to compensate for hunting mortality.

Managed below this threshold, bear populations can sustain continued, regulated hunting

harvest (Kemp 1972, Wakefield 1972, LeCount 1977, Poelker and Parsons 1977,

Reynolds and Beecham 1980, and Servheen 1989).

Assessment of population status and trend:

Several attributes of black bears render free-ranging black bear populations difficult to

census. The fact that black bears are solitary animals of the forest limits their

observability from both the ground and the air. Black bears travel great distances, but

unlike many other species, they are neither territorial or migratory. Their movements
may vary substantially season to season and year to year, according to availability of

staple food sources. All of these attributes of bear populations result in limitations on the

amount and quality of population data that can be obtained.

Population data that can be obtained on limited areas and then extrapolated to larger areas

of bear habitat include density estimates and observed mortality rates obtained through the

use of marked bears. An attempt in the mid-1980s to obtain density estimates for

Montana black bear populations through the use of scent station surveys did not prove to

be workable. Late summer aerial surveys of high elevation shrub fields (featuring

huckleberry and mountain ash primarily) in a portion of the northwest comer of the state

(Region 1) have provided useful reproductive and density information for local black bear

populations since 1982. Remote cameras have been used successfully on an experimental

basis to obtain information on bear density in the South Fork of the Flathead River,

northwestern Montana (Mace, pers. comm.).

Density estimates are a desirable parameter to estimate population size. However, due to

the expense and logistics of trapping, marking and monitoring marked bears, the limited

applicability of aerial surveys, and expense of using remote cameras, managers rely

primarily on a combination of population indicators to indirectly assess and monitor

population trend and composition. Likewise, determining sustainable rates of harvest

requires use of multiple population indicators.
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Age structure and sex ratio of hunter harvested bears are parameters conventionally used

to assess black bear population status and trend. Other parameters commonly measured

and monitored include total hunting harvest, hunter effort and hunter success rates, and

mortality from control actions. Proper interpretation of sex and age ratios requires

supplemental information on productivity (which may vary from year to year), natural

mortality and food availability (Gilbert et al 1978, Waddel and Brown 1984).

Interpretation of trend must also be done in the context of historical information,

knowledge of interchange between bear populations (dispersal and immigration), changes

in habitat factors affecting vulnerability to hunting harvest such as road and trail

densities, and information on hunter effort. Without knowledge of these factors, harvest

data can be misinterpreted. For example, an increasing harvest can be indicative of a

population decline as well as a population increase. An accurate interpretation of harvest

data is dependent upon examination of additional indices (including hunter effort, age

and sex ratios and productivity).

Black bear populations typically exhibit a declining ratio of males to females with age

(Beecham 1983). This pattern is attributed to the more rapid depletion of males in each

age class because of the greater vulnerability of males to hunting and hunter selectivity

(Mcllroy 1972, Gilbert et al. 1978, Fraser et al. 1982, Harris and Metzgar 1987a, Miller

and Miller 1988, Miller 1990). As the harvest rate increases, the proportion of subadult

bears in the harvest increases as the proportion of adult males declines. Generally, in

populations subject to light-to-moderate hunting pressure, males predominate in the

harvest, and as hunting harvest increases, females and subadults constitute an increasingly

larger proportion of the harvest, an indicator of excessive harvest that could lead to a

population decline (Kolenosky 1986 and Harris 1984). A high proportion of subadult

bears and low numbers of adult males in the harvest may indicate a heavily hunted

population (Bunnel and Tait 1985, Mcllroy 1972, Beecham 1980a and 1983). Bunnel and

Tait (1980, 1985) concluded that a preponderance of males in the harvest generally

indicates a preponderance of females in the population and that an equal sex ratio in a

large kill suggests very heavy hunting pressure.

There is no cookbook approach to black bear management. Garshelis (1990, 1991)

maintains that here is no best single technique for monitoring black bear population trend

and that bear management is as much an art as it is a science. He recommends that it is

best to monitor as many population parameters as possible and concludes that population

trend is best indicated by several indices pointing in the same direction. For these

reasons, and the fact that the amount and quality of obtainable population data varies

among black bear populations, knowledge of the area and professional judgement play a

significant role assessing population status and trend. Miller (1990) recommends that

managers strive to maintain populations characterized by high average reproductive rates

and low average natural mortality rates. He cautions that optimum population size will

probably never be known since bear reproductive and mortality rates vary annually with
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food supply. He stresses that it is important to know what rates of harvest are sustainable

and at what point that rate is exceeded.

Evolution of black bear management in Montana:

Bears and people have coexisted in North American for thousands of years. Black bears

figured prominently in the rites and traditions of native peoples, who both hunted and

revered bears. In recent history both black bears and grizzly bears were viewed with fear

and intolerance - as dangerous predators, competitors and pests (Yodzis and Kolenosky

1986, Miller 1990). Efforts to exterminate bears through trapping, unrestricted killing

and government sponsored bounty programs reduced bear populations substantially,

especially in the southern and southeastern U.S. (Aderhold 1984, Garshelis 1990). In

recent decades, a prevailing utilitarian, exploitive attitude toward black bears has given

way to one of greater understanding and appreciation (Kellert and Westervelt 1982).

Today, black bears are valued as an important component of the ecosystem, and admired

by those who seek to watch, photograph and hunt them.

Black bear hunting, a long-standing tradition in Montana, has historically been a primary

focus of black bear management, as well as a funding source for the black bear

management program. All black bear management activities are funded by hunting

license revenues and federal Pittman Robertson (PR) matching funds collected in the form

of an excise tax on firearms and ammunition sales. Hunter participation in Montana is

substantial. In 1992, 26,780 black bear licenses were purchased (Figure 5). Prior to

1992, black bear licenses included in the 17,000 big game combination licenses issued to

nonresident hunters. Beginning in 1992, nonresident black bear hunters, including those

holding nonresident combination licenses, were required to purchase a nonresident bear

license in order to hunt black bears in Montana.

A total of 11,850 hunters harvested 1,360 black bears in Montana in 1992 (Figures 6 and

7). The discrepancy between the total number of bear licenses purchased (26,780) and

numbers of bear hunters afield (11,850) is due to the fact that a bear license is included

with every resident sportsman’s license issued (approximately 17,000). Although all

resident sportsman licenses holders receive a black bear license, a substantial number of

them do not go bear hunting. During the period 1971-1991, Montana’s annual black

bear harvest has averaged 1,474. The majority of the annual harvest (74%) occurs in

western Montana (Regions 1 and 2). The annual harvest is divided equally between the

spring and fall hunting seasons, with 50.1 % of the harvest occurring during the fall and

49.9% in the spring. Montana’s annual black bear harvest is comparable to that of

Alaska and Maine, ranking fourth in the nation behind Washington, Oregon and Idaho.

Use of dogs for bear hunting was prohibited in Montana in 1921 and black bears were

designated as big game animals in 1923. From 1943 through 1959, black bears were
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Figure 5

Black Bear License Sales
1971-92

#‘s License* (Thousands)
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Figure 6

Black Bear Hunters
1971-92 (questionnaire)

Thousands Thousands
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Figure 7

BLACK BEAR HARVEST
1971-92 (questionnaire)

Bears Harvested
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hunted for one month in the spring and again in the fall, from the opening of the big

game season until the Sunday after Thanksgiving. A prohibition on the killing of cubs,

or females with cubs, was instituted in 1947. A prohibition on use of baits to harvest

bears was enacted in 1948. From 1959 through 1970, the bear season opened in mid-

March and continued until the close of the big game season. In 1971 resident hunters

were required to purchase a black bear hunting license to legally take a black bear. Prior

to 1971, resident hunters could legally harvest a bear if they had a deer or elk license in

their possession. Nonresident bear licenses were made available in 1961. Advances in

radio telemetry technology and development of safe and reliable immobilization drugs for

black bears made research efforts more feasible, beginning in the early 1970’s. During

the mid-1970s, increasing concern about black bear harvest levels prompted more

restrictive hunting regulations. Separate spring and fall hunting seasons were again

initiated 'in Region 1 in 1977, with other regions following suit during subsequent years.

Concern in the early to mid-80’s was focused on sex and age composition of bear

populations, particularly the female segment. In 1985, a mandatory skull inspection/tooth

collection program was implemented to obtain better information on age of animals

harvested. In 1987, harvest quotas were instituted in southcentral Montana (Region 5) to

lend protection to the female segment of black bear populations.

Incremental changes in the state’s management program during the past 20 years were

designed to protect bear populations from excessive harvest, especially mature females.
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The progression of incremental changes coincide with increasing hunting pressure,

escalating pressures on black bear habitats, and increased public interest in both black

bears and grizzly bears. Management of black bears has become increasingly

controversial. In recent years, black bear management programs in other states have

been subjected to legal challenge. Primary issues of debate include hunting with dogs,

use of bait, spring hunting, and public sentiment against any hunting of black bears.

During 1992 and 1993, Montana’s black bear management program was critically

reviewed by FWP personnel and a literature search was conducted to evaluate the existing

program and to compare it with those in other states and provinces. That review and a

public scoping process culminated in a list of recommended changes to the existing black

bear management program which are embodied in the Proposed Action outlined in this

FEIS.

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL

During the past decade, interest in Montana, its scenic and wildlife resources, and its

recreational opportunities has elevated the stature of our state as a vacation destination -

both nationally and internationally. This increasing interest is reflected in upward trends

in demand for Montana hunting licenses, recreational use on national forests in the state,

and numbers of visitors and backcountry use in Glacier National Park (Dood and Pac

1993). Montana has also become a destination for residents of other, more populous

states, who are relocating here in search of a simpler lifestyle and higher quality of life.

Recent articles in publications such as Time and Newsweek magazines, as well as

Montana newspapers, have documented an on-going influx of new residents to Montana

and other Rocky Mountain states. A continuing influx of new residents is resulting in

diversification of public attitudes toward wildlife as well as public desires for wildlife-

related recreational opportunities. Pursuit of a rural lifestyle by increasing numbers of

people is fueling development of rural subdivisions in or near black bear habitats, which

is resulting in an increased incidence of human/black bear conflicts.

Many Montana residents fear that the on-going influx of new residents will result in loss

of black bear habitat as a result of urban sprawl; an increased incidence of human/bear

conflicts that could result in a lower tolerance for black bear numbers; and an increase in

anti-hunting sentiment. Bear hunters expressed a desire for the state’s black bear

management program to be credible and able to withstand scrutiny of those who do not

hunt or do not value the strong hunting tradition in Montana.

The alternatives considered in this FEIS have the potential to impact black bear

recreational opportunities available to the public, both hunting and non-hunting, as well as

the incidence of human/black bear conflicts. Changes in recreational opportunities may
also result in impacts to the economy of local communities.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

The Proposed Action (Alternative 1) was formulated by FWP and then revised in

response to comments received during the public scoping process. The No Action

Alternative (5) represents the existing black bear management program (status quo).

Other alternatives to the Proposed Action (2, 3 and 4) were formulated following public

input during the public scoping process. A description and analysis of each of the five

alternatives follows. Regardless of which of the five alternatives is ultimately adopted,

elements requiring action on the part of FWP or the FWP Commission could become

effective in 1994. Elements requiring legislative action would be presented to the

Montana Legislature in 1995.

ALTERNATIVE 1 (PROPOSED ACTION)

The Proposed Action (Alternative 1) is comprised of 30 elements. Implementation of the

Proposed Action would require FWP to make decisions regarding program direction,

procedures and policy and to undertake a formal rule making process that includes

provisions for public participation (Table 1 and Table 2). It would also require the FWP
Commission to make changes in hunting season format and hunting regulations. In

addition, it would require legislative action. This would require FWP to draft a

legislative proposal to be submitted to the Montana Legislature.

The emphasis of the Proposed Action is to: improve the amount and quality of biological

data collected, improve FWP capability to monitor population status, composition and

trend; improve regulation of annual hunting harvest in response to changes in population

trend; provide more effective protection for the female segment of black bear populations;

and enhance public understanding of black bear biology, habitat requirements and

management practices. The goal of the Proposed Action is the achieve and maintain a

more conservative harvest of black bears, especially female bears. The 30 elements of the

Proposed Action are as follows:

ELEMENTS OF THE EXISTING MANAGEMENT PROGRAM TO BE
CONTINUED

A) Continuation of the existing spring and fall black bear hunting season format (no

summer hunting season).

RATIONALE: Keep black bear populations "wild" by maintaining wariness of humans;

focus hunting harvest on the male segment of bear populations through the use of a spring

hunting season to minimize the incidence of bear depredations and other human/bear

conflicts; and provide hunting recreation desired by the public.
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Table 1. Element Description,

ELEMENTS DESCRIPTION

EXISTING

A Hunting season format that includes both spring and fall hunting

B Use of harvest quotas in some hunting districts

C Use of ADC bear mortality data in population monitoring

D Mandatory inspection of skulls of all harvested black bears

E Prohibition on baits and hounds to pursue or harvest black bears

F Assist beekeepers to implement preventative measures

G Distribute information on bear biology and habitat requirements

ADJUSTMENTS

H Delineate new black bear management units

I Adopt Sept. 15 as the earliest opening date for fall hunting

J Adopt April 15 as the earliest opening date for spring hunting, and May 31 as the latest closing date

K Inform the public about consequences of living in black bear habitat and how to prevent human/black

bear conflicts

L Expand emphasis on hunter ethics for both adults and youth

NEW INITIATIVES

M Management targets intended to maintain conservative harvest

N Mandatory inspection and tagging of hides of harvested bears

0 Remove black bear license from the resident sportsman’s package

P Upgrade FWP shelter in Helena to better accommodate orphaned cubs

Q Improved documentation/reporting system for illegal activities

R Improved documentation of nuisance bear complaints and follow-up

S Curtail chronic bear/human conflicts caused by human negligence

T Improved handling of ADC data on depredation complaints and control actions

U Require hunters to use meat of harvested black bears

V Revise statute addressing waste of fish or game (87-3-102 MCA)
W Revise statute addressing baiting (87-3-101 MCA)
X Clarify statute addressing use of hounds by FWP, ADC or agricultural operators to control depredating

bears (87-3-127 MCA)
Y Work with other entities to develop black bear habitat criteria

Z Produce an annual, standardized statewide black bear report

PUBLIC INITIATIVES

1 Encourage ADC to assist only those bee keepers who use preventative measures to protect their hives

II Maintain bear-proof garbage containers at FWP facilities and actively encourage other agencies and

private interests to do the same

III Explore the potential to initiate a research effort to evaluate management targets (outlined in Element

M) and refine them if necessary.

IV Explore the potential to initiate a research effort to provide needed information for use in developing

habitat criteria (Y)
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Table 2. List of program elements by alternative and decision authority.

ALTERNATIVES
DECISION

AUTHORITY*

DECISIONS TO IMPLEMENT

ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES
REQUIRED TO
IMPLEMENTELEMENTS n #3 u #5 FWP c LEG

EXISTING

A X X X X Hunting Season Format/Regulations None

B X X X X X Hunting Season Format/Regulations None

C X X X X X X Program Procedures None

D X X X X X Program Procedures/ARM Rule None

E X X X X X X Montana Law None

F X X X X X X Program Prioritization None

G X X X X X X Program Prioritization None

ADJUSTMENTS

H X X X X X Hunting Season Format/Regulations None

I X X Hunting Season Format/Regulations None

J X X Hunting Season Format/Regulations None

K X X X X X Program Prioritization Redirection

L X X X X Program Prioritization Redirection

NEW INITIATIVES

M X X X X Program Procedures None

N X X X X X Program Prioritization, ARM Rule &
Hunting Regulations

Redirection

0 X X X X Legislation None

P X X Program Prioritization Redirection

Q X X X X X Program Procedures None

R X X X X X X Program Procedures, Legislation None

ALTERNATIVE U 1 = the Proposed Action

ALTERNATIVE #2 = termination of spring black bear hunting

ALTERNATIVE #3 = fall hunting season and a spring hunting season regulated by quota

ALTERNATIVE #4 = no black bear hunting

ALTERNATIVE #5 = No Action

*FWP = Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks

C = FWP Commission

LEG = Montana Legislature
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ALTERNATIVES
DECISION

AUTHORITY*

DECISIONS TO IMPLEMENT

ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES
REQUIRED TO
IMPLEMENTELEMENTS #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 FWP c LEG

S X X X X X X Program Prioritization, Legislation
j

Redirection

T X X X X X Program Procedures None

U X X X X X X Program Prioritization, Hunting

Regulations, ARM Rule, Legislation

Redirection

V X X X X X Program Procedures, Hunting

Regulations, Legislation

None

w X X X X X Program Procedures, Legislation None

X X X X X X Program Procedures, Legislation None

Y X X X X X Program Priorities Redirection

Z X X X X Program Procedures Redirection

PUBLIC INITIATIVES

I X X X X X Program Procedures None

II X X X X X Program Procedures None

III X X X X X Program Prioritization Redirection

IV X X X X X Program Prioritization Redirection

ALTERNATIVE #1 = the Proposed Action

ALTERNATIVE #2 = termination of spring black bear hunting

ALTERNATIVE #3 = fall hunting season and a spring hunting season regulated by quota

ALTERNATIVE #4 = no black bear hunting

ALTERNATIVE #5 = No Action

*FWP = Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks

C = FWP Commission

LEG = Montana Legislature
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McCollough (1982) states that frequent encounters between bears and humans, without at

least occasional reinforcement of fear in the bear, will result in habituation to humans.

He further states that the role of hunting, originally by aboriginals, and more recently by

sport hunters, in producing "wildness" and human avoidance in bears cannot be

underestimated. Males are killed by hunters at a higher rate than they occur in the

population due to their larger home ranges and higher probability of being encountered by

hunters (Jonkel and Cowan 1971, Kemp 1976, Sitton 1982, Koch 1983, and Elowe and

Dodge 1989). Nuisance bears are generally heavily oriented toward males (Klenner

1987, Garshelis 1989). Under the existing hunting season format, most harvest of adult,

male black bears takes place during the spring season (Appendix 2, Figs. 4 and 5),

primarily during the first 3 weeks of May (Appendix 2, Fig. 8).

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP Commission.

B) Continued use of harvest quotas, including female subquotas in some black bear

management units.

RATIONALE: Regulation of hunting harvest, especially of female bears, is particularly

important in areas where bears are particularly vulnerable to hunting pressure and/or in

areas where adult females are being harvested at rates deemed to be excessive. Harvest

quotas, including female subquotas, have proved to be an effective means of regulating

the mountain lion harvest statewide. Quotas have also proven an effective means to

regulate black bear harvest in southcentral Montana (Region 5). The quota system in

Region 5 is credited with reducing annual hunting mortality from 16% (pre-quota) to

12%. Use of a quota system to regulate harvest is also acceptable to hunters. 48% of

respondents to a recent survey of black bear hunters expressed preference for use of

unlimited hunting until a specific quota is reached as means to reduce black bear harvest

(Brooks 1993).

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP Commission.

C) Continue to consider black bear mortalities resulting from Animal Damage Control

actions (ADC:APHIS, U.S. Dept, of Agriculture) in monitoring of population trends,

including sex and age composition of black bear populations.

RATIONALE: Most black bear depredation occurs during the months of August and

September and involves either sheep or bees. Approximately 35 black bears are

destroyed annually in Montana by ADC and FWP personnel (Appendix 6). This element

is intended to ensure that data from black bears killed during control actions will be used

to supplement data from hunter harvested bears. This will in turn assure that estimates of

population trend and sex composition as well as harvest quotas, reflect removal of black

bears as a result of control actions.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP.
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DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP.

D) Continue the existing requirement that all black bear skulls be presented to a FWP
representative so that a tooth can be extracted and subjected to laboratory analysis for age

determination.

RATIONALE: Obtain reliable data on age of harvested bears that facilitates the capability

to monitor age composition of bear populations. Premolars collected at the time of skull

inspection are sent to a private laboratory for age determination. When sectioned, a bear

premolar exhibits cementum annuli (similar to tree growth rings) that can be counted

under a microscope. The accuracy of the cementum analysis technique has been

validated by a comprehensive study of known-age grizzly bear teeth (Matson et al. 1993)

(Appendix 7, Figure 1). The cementum annuli in teeth of black bears are more distinct

and more regularly arranged than those of grizzly bears so aging of black bears can be

expected to be even more accurate than for grizzly bears (Matson, pers. comm.).

Potential error is minimal for bears younger than age 9 or 10 and greatest for bears in the

18-25 year age group (Appendix 7 Fig. 1). Tooth data compiled since 1985 provides

valuable insight to age structure of black bear populations (Appendix 7). FWP has, and

will continue to rely on use of age structure information to determine allowable rates of

harvest for black bear populations.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP.

E) Continue prohibition of baits and hounds (including chase-only seasons) to pursue or

harvest black bears.

RATIONALE: Avoid increasing existing harvest rates, particularly for females, and

remain responsive to public sentiment against these activities. Those who advocate use of

dogs to hunt black bears maintain that hunting with dogs facilitates sex and age

identification prior to harvest, which would promote harvest of mature males rather than

females and younger bears. Opposition to use of dogs to hunt bears is rooted in the

following concerns: 1) Bears are not physically adapted to run long distances or for long

periods, 2) grizzly bears would be subject to pursuit since dogs do not distinguish

between grizzly bears and black bears, 3) pursuit of grizzly bears with dogs is a federal

offense under CFR 50, 4) hounds in pursuit do not distinguish between male and female

bears, 5) potential impacts to other species in the fall, as well as impacts on fall big

game hunting activities, 6) potential impacts in the spring to deer, elk and other species

that bear young during spring months, 7) potential separation of the sow from the cubs

during pursuit, and the possibility that orphaning or cub mortality would result, 8) belief

that allowing hunting with dogs would increase commercialization of black bear hunting,

and 9) the likelihood that black bear hunting seasons would have to be shortened to

compensate for increased harvest rates attributable to hound hunters.

Use of bait is a very efficient means to harvest bears, resulting in hunter success rates of

25 to 50% in states where baiting is legal. Such an elevated hunter success rate would
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prompt the need for adjustments in hunting season format (reduced season length and/or

limited participation) to prevent overharvest. If baiting were to be legalized, escalation of

harvest rates would be especially pronounced during years when food is scarce.

Those who advocate baiting argue that it facilitates identification of species, sex and age

prior to harvest and would increase harvest of older, trophy males rather than younger

bears. Opposition to baiting is rooted in the belief that it is unethical and contrary to the

concept of "fair chase" to hunt wildlife with dogs, and, therefore, potentially detrimental

to the future of traditional sport hunting. This is also the basis on which it has been

challenged in other states where it remains legal. Baiting also poses the potential problem

of habituating black bears to food sources that could subsequently cause human/bear

conflicts, including livestock depredation (Aderhold 1984). Institution of baiting to

harvest bears would also be expected to increase commercialization of black bear hunting.

DECISION AUTHORITY: Montana Legislature.

F) Encourage beekeepers in areas of chronic black bear depredation to use preventative

measures available through the FWP game damage program. Preventative measures

include materials for hive platforms and electric fencing.

RATIONALE: In Montana, most recorded black bear depredation on livestock involves

sheep and bees. Use of preventative measures reduces FWP and ADC expenditures

associated with responding to depredation complaints, as well as long-term losses by bee

keepers. Preventative measures are the most obvious and sensible means of minimizing

the incidence of black bear depredations as well as minimizing the need for subsequent

control actions by ADC or bee keepers.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP.

G) Continue to inform the public about the biology and habitat requirements of black

bear populations via Project Wild workshops for teachers, videos, Montana Outdoors

articles and other media outlets.

RATIONALE: Provide the public with information to use in making land use decisions

that will affect black bear populations as well as the incidence of human/bear conflicts.

In addition to providing information to the general public, emphasis would be placed on

providing information to city and county planning boards and other planning bodies.

Long-term maintenance of important black bear habitats and minimizing the incidence of

human/bear conflicts are dependent on consideration of black bear habitat needs during

city and county planning processes.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP.
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ADJUSTMENTS TO THE EXISTING MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

H) Delineate new black bear management units to serve as the basis for black bear

management actions, including hunting regulations.

RATIONALE: Refine the black bear management program by tailoring management

activities to geographic areas delineated on the basis of habitat features that influence bear

populations, and attributes that influence vulnerability, including accessibility and hunting

pressure. Black bear management units would replace the current practice of applying

black bear management activities and hunting regulations to 138 deer/elk hunting districts

in regions 1 through 5. In addition to tailoring bear management activities to various

types of black bear habitats, adoption of the proposed black bear management units would

improve resolution of data obtained via the annual hunter harvest telephone survey.

Hunter harvest information would be compiled for each bear management unit, rather

than the existing practice of compiling it by Region.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP Commission.

I) Adopt September 15 as the earliest opening date for the fall hunting season (the

scheduled 1993 opening date is Sept. 4).

RATIONALE: Black bears are vulnerable to hunting harvest during the period that they

maximize use of berry fields. Delaying the opening date of fall black bear season until

mid-September would reduce a period of peak vulnerability of adult females and

subadults to hunting harvest (Appendix 2 Figs. 9-11). In Region 1, 23% of the subadult

female harvest occurs between September 1 and September 15 (Appendix 2, Fig. 11). A
season opening date of September 15 would also coincide with the opening date for

backcountry deer and elk, as well as moose, mountain goat, and most bighorn sheep

seasons.

Delaying the fall hunting season until September would not have a disproportionate

impact on archery hunting opportunity. Currently, there is no special archery-only

season for black bears in Montana. If this element is adopted, bow hunters could

continue to hunt with archery equipment during the general season.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP Commission.

J) Adopt April 15 as the standard (earliest) opening date for the spring hunting season

May 31 as the latest closing date.

RATIONALE: These dates are proposed as "earliest" and "latest" dates - the hunting

season could open later or end earlier to address conditions peculiar to any bear

management unit, including snow melt and plant phenology. Mature males begin

dispersing from den sites earliest, followed by subadult males, adult females without

cubs, adult females with cubs, and then subadult females (Reynolds and Beecham 1980,
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Johnson and Pelton 1980, Rogers 1987, Beecham et al 1983, and Tietje and Ruff 1980).

Bear researchers agree that female black bears generally emerge from their winter dens

later than males and therefore are increasingly vulnerable to hunting harvest as the spring

progresses. Emergence of black bears in Montana generally occurs between March 21

and May 7 (Kasworm and Thier 1991, Mack 1990, Jonkel and Cowan 1971, Kasworm
and Brown 1983, Aune and Kasworm 1989). The last two weeks of May is the period of

peak harvest for all sex and age classes of black bears (Appendix 2, Figs. 8-11). Based

on the apparent vulnerability of black bears to hunting harvest during the last half of

May, it is anticipated that the spring season would be closed in many hunting units prior

to May 3 1

.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP Commission.

K) Step up efforts to inform people about bear biology, consequences of living in bear

habitat, and measures to prevent conflicts with black bears (especially people who live in

or near black bear habitat).

RATIONALE: Minimize the incidence of human/bear conflicts prompted by human
negligence or ignorance, including habituation of bears to garbage or other food sources

associated with human habitation. An effort would be made to focus on people who live

in or near black bear habitat, a strategy emphasized by comments received during the

public scoping process. Better informed residents practicing preventative measures

should reduce the potential for bears to become habituated to humans. A well informed

public is also able to make informed decisions about black bear management issues.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP.

L) Actively promote good hunter ethics through expanded education of both youth and

adult hunters, with emphasis on the hunter’s ethical and legal responsibility to be able to

distinguish between a grizzly and a black bear, to identify black bears by sex and age

class (subadult versus adult) and identify females with dependent young.

RATIONALE: Increased emphasis on hunter ethics is essential to perpetuation of

Montana’s hunting heritage. In addition to addressing hunter conduct, emphasis would

focus on preventing mortality of grizzly bears as a result of being mistakenly identified as

black bears and preventing orphaning of dependent young. Informational materials for

sex and age identification could be developed along the lines of existing materials already

developed for species identification (Appendix 4). Other means of presenting

identification information, including video format, could be utilized.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP.
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NEW PROGRAM INITIATIVES

M) Adopt the following management targets, which are designed to maintain a

conservative harvest of female bears in all black bear management units:

a) No more than 40% of the annual harvest comprised of females

b) Median age of harvested bears at least 6.5 years for females and 4.5 years

for males.

c) If harvest composition does not comply with a) and b) in any 3 consecutive

years, all data from the management unit will be analyzed to determine

what management changes are warranted.

RATIONALE: The three management targets outlined in this Element are intended to

serve as "measuring sticks" as well as safeguards to prevent excessive harvest of black

bear populations. They are designed to help managers maintain a conservative harvest of

female bears and perpetuate a productive, diverse age structure in black bear populations.

Proper management of sex and age structure is essential to perpetuating viable, self-

sustaining black bear populations.

Research in Idaho indicates that lightly hunted populations had a high ratio of adults to

subadults (70:30), a high percentage of adult males (35%) and a median age of 7.7 years

(Beecham and Zager 1992). Data collected from heavily hunted populations showed

adult: subadult ratios favoring subadults (40:60), fewer adult males (21%), and a median

age of 2.5-3.5 years. Studies of bear populations in Alaska, Virginia and Arizona have

shown similar relationships between lightly and heavily hunted populations (Beecham and

Zager 1992)

If more than 40% of the annual harvest is comprised of females for 3 consecutive years,

overharvest is likely occurring (Beecham, pers. comm.). Beecham further recommends
that harvest be regulated to maintain female composition at 35% or less. Beecham
recommends that the median age of harvested males be more than 3 years, with a goal of

5 years or more, and that median age of females should not drop below 4 years, with 6

years or more representing the desired level. Management criteria similar to those

outlined in Element M which have been adopted by the Idaho Department of Fish and

Game are presented in Appendix 8.

Tooth return data from Montana black bears indicates that females comprise slightly less

(38.5%) than the upper limit of 40% of the harvest proposed in Element M (Appendix 7,

Table 1). The Proportion of the annual harvest comprised by females is highest in

Region 5 (42.9%) and lowest in Regions 1 (37.5%) and 4 (37.4%) (Appendix 7, Table

1 ).

The median age of female bears harvested in the Montana is generally highest in Regions

3, 4 and 5 (Appendix 8 Table 3). During the last 3 consecutive years, 1989 to 1991,

Regions 1 and 2 were below the proposed management target of 6.5 years. The median
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age of males in the harvest has been less variable year to year than that of females

(Appendix 7, Table 4). With the exception of Region 2, the median age of harvested

males has been in compliance with the proposed target of 4.5 years (Element M) during

the past 3 years.

Other elements in the Proposed Action are designed to address the median age of females

in the harvest as well as the proportion of the harvest they comprise. Elements B, E, H,

I, J, L and N are designed specifically to provide protection to the female segment of

black bear populations and reduce harvest of females. Implementation of these Elements

should prompt a reduction in the proportion of female bears in the annual harvest and an

increase in the age of females harvested.

Since black bears are particularly long-lived and don’t produce cubs until age 6 or 7, and

after that, only every third year, population changes can be difficult to detect in less than

a span of several years. Year-to-year variation in harvest may simply reflect variation in

availability of preferred bear foods, weather patterns and other factors peculiar to a local

geographic area and its resident black bear population, rather than real changes in

population trend. Hence, the three year period within which to determine whether a

change in population trend has actually occurred.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP.

N) Institute mandatory inspection and tagging of the hide of every harvested black bear

by a FWP representative within 5 days of kill (or within 5 days of arriving at a trailhead

in the case of backcountry hunters). This would be accomplished at the same time that

the head is presented to a FWP representative for inspection and removal of a tooth

(currently required - Element D).

RATIONALE: Acquire improved data on sex and reproductive status of animals

harvested. The percentage of females in the harvest is a sensitive indicator of population

status and trend. Improved sex and reproductive data is required to monitor compliance

with management targets listed in Element M. Information on sex composition of the

harvest currently obtained through the annual hunter harvest telephone survey is skewed

toward males (hunters report an unknown number of harvested females as males)

(Appendix 7, Table 1). Hide inspection will provide accurate information on the sex of

all bears harvested and provide information on reproductive status of females (whether or

not a female has reproduced). Evidence of lactation provides FWP an opportunity to

retrieve orphaned cubs. Mandatory hide inspection is also expected to curtail illegal

harvest of sows with cubs, as well as illegal opportunistic harvest of bears followed by

after-the-fact purchase of a black bear license. Mandatory hide inspection would render

hunters more accountable (less opportunistic) with regard to harvest of females with

dependent young and will afford FWP personnel the opportunity to compare the date of

license purchase with the date that the bear was harvested.
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DECISION AUTHORITY: Requires decisions by both the FWP and the FWP
Commission.

O) Sell all black bear licenses individually, which requires removing the black bear

license from the resident sportsman’s license package (as was done with the nonresident

big game combination license in 1992).

RATIONALE: Limit possession of black bear licenses to individuals who are interested

enough in bear hunting to buy a hunting license specifically for black bears. This

initiative is expected to result in: 1) Greater interest in, and knowledge of black bears as

well as grizzly bears on the part of license holders; 2) Reduction in "incidental" or

"opportunistic" black bear harvest that may currently occur without adequate attention to

species identification or presence of cubs; and 3) enhance the ability of FWP to target

license holders with informational materials on species identification and identification of

sows with dependent young. This initiative will also improve the capability of the annual

hunter harvest telephone survey to accurately gauge hunter effort, which in turn would

enhance population monitoring efforts.

DECISION AUTHORITY: Montana Legislature.

P) Upgrade the FWP animal shelter in Helena to improve its capacity for humanely

housing orphaned black bears and caring for them in a manner that reduces habituation to

humans and promotes successful reintroduction to the wild.

RATIONALE: It is the policy of FWP to discourage citizens from disturbing or picking

up young wildlife. In most cases, young animals discovered by hikers and other

recreationists are not abandoned or orphaned, but have been hidden by their mothers who
will return at a later time to feed them. Nevertheless, a certain number of animals are

brought to the FWP shelter every year by people who believe them to be abandoned or

orphaned. Some animals are also brought to the FWP shelter because of injuries

sustained in accidents. Animals received at the shelter are fed and cared for during the

summer by FWP employees and volunteer citizens and whenever possible, returned to

their natural habitats in the fall.

The existing facility has proved to be inadequate to house and provide humane care to the

number of black bears (11-13) that it houses every summer. Most bears delivered to the

shelter are believed to have been orphaned during the spring hunting season. However,

bears are occasionally brought to the shelter after being orphaned as a result of accidents

or as a result of injuries sustained in vehicle or train collisions.

The opportunity to place bears in zoos is extremely limited due to the fact that captive

black bears reproduce fairly well in zoo conditions. Therefore, bears received by the

FWP shelter must either be reintroduced to the wild or euthanized. During the past 4

years, 43 orphaned bears have been placed in artificial den sites in an effort to return

them to the wild (Yannone, pers. comm.). During the summer and fall they are fattened
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on produce donated by Helena area supermarkets and after entering a state of hibernation,

they are removed from the shelter and placed in dens constructed earlier in the year by

volunteers. Limited monitoring of individual bears reintroduced to the wild in this

manner suggests that this is a successful approach to accomplishing reintroduction. On
that basis, FWP expects to continue this practice.

In addition to providing adequate facilities and staff to care for orphaned bears, some

degree of isolation from the sight, sounds and smells of humans would be expected to

enhance the success of reintroduction for the wild. It is anticipated that most funds

required for a remodeling/expansion effort would come from private sources. However,

adequate staffing for the facility would have to be funded by FWP.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP.

Q) Institute an improved documentation and reporting system for illegal activities

involving black bears.

RATIONALE: Improved records management and analysis would foster regular

evaluation and improvement of existing regulations and enforcement efforts; facilitate

effective response to trends in illegal activities; serve as a basis for prioritizing

enforcement activities, curtail poaching of bears and trade in bear parts; and facilitate

consideration of illegal black bear mortality in assessment of population status and trend.

Participants in the public scoping process suggested that a cut-off date be implemented for

purchase of black bear hunting licenses to curtail incidental or opportunistic harvest of

black bears (without appropriate consideration for identifying sex or species) and

eliminate the opportunity to purchase a license following an illegal kill. This element, in

conjunction with Element N would facilitate collection of information required to

determine whether and to what extent the opportunity to purchase a bear hunting license

during the hunting season is facilitating illegal activities.

Participants in the public scoping process expressed a desire for additional enforcement

effort directed specifically toward curtailing illegal activities involving black bears,

including illegal trade in black bear body parts. FWP anticipates that illegal exploitation

of black bear populations will be of increasing concern to the public as well as to wildlife

managers. During the 1980’s, an illicit trade in bear parts began making newspaper

headlines in Asia and North America. This trade has been recognized as a significant,

although unquantified conservation problem (Bunnel and Tait 1985). Bears have been

valued in Asia for centuries as food and medicine and bear gall is one of the most revered

ingredients in Oriental pharmacopeia (Mills and Servheen 1991). The sum of marketable

parts can make a dead bear worth $10,000 in Japan and even more in South Korea,

where bear gall bladders are worth $11.53 per gram (Mills and Servheen 1991). They

also state that increasing numbers of bear carcasses, with only the salable body parts

missing, are being reported in North American as well as the Soviet Union. Evidence

that black bears were being killed solely to obtain marketable body parts prompted
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Alberta to amend its General Wildlife Regulations in December, 1989 to prohibit sale of

all bear body parts except hides with attached claws (Alberta Environmental Protection

1993). Currently, it is legal in Montana to sell heads, hides (including attached claws)

and mounts of black bears (Statute 87-3-111 MCA). It is illegal in Montana to sell bear

teeth, claws, gall bladders and other body parts, as well as meat.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP.

R) Increase emphasis on records management and evaluation for nuisance bear

complaints, improve coordination between the wildlife and enforcement divisions of FWP
in addressing such complaints and pursue a change in statutes 87-1-231 (MCA) and 87-1-

234 (MCA) to exempt nuisance bears and depredating bears captured at bee yards that

have not been protected through electric fencing.

RATIONALE: The intent is to facilitate compliance with nuisance bear policy guidelines

while minimizing the incidence of bear depredations that would be avoidable through use

of preventative measures. Nuisance bear complaints and requests for control measures

could be reduced if more bee keepers used proven preventative measures to avoid bear

depredation. Data from nuisance bear incidents and control actions would be utilized in

population trend monitoring efforts. Since data on bear populations is limited, all sources

of population information warrant compilation.

The department is required to mark black bears to be relocated that have been involved in

a livestock killing (87-1-231 and 87-1-234) (Appendix 9). The department is then liable

for any future damage to personal property by these bears and must provide compensation

(87-1-233). Therefore, the department has adopted a policy to destroy black bears that

attack livestock resulting in injury or death (Appendix 10).

Existing statutes and rules classify bees as livestock. Therefore, the department’s policy

is to destroy black bears that attack beeyards and consume bees. Since beehive owners

can effectively protect beeyards with electric fencing, and since the department’s policy

on bear depredation of beehives provides for financial assistance, the department proposes

changing the statutes that now force the department to destroy black bears involved in

beeyard incidents. Bees would remain classified as livestock. An exception will be

proposed to exclude incidents involving black bear depredation when the beehive owner

has not taken provisions to protect the hives from depredation through electric fencing or

other effective measures.

Participants in the public scoping process expressed a preference for nonlethal means of

addressing depredating and nuisance bear complaints. Efforts to develop nonlethal means

of preventing damage to bee yards by black bears have been made. Electric fencing

effectively prevented damage to both bee yards and bears (Gunson 1980) but subjecting

offending bears to taste-aversive conditioning did not (Gilbert and Roy 1977, Dorrance

and Roy 1978). Electroshock treatment of offending bears was reasonably effective only

during the year of treatment but did not prevent repeat offenses in subsequent years.
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Other than electric fencing for bee yards, translocation of an offending bear from one

geographic location to another is the only known nonlethal means of addressing

depredation and nuisance bears.

Relocation of nuisance bears presents several problems. A review of North American

black bear translocation studies (Beak 1987) documented relocation success to be

generally low - with return rates of 60% to 70%. Rogers (1986) working in Alberta

concluded that adult black bears must be relocated a distance greater than 40 miles to

ensure that less than 50% return. He found that older, more experienced bears are more

likely to return than are subadults, and that females are more likely to return than are

males. Relocation of grizzly bears in Montana resulted in a 51 % success rate for first

time offenders (Riley, pers. comm.). For 49 relocated grizzlies, factors influencing

success of relocation proved to be sex and distance moved: 68% success for females

compared to 37% for males; average distance of 71.7 mi. and 53.3 mi. for successful and

unsuccessfully relocated bears, respectively (Riley, pers. comm.).

A concern about relocation of problem bears is that once a bear has learned to exploit

garbage or other human food sources it is likely to continue that behavior wherever it is

moved (Chambers 1975). Relocation of problem bears can therefore amount to

translocating a problem from one geographic location to another. In Alberta, mortality of

relocated bears is high in agricultural areas as a result of shootings by landowners or

hunters, and most surviving relocated bears repeated damage or nuisance behaviors

(Management Plan for Black Bears in Alberta, 1993). Due to problems associated with

relocating black bears and the fact that other non-lethal means of dealing with problem

black bears are limited, all Alternatives evaluated in this FEIS emphasize measures to

prevent human/bear interactions, rather than after-the-fact means of addressing problem

bears.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP.

S) Institute a public information program and pursue needed legislation designed to

curtail development of chronic bear problem areas via human negligence (including

accessibility of bear attractants such as garbage and bulk pet foods).

RATIONALE: Bear depredation (damage) to livestock, agricultural crops, resort

establishments, homes and cabins has and will continue to occur, wherever bears and

humans coexist. Historically, the solution was to kill offending animals. More recently

the preference has been to request that FWP trap the offending animal and move it to

another geographic location. This approach of addressing problem bears is extremely

time-consuming and expensive and offers limited success (refer to discussion of Element

R). Public comment during the scoping process was strongly supportive of preventative

strategies as well as holding people accountable for their own actions when living and/or

recreating in bear habitat. This element is designed to further emphasize a preventative

approach to human/bear conflicts and provide both information and incentive for people
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to prevent or eliminate the cause of many chronic human/bear conflicts that arise in bear

habitat.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP and the Montana Legislature.

T) Work with Animal Damage Control (ADC) to establish a procedure for handling

ADC data on depredation complaints and black bear mortalities resulting from control

actions.

RATIONALE: This element is intended to foster communication and coordination

between FWP and ADC in all areas of the state. Standardized procedures for processing

ADC data will promote development of proactive strategies to reduce the incidence of

bear depredation; assure that trends in depredation reports are incorporated in population

monitoring efforts; and assure that data from animals killed as a result of control actions

are considered in assessment of population status and trend.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP.

U) Implement regulations requiring mandatory use of the meat of hunter-harvested black

bears, while concurrently promoting participation in the trichmella testing service offered

by FWP and the Veterinary Molecular Biology Laboratory at MSU.

RATIONALE: This element is designed to discourage waste of usable meat; discourage

killing of black bears solely for the purpose of obtaining trophy body parts; and minimize

illegal trafficking in bear body parts. Contrary to popular perception of black bears as

carnivores, very little of a black bear’s diet is comprised of animal tissue (less than 30%).
The portion of a bear’s diet composed of animal tissue consists largely of insects and

includes carrion. The Veterinary Molecular Biology Laboratory at MSU, Bozeman, in

conjunction with FWP, provides a meat testing service to successful hunters free of

charge. Data from the MSU Veterinary Molecular Biology Laboratory indicate that 15%
of black bears harvested in Montana are infected with trichinosis (one out of every 6 or 7

bears tested) (Worley, pers. comm.). Ways to streamline the testing process have been

proposed, and will be implemented. While there is some risk of exposure to trichinosis

from bear meat, this testing procedure, combined with an informational brochure

published by FWP, MSU Veterinary Molecular Biology and the MSU Extension Service

(Appendix 11) provide hunters with ample information to avoid Trichinella infection.

Use of black bear meat is currently practiced by a majority of Montana black bear

hunters. A recent survey of black bear hunters conducted by FWP indicated that 74% of

resident and 57% of nonresident hunters use some or all (25% to 100%) of the meat of

bears they harvested (Brooks 1993). Implementation of this element would require that

Statute 87-3-102 MCA be amended.

This element is not intended to mandate human consumption of black bear meat, but

rather use (including pet food, etc.) as opposed to leaving the meat in the field to waste.

Mandatory use of bear meat would not apply to carcasses found to be infected with
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trichinosis, even though the meat would be rendered safe to consume (by humans or pets)

following proper cooking. FWP would advocate testing of the carcass prior to

consumption of meat. In addition to addressing ethical and legal issues surrounding

disposition of the carcass of harvested wildlife, this element is expected to result in

improved public perception and acceptance of black bear hunting.

DECISION AUTHORITY: Requires decisions by the FWP, the FWP Commission and

the Montana Legislature.

V) Revise statute 87-3-102 MCA (Waste of Fish or Game).

RATIONALE: Statute 87-3-102 MCA is presented in Appendix 9. This element is

intended to prevent bear body parts subject to mandatory inspection (skulls and hides)

from being abandoned, disposed of or handled in a manner that renders them unusable for

determining sex, age or reproductive status. For example, evidence of lactation (length

of mammae) is difficult to determine from a frozen hide - especially if it has been rolled.

Statute 87-3-102 MCA was intended primarily to address wastage of meat, rather than

body parts subject to mandatory inspection.

FWP proposes that Statute 87-3-102 MCA be revised to: 1) apply to hunters who have

harvested or are in the possession of a dead bear or mountain lion; 2) prohibit

abandonment or disposal of animal parts required for scientific inspection; 3) require

appropriate storage and handling - on the part of the hunter or person in possession - of

the skull and hide and any other body part(s) required by FWP or the FWP Commission

for scientific inspection; 4) require that body parts required for mandatory inspection be

presented to a FWP official within the specified time period after the animal was

harvested.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP Commission and the Montana Legislature.

W) Revise the legal definition of baiting.

RATIONALE: The statute that is currently applied to cases of illegal baiting is 87-3-101

MCA (Appendix 9), which addresses illegal means of taking game animals and game
birds in very broad terms. Interpreted broadly, it is illegal to bait or otherwise attract

bears to a location with the aid of food matter - for either hunting or viewing purposes.

However, this statute has been found deficient in several prosecutions involving use of

illegal baits to kill black bears as well as other wildlife species. FWP proposes that the

statute be amended to address baiting in specific terms: 1) what constitutes baiting

(carcasses of wild or domestic animals, birds or fish, or portions thereof, vegetables or

fruits, garbage, scent substances designed to attract bears or other species) and, 2) use of

bait is illegal regardless of who placed it in a particular location. The objective of this

element is to improve compliance with, and enforcement of, Montana’s current

prohibition on use of baits to harvest black bears. This element is not intended to apply
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to cover scents, which are commonly used by hunters while hunting black bears and other

big game species.

DECISION AUTHORITY: Montana Legislature

X) Clarify Statute 87-3-127 MCA, which provides for use of hounds by FWP
employees, ADC personnel and livestock owners to control depredating bears. Revisions

would include a provision for agricultural operators to coordinate with FWP and ADC
prior to pursuing or killing depredating bears.

RATIONALE: This element is designed to minimize the potential for chronic harassment

and/or killing of non-target bears, as well as illegal harvest of bears. In situations where

pursuit of depredating bears may present a landowner with lucrative hunting and/or

outfitting opportunities, some landowners may be reluctant to practice prevention with

regard to bear depredation. Clarification of this statute should eliminate potential conflict

of interest and thereby promote use of preventative measures by all livestock producers.

In addition to providing protection to non-target bears, the incidence of black bear

depredation would be expected to decline. Statute 87-3-127 MCA is presented in

Appendix 9.

DECISION AUTHORITY: Montana Legislature.

Y) Work with federal, tribal, state and corporate land management entities to establish a

process for cooperatively developing black bear habitat criteria.

RATIONALE: Even though habitat quality is known to influence population density,

home range size, growth rates, productivity and survival of black bears, there is no

satisfactory direct method of determining habitat quality (LeCount et al 1984). Once

developed, habitat criteria could be used in land use planning processes, design and

location of habitat enhancement projects, and assessment and monitoring of habitat

quality. During the public scoping process, a number of USFS Ranger Districts and

timber companies emphasized the importance of this element and expressed a desire to

participate in a cooperative effort to develop habitat criteria.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP.

Z) Produce an annual, standardized statewide report and analysis of black bear

management data, to include: tooth age data, depredation and damage complaint records,

ADC control actions, harvest questionnaire information, and wildlife laboratory records.

RATIONALE: Currently, all data on black bears are compiled by administrative region,

and presented in eight separate annual regional bear reports. Compilation of black bear

data in an annual, statewide report would provide an up-to-date and accessible

information base that would serve as a helpful management tool. An annual statewide
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report would also facilitate monitoring and evaluation of the state’s black bear

management program.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP.

ELEMENTS INCORPORATED IN THE PROPOSED ACTION AS A RESULT OF
COMMENTS RECEIVED DURING THE PUBLIC SCOPING PROCESS:

I) FWP will encourage ADC to assist only those bee keepers who have used proven

preventative measures to protect their hives from black bear depredation.

RATIONALE: Several participants in the public scoping process expressed the opinion

that bee keepers should be "required" rather than "encouraged" to use preventative

measures to protect their bee yards. ADC, rather than FWP generally responds to

depredation complaints filed by bee keepers. However, FWP will make fencing materials

available to bee keepers and encourage ADC to assist only those bee keepers who use

preventative measures.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP

II) FWP will maintain bear-proof garbage containers in FWP recreation facilities located

in or near black bear habitat and will actively encourage other public agencies and private

parties to do the same. In addition to encouraging use of bear-proof garbage receptacles

in campground and resort facilities, FWP will encourage use of appropriate preventative

measures at land fills located in or near black bear habitat.

RATIONALE: During the public scoping process, several participants suggested that all

federal and state campground facilities in or near black bear habitat should be required to

install bear-proof garbage containers, and that land fills, resorts and food establishments

located in bear habitat should also be required to implement preventative measures to

minimize the potential to attract black bears. FWP concurs that use of bear-proof

facilities and other preventative practices constitute sensible, responsible management in

recreational facilities and land fills. Although FWP currently recommends these

preventative actions in chronic problem areas, FWP concurs that they should receive

greater emphasis. FWP does not have authority to require any government entity to

install bear-proof facilities but agrees to actively encourage other public agencies and

private parties to do so.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP

HI) FWP will explore the potential to initiate a research effort designed to evaluate the

of the black bear management targets set forth in Element M.

RATIONALE: A number of participants in the public scoping process questioned the

basis on which management targets were established and whether they would be
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appropriate or effective here in Montana. Management targets set forth in Element M
were derived on the basis of published black bear research projects in North America and

reflect professional judgement of experienced bear researchers. FWP will commit to

design a research effort to evaluate and refine their use for Montana black bear

populations and consider it as part of its biennial budgeting process. Such a study would

provide a basis for any needed refinement of black bear management targets outlined in

Element M.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP

IV. FWP will explore the potential to initiate a research effort designed to facilitate

development of habitat criteria referred to in Element Y.

RATIONALE: Participants who commented on Element Y during the public scoping

process emphasized the need for more information on black bear habitat requirements

prior to developing habitat criteria for use in land management planning. FWP will

commit to design a research effort to obtain habitat information that will be needed in the

process referred to in Element Y, and consider it as part of its biennial budgeting

process.

DECISION AUTHORITY: FWP

ALTERNATIVE 2 (Termination of Spring Hunting)

This alternative consists of Elements B, C, D, E, F, G, H, K, L, M, N, O, Q, R, S, T,

U, V, W, X, Y, Z, I, El, IE, and IV. This alternative differs from the Proposed Action

by the absence of Elements A, I, J and P.

This alternative differs from the Proposed Action in the following ways:

• All spring hunting of black bears would be eliminated (eliminating Elements A
and J)

• The start of the fall hunting season would remain as it is now (first Saturday in

September) rather than the mid-September opener proposed in Element I

• In the absence of a spring hunting season, Element P would be unnecessary

because numbers of orphaned cubs delivered to the FWP shelter would be

expected to decline to a level that can be accommodated by the existing facility.

Implementation of Alternative 2 would require FWP to make decisions regarding program

direction, procedures and policy and to undertake a formal rule making process that

includes provisions for public participation (Table 2). It would also require the FWP
Commission to make changes in hunting season format and hunting regulations. In

addition, it would require legislative action. This would require FWP to draft a

legislative proposal to be submitted to the Montana Legislature.
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The emphasis of Alternative 2 is elimination of orphaning attributable to hunting mortality

of productive females. The alternative also addresses ethical concerns about hunting

black bears immediately following emergence from hibernation as well as the potential

for grizzly bear mortality attributable to mistaken identity. This alternative would extend

to black bears the same protection during the birthing/rearing period currently provided

all other big game species in Montana.

ALTERNATIVE 3 (Spring Hunting Regulated by Quota)

This alternative consists of Elements A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, K, L, M, N, O, Q, R, S,

T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z, I, II, III, and IV. This alternative differs from the Proposed

Action by the absence of Elements A, I, J and P.

Implementation of Alternative 3 would require FWP to make decisions regarding program

direction, procedures and policy and to undertake a formal rule making process that

includes provisions for public participation (Table 1). It would also require the FWP
Commission to make changes in hunting season format and hunting regulations. In

addition, it would require legislative action. This would require FWP to draft a

legislative proposal to be submitted to the Montana Legislature.

The emphasis of Alternative 3 is protection of the female segment of black bear

populations through application of a harvest quota, which would include a female

subquota, to the spring hunting season. This approach to regulating hunting harvest has

worked satisfactorily in Montana for mountain lions (statewide) and for black bears in

southcentral Montana (Region 5).

ALTERNATIVE 4 (No Hunting)

This alternative consists of Elements C, E, F, G, H, K, O, Q, R, S, T, W, X, Y, I, 13,

ID and IV. This alternative differs from the Proposed Action by the absence of Elements

A, B, C, D, I, J, L, M, N, P, U, V and Z.

Implementation of Alternative 4 would require FWP to make decisions regarding program

direction, procedures and policy and to undertake a formal rule making process that

includes provisions for public participation (Table 1). It would also require the FWP
Commission to eliminate existing hunting seasons and hunting regulations. In addition, it

would require legislative action. This would require FWP to draft a legislative proposal

to be submitted to the Montana Legislature.

The emphasis of Alternative 4 is total protection of the state’s black bear populations.

No black bear hunting would be allowed in the state. Removal of individual bears from

the state’s bear populations would only occur as a result of control actions arising from

depredation complaints.
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ALTERNATIVE 5 (No Action)

This alternative consists of Elements A, B, C, D, E, F and G. It differs from the

Proposed Action by the absence of Elements H through Z and I - IV.

Implementation of this alternative would not require initiatives such as rule-making on the

part of FWP and would only require the FWP Commission make decisions required

during the biennia! season setting process.

The emphasis of Alternative 5 is to provide public bear hunting opportunity, during both

spring and fall hunting seasons. Assuming that hunting pressure will increase over time,

it will become increasingly difficult to meet demands for bear hunting opportunity without

jeopardizing the state’s black bear populations. Declining age structure of harvested

bears would be of increasing concern, as well as lack of accurate information on sex of

harvested bears. Proper housing, care and disposition of orphaned cubs would continue

to be a problem that could conceivably worsen. Without expanded emphasis on hunter

education and ethics; efforts to reduce opportunistic bear harvest; greater attention to

curtailing illegal activities; and required hunter use of meat of harvested black bears,

public perception of black bear hunting would be expected to become increasingly

negative. In the absence of information efforts, and consideration of black bear habitat

needs by city and county planning boards, human/bear conflicts would be expected to

continually increase, coincident with the trend of subdivision development in rural areas

of Montana.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

ALTERNATIVE 1 (PROPOSED ACTION)

Impacts on black bear populations (total numbers, female composition and

orphaning):

Under the Proposed Action, black bear population numbers would be expected to remain

near current levels. Several new initiatives would provide greater protection to the

female segment of black bear populations, notably a later opening date for the fall hunting

season and removal of the black bear license from the sportsman’s license. Other

provisions, including management targets for harvest composition (Element M) and

mandatory hide inspection would provide harvest information that is instrumental in

preventing excessive female mortality. As a result of these provisions, the proportion of

the state’s black bear population comprised of females would be expected to increase and

the average age of females would be expected to increase. The incidence of orphaning

would be expected to decline as a result of emphasis on improved hunter ethics and

minimizing opportunistic harvest of black bears (Element O).

Impacts on black bear habitat: Public concerns about black bear habitat revolve

primarily around other land uses occurring in black bear habitat and conversion of bear

habitats to rural subdivisions and other human developments. Concern was also voiced
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that spring bear hunters damage roads, drive off roads, create new roads and violate road

management programs, and that damage caused by such actions is exacerbated by the fact

that soils are saturated with moisture in the spring.

FWP acknowledges that conversion of privately owned forested habitats to urban or

agricultural uses has and will continue to result in permanent loss of black bear habitat.

This impact will occur independently of any of the alterative actions considered in this

FEIS. FWP does not have management authority over use of privately owned lands.

The majority of the state’s black bear habitat is on public and corporate timber lands,

most of which are expected to remain available for use by wildlife. Logging, grazing and

other resource developments on private and public lands produce less of an impact on

wildlife in the long term than permanent conversion of habitat to other uses. However,

the potential does exist for resource development to impact black bear populations in the

future. Although FWP does not have management authority over public lands, federal

(USFS, BLM) land management planning procedures include formal provisions for FWP
to provide input concerning habitat needs of black bears and other wildlife species.

Elements Y and IV are specifically designed to improve this process with respect to black

bears. Until specific habitat criteria are formally identified, FWP will continue to place

emphasis on retention of wet meadows, streamside vegetation, spring foraging areas, and

other important components of black bear habitat in its consultations with federal and

state land management agencies. Elements G, K and S are also designed to provide the

public with information to use in decisions about land use changes and to foster

awareness of trade-offs that are made associated with land use decisions. Increased

public awareness of black bear habitat requirements would be expected to result in

maintenance of some black bear habitats that would otherwise be converted to other uses.

Impacts on hunting opportunity: Hunting opportunity would not be reduced in terms of

opportunity to participate, but hunting season length would be reduced a minimum of 10

days. Reduction of season length would be greater than 10 days in hunting units having a

spring closing date earlier than May 3 1 . The Proposed Action would provide a maximum
season length of 47 days in the spring and 71 days in the fall (118 days total). Provisions

for improved hunter ethics, hunting practices (use of bear meat) and public knowledge

about black bears and black bear management practices (Elements G, K and S) would be

expected to foster improved public perception of black bear hunting, which in turn would

likely facilitate continuation of black bear hunting opportunity in the long term.

Impacts on nonconsumptive recreational opportunity: The Proposed Action is not

expected to reduce nonconsumptive recreational opportunities. Baseline information on

current levels of nonconsumptive recreation use is lacking. Therefore, any potential

increase in participation under the Proposed Action is unknown as well.

Impacts on regulation of hunting harvest: The Proposed Action features several

initiatives specifically intended to facilitate improved regulation of the hunting harvest,

especially harvest of females. Changing hunting season dates to avoid peak vulnerability
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periods (Appendix 2 Figs. 8-11) in the spring and fall will have the effect of maintaining

greater numbers of adult females in black bear populations. Delineation of new black

bear management units (Element H) would help to facilitate regulation of harvest

according to local habitat and population factors. Improved data on sex and reproductive

status of harvested bears (via mandatory hide inspection) will allow FWP the opportunity

to better gauge effects of hunting harvest on bear populations. This information, and

management targets outlined in Element M will allow FWP to respond to changes in

population trend with adjustments to hunting season regulations, and to do so in a timely

fashion if and when such adjustments are warranted.

Impacts on ability to accurately assess and monitor population status and trend: The

Proposed Action features several initiatives specifically intended to facilitate improved

capability to monitor population and status and trend (skull and hide inspection).

Elimination of the black bear license from the sportsman license will result in more

accurate information on hunter effort, which indirectly, and in concert with other

population indices, will provide information that will be helpful in monitoring population

trend.

Impacts on illegal activities: Under the Proposed Action, it is anticipated that the

incidence of illegal activities will be reduced. This would be the result of improvements

to existing regulations addressing documentation of illegal activities, laws pertaining to

proper handling of body parts subject to mandatory inspection, the legal definition of

baiting, and use of dogs by livestock operators to control depredating bears. These

changes would improve public knowledge of, and compliance with these regulations and

would promote more effective enforcement efforts and prosecution of violators. Increased

emphasis on hunter ethics (Element L) and mandatory use of meat of harvested bears are

also expected to contribute to improved compliance with laws and regulations intended to

protect black bear populations from illegal exploitation.

Impacts on local economies: A recent FWP bioeconomics study determined that the

total net economic value associated with black bear hunting in Montana is approximately

$5,000,000 annually (Brooks 1993). Resident hunters valued their trip at $197 and

nonresident hunters valued theirs at $503. The study found that per day expenditures

(transportation, food, lodging, equipment and guide fees) average $19.60 per day ($98

per trip) for residents and $137 per day ($826 per trip) for nonresident hunters. These

expenditures generate business in local communities, especially in western Montana

where densities of black bear hunters are highest. Although data has not been obtained

on nonconsumptive bear related recreation in Montana, money generated by these

pursuits are thought to be substantial as well. Studies on bear viewing at the McNeil
River Sanctuary in Alaska indicate a value of $174 - $300 per person for a four-day

permit (Clayton and Mendelsohn 1990, Hill 1988). Under the Proposed Action, impacts

to local economies are not anticipated.

Impacts on funding for the black bear management program: The Proposed Action

includes a provision to remove the black bear license from the resident sportsman’s
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license which currently entitles the purchaser to harvest one elk, one deer and one black

bear, and entitles the bearer to fish and to hunt upland game birds, all at a cost of $54.

Of this $54, $7 is earmarked for the habitat protection program and $2 is earmarked for

the upland game bird program. The remaining $45, none of which is earmarked for the

black bear management program, is deposited in the general license account. A decline

in sales of resident sportsman’s licenses would reduce FWP revenues but would not be

expected to impact funding for the black bear management program, specifically.

Impacts on the incidence of human/black bear conflicts: Under the Proposed Action,

the incidence of nuisance bear complaints (bear/human conflicts) would be expected to

decline as the public became more informed as a result of education/information

programs outlined in Elements G, K and S. Changes to the statute allowing use of dogs

by livestock owners (Element X) would also be expected to result in increased use of

preventative measures. The expectation of declining trends in nuisance bear reports and

bear depredations (bear/livestock conflicts) is based on the assumption that conversion of

black bear habitats will not occur at a magnitude or extent that will counteract benefits of

preventative strategies (Elements G, K, S and X).

Impacts on grizzly bear populations: The Proposed Action would not be expected to

result in detectable impacts to the state’s grizzly bear populations. It does feature several

elements that would extend protection to the state’s grizzly populations, including:

continued prohibition on baits and hounds (Element E), reduction in hunting season length

during the height of bear use of berry patches (Element I), greater public awareness of

how to prevent human/bear conflicts (Elements K and S), greater emphasis on hunter

ethics, including species identification (Element L), and minimizing opportunistic bear

harvest that may occur without adequate attention to species identification (Element O).

Although the Proposed Action would be expected to improve protection of grizzly bears,

grizzly populations are not perceived to be negatively impacted by the existing black bear

management program. Therefore, it may not be possible to detect beneficial impacts to

grizzly bear populations attributable to provisions of the Proposed Action.

ALTERNATIVE 2 TERMINATION OF SPRING BLACK BEAR HUNTING

This alternative consists of Elements B, C, D, E, F, G, H, K, L, M, N, O, Q, R, S, T,

U, V, W, X, Y, Z, I, n, III, and IV. This alternative differs from the Proposed Action

by the absence of Elements A, I, I and P.

This alternative differs from the Proposed Action in the following ways:

• All spring hunting of black bears would be eliminated (eliminating Elements A
and J)

• The start of the fall hunting season would remain as it is now (first Saturday in

September) rather than the mid-September opener proposed in Element I

• In the absence of a spring hunting season, Element P would be unnecessary

because numbers of orphaned cubs delivered to the FWP shelter would be

expected to decline to a level that can be accommodated by the existing facility.
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Impacts on black bear populations (total numbers, female composition and

orphaning): Alternative 2 would not be expected to impact bear population levels (refer

to discussion of the effects of hunting on black bear mortality on page 52-54). The

approximate number of bears currently harvested during the spring season would, under

this alternative, be expected to be additive to the anticipated fall bear harvest.

Elimination of the spring season would provide protection to females during the period

that is currently a peak harvest period (Appendix 2, Figs. 9 and 1 1). However, females,

including subadults, would remain vulnerable to fall hunting pressure during the first two

weeks of September. Elimination of the spring season would also minimize orphaning of

cubs. Upgrading the FWP animal shelter in Helena for care and holding black bear cubs

(Element P) would not be necessary under this alternative.

Impacts on black bear habitat: This alternative is similar to the Proposed Action with

respect to provisions for black bear habitat. As in the Proposed Action, Elements G, K
and S would provide the public with information to use in decisions about land use

changes and to foster awareness of trade-offs that are associated with land use decisions.

Increased public awareness of black bear habitat requirements would be expected to result

in maintenance of some black bear habitats that would otherwise be converted to other

uses. Elements Y and IV would be expected to improve the effectiveness of land use

planning with regard to black bear habitat.

Indirectly, this alternative does address public concerns about spring damage to roads,

damage resulting from off-road travel and violations of road management programs (refer

to discussion on page 54). But it is not known to what degree spring use of roads on

public and private lands would be affected by the elimination of the spring black bear

season.

Impacts on hunting opportunity: Under this alternative, opportunity to hunt bears in

the spring would be eliminated. Elimination of the spring season would result in a 47-

day reduction from current hunting season length. The fall hunting season (first week of

September to the end of the general game season) would remain 86 days in length.

Provisions for improved hunter ethics (Element L), hunting practices (use of bear meat)

and public knowledge about black bears and black bear management practices (Elements

G, K and S) would be expected to foster improved public perception of black bear

hunting, which in turn would likely facilitate continuation of hunting opportunity in the

long term.

Impacts on nonconsumptive recreational opportunity: Under this alternative,

nonconsumptive recreational opportunities would be expected to remain at current levels

or increase somewhat. It is possible that participation in nonconsumptive bear-related

activity would increase in the spring, in the absence of a spring hunting season. Due to

lack of information on current participation in nonconsumptive forms of bear-related

recreation, the magnitude of potential increase is unknown.
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Impacts on regulation of hunting harvest: Unlike the Proposed Action, this alternative

does not eliminate fall hunting during the peak period of fall bear vulnerability (the first

two weeks of September). However, the other provisions of the Proposed Action that

address regulation of hunting harvest are included in this alternative. Improved data on

sex and reproductive status of harvested bears (via mandatory hide inspection) will allow

FWP the opportunity to better gauge effects of hunting harvest on bear populations. This

information, and management targets outlined in Element M will allow FWP to respond

to changes in population trend with adjustments to hunting season regulations, and to do

so in a timely fashion if and when such adjustments are warranted. Delineation of new
black bear management units (Element H) also facilitate regulation of harvest according

to local habitat and population factors.

Impacts on ability to accurately assess and monitor population status and trend:

Like the Proposed Action, Alternative 2 includes a number of provisions specifically

intended to facilitate improved capability to monitor population and status and trend (skull

and hide inspection). Elimination of the black bear license from the sportsman license

will result in more accurate information on hunter effort, which indirectly, and in concert

with other population indices, provides valuable information on population trend.

Impacts on illegal activities: This alternative is identical to the Proposed Action with

regard to provisions for improved compliance with, and enforcement of, laws designed

to protect black bear populations. Like the Proposed Action, the incidence of illegal

activities would therefore be expected to decline. However, in the absence of a spring

season, nuisance bear complaints and the incidence of bear depredation would be

expected to increase. One potential result could be reduced tolerance for black bears on

the part of some people, and an increase in illegal killing of nuisance or depredating

bears.

Impacts on local economies: A recent FWP bioeconomics study determined that the

total net economic value associated with black bear hunting in Montana is approximately

$5,000,000 annually (Brooks 1993). Resident hunters valued their trip at $197 and

nonresident hunters valued theirs at $503 . The study found that per day expenditures

(transportation, food, lodging, equipment and guide fees) average $19.60 per day ($98

per trip) for residents and $137 per day ($826 per trip) for nonresident hunters. Much of

this money generates business in local communities, most benefitting communities in

western Montana where densities of black bear hunters are highest. Under this

alternative, the economic stimulus that occurs coincident with spring bear hunting activity

would be eliminated. However, a portion of that loss would be expected to be replaced

during the fall hunting season.

While data has not been obtained on nonconsumptive bear related recreation in Montana,

the economic benefits of these pursuits are thought to be substantial as well. Studies on

bear viewing at the McNeil River Sanctuary in Alaska indicate a value of $174 - $300 per

person for a four-day permit (Clayton and Mendelsohn 1990, Hill 1988). Under this
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alternative, some increases in spring bear watching might be anticipated, but levels of

participation and potential economic ramifications of that activity are not known.

Impacts on funding for the black bear management program: This alternative is not

expected to result in an appreciable decline in hunting license revenues. This is based on

the assumption that most bear hunters will hunt in the fall instead of the spring, if the

spring hunting season is eliminated.

Impacts on the incidence of human/black bear conflicts: Elimination of the spring

hunting season would be expected to result in increased numbers of nuisance bear

(bear/human conflicts) complaints and an increased incidence of black bear depredation

(bear/livestock conflicts) during summer months. Some black bears, typically male adults

and subadults, tend to "get into trouble" in the spring and late summer. It has generally

been assumed that in the absence of hunting harvest, some of these animals would likely

become the object of FWP trapping and relocation efforts or ADC control actions. It has

also been long assumed that removal of adult males during a spring hunting season

(Appendix 2 Figure 4 and 8) substantially reduces the effort that would otherwise be

required to address problem bear complaints occurring throughout the year.

Impacts on grizzly bear populations: Alternative 2 would not be expected to result in

detectable impacts to the state’s grizzly bear populations or other wildlife species.

Although elimination of the spring hunting season under this alternative would be

expected to enhance protection of grizzly bears, there is no evidence that the existing

spring hunting season is detrimental to grizzly populations (Dood and Pac 1993). Like

the Proposed Action, this alternative features several elements that would extend

protection to the state’s grizzly populations, including: continued prohibition on baits and

hounds (Element E), greater public awareness of how to prevent human/bear conflicts

(Elements K and S), greater emphasis on hunter ethics, including species identification

(Element L), and minimizing opportunistic bear harvest that may occur without adequate

attention to identification of species (Element O). Although these provisions of

Alternative 2 would be expected to improve protection of grizzly bear populations,

grizzly populations are not perceived to be negatively impacted by the existing black bear

management program. Therefore, it may not be possible to detect beneficial impacts to

grizzly bear populations due to provisions of this alternative.

ALTERNATIVE 3 FALL HUNTING SEASON AND A SPRING HUNTING
SEASON REGULATED BY QUOTA

This alternative consists of Elements A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, K, L, M, N, O, Q, R, S,

T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z, I, II, HI, and IV. This alternative differs from the Proposed

Action by the absence of Elements A, I, J and P.

The emphasis of Alternative 3 is protection of the female segment of black bear

populations through application of a harvest quota, which would include a female

subquota, to the spring hunting season. This approach to regulating hunting harvest has
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worked satisfactorily in Montana for mountain lions (statewide) and for black bears in

southcentral Montana (Region 5). Use of harvest quotas in Region 5 was prompted by

harvest levels, especially of adult females, that were deemed to be excessive. Quotas

were implemented in 1987 following unsuccessful attempts to reduce hunter harvest by

reducing hunting season length. The quota system in Region 5 reduced total hunting

mortality by 55.6% during the years 1987-1991. Mortality of marked bears declined

from 16% pre-quota to 12% post-quota. Use of a quota system was supported by

participants in the public scoping process, as well as respondents to a recent FWP survey

of black bear hunters (Brooks 1993).

Impacts on black bear populations (total numbers, female composition and

orphaning): Under Alternative 3, black bear population numbers would be expected to

remain at current levels (refer to discussion of the effects of hunting on mortality, pages

52-54). Application of harvest quotas to the spring season would be intended to protect

the female segment of black bear populations from overharvest. Several new initiatives

(also featured in the Proposed Action) would provide additional protection to the female

segment of black bear populations, notably removal of the black bear license from the

sportsman’s license. Unlike the Proposed Action, the opening date of the fall hunting

season would remain unchanged. Other provisions, including management targets for

harvest composition (Element M) and mandatory hide inspection will provide harvest

information that is instrumental in gauging harvest to prevent excessive female mortality.

As a result of all of these provisions, a greater proportion of the state’s black bear

populations would be expected to be comprised of females and the average age of females

would be expected to increase. The incidence of orphaning would be expected to decline

as a result of female subquotas as well as emphasis on improved hunter ethics and

curtailing opportunistic harvest of black bears (Element O). Quotas addressing orphaned

cubs could also conceivably be incorporated into a quota system. One potential drawback

to broad-based application of quotas to regulate hunting harvest is the tendency for some

hunters to become less selective in choosing an animal to harvest, for fear that the season

will close (prompted by a filled quota) before they have another opportunity. This

scenario has been noted by wildlife managers in management of a variety of species.

Competitive human impulses would be expected to be most accentuated in situations

characterized by heavy hunting pressure and expectations of a short hunting season. This

alternative could potentially backfire with respect to accomplishing a more selective

harvest in terms of species, sex and reproductive status.

Impacts on black bear habitat. This alternative is similar to the Proposed Action with

respect to provisions for black bear habitat. As in the Proposed Action, Elements G, K
and S would provide the public with information to use in decisions about land use

changes and to foster awareness of trade-offs that are associated with land use decisions.

Increased public awareness of black bear habitat requirements would be expected to result

in maintenance of some black bear habitats that would otherwise be converted to other

uses.
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Elements Y and IV would be expected to improve the effectiveness of land use planning

with regard to black bear habitat.

Impacts on hunting opportunity: Hunting opportunity would not be reduced in terms of

opportunity to participate. But attainment of harvest quotas, including female subquotas,

could limit spring hunting opportunity as a result of early closures. Spring closures

would be expected to occur earliest in bear management units that are very accessible

and/or where security cover is limited. Provisions for improved hunter ethics (Element

L), hunting practices (use of bear meat) and public knowledge about black bears and

black bear management practices (Elements G, K and S) would be expected to foster

improved public perception of black bear hunting, which in turn would likely facilitate

continuation of hunting opportunity in the long term.

Impacts on nonconsumptive recreational opportunity: Alternative 3 is not expected to

reduce nonconsumptive recreational opportunities. Baseline information on current levels

of nonconsumptive recreation use is lacking. Therefore, potential increase in

participation under this alternative is unknown as well.

Impacts on regulation of hunting harvest: This alternative features several initiatives

specifically intended to facilitate improved regulation of the hunting harvest, especially

harvest of females. The most obvious is use of a quota system that would prompt closure

of the hunting season when a maximum allowable total harvest, or female harvest, is

attained. Delineation of new black bear management units (Element H) would facilitate

development of quotas for various bear populations according to local habitat and

population factors. Improved data on sex and reproductive status of harvested bears (via

mandatory hide inspection) will also allow FWP the opportunity to better gauge effects of

hunting harvest on bear populations. This information, and management targets outlined

in Element M will allow FWP to respond to changes in population trend with appropriate

adjustments to hunting season regulations, and to do so in a timely fashion if and when
such adjustments are warranted.

Impacts on ability to accurately assess and monitor population status and trend:

Like the Proposed Action, this alternative features several initiatives specifically intended

to facilitate improved capability to monitor population and status and trend (skull and hide

inspection). Elimination of the black bear license from the sportsman license will result

in more accurate information on hunter effort, which indirectly, and in concert with other

population indices, would provide valuable insight to population trend.

Impacts on illegal activities: Under Alternative 3, it is anticipated that the incidence of

illegal activities would be reduced. This would be the result of improvements to existing

regulations addressing documentation of illegal activities, laws pertaining to proper

handling of body parts subject to mandatory inspection, the legal definition of baiting, and

use of dogs by livestock operators to control depredating bears. These changes would

improve public knowledge of, and compliance with these regulations and would promote

more effective enforcement and prosecution of violators. Increased emphasis on hunter
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ethics (Element L) and mandatory use of meat of harvested bears are also expected to

contribute to improved compliance with laws and regulations intended to protect black

bear populations from illegal exploitation.

Impacts on local economies: A recent FWP bioeconomics study determined that the

total net economic value associated with black bear hunting in Montana is approximately

$5,000,000 annually (Brooks 1993). Resident hunters valued their trip at $197 and

nonresident hunters valued theirs at $503. The study found that per day expenditures

(transportation, food, lodging, equipment and guide fees) average $19.60 per day ($98

per trip) for residents and $137 per day ($826 per trip) for nonresident hunters. Much of

this money generates business in local communities, most benefitting communities in

western Montana where densities of black bear hunters are highest. While data has not

been obtained on nonconsumptive bear related recreation in Montana, money generated

by these pursuits are thought to be substantial as well. Studies on bear viewing at the

McNeil River Sanctuary in Alaska indicate a value of $174 - $300 per person for a four-

day permit (Clayton and Mendelsohn 1990, Hill 1988). Under this alternative, impacts to

local economies are not expected to occur.

Impacts on funding for the black bear management program: Like the Proposed

Action, Alternative 3 includes a provision to remove the black bear license from the

resident sportsman’s license which currently entitles the purchaser to harvest one elk, one

deer and one black bear, and entitles the bearer to fish and to hunt upland game birds, all

at a cost of $54. Of this $54, $7 is earmarked for the habitat protection program and $2

is earmarked for the upland game bird program. The remaining $45, none of which is

earmarked for the black bear management program, is deposited in the general license

account. A decline in sales of resident sportsman’s licenses would reduce FWP revenues

but would not be expected to impact funding for the black bear management program,

specifically.

Impacts on the incidence of human/hlack bear conflicts: Under Alternative 3 the

incidence of nuisance bear complaints (bear/human conflicts) would be expected to

decline as the public became more informed as a result of education/information

programs outlined in Elements G, K and S. Changes to the statute allowing use of dogs

by livestock owners (Element X) would also be expected increase use of preventative

measures. The expectation of declining trends in nuisance bear reports and the incidence

of bear depredation (bear/livestock conflicts) is based on an assumption that conversion of

black bear habitats will not occur at a magnitude or an extent that will counteract benefits

of preventative strategies outlined in this alternative.

Impacts on grizzly bear populations: Alternative 3 would not be expected to result in

detectable impacts to the state’s grizzly bear populations or other wildlife species. Like

the Proposed Action, this alternative features several elements that would extend

protection to the state’s grizzly populations, including: continued prohibition on baits and

hounds (Element E), greater public awareness of how to prevent human/bear conflicts

(Elements K and S), greater emphasis on hunter ethics, including species identification
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(Element L), and minimizing opportunistic bear harvest that may occur without adequate

attention to identification of species (Element O).

Although these provisions of Alternative 3 would be expected to improve protection of

grizzly bear populations, grizzly populations are not perceived to be negatively impacted

by the existing black bear management program. Therefore, it may not be possible to

detect beneficial impacts to grizzly bear populations due to provisions of this alternative.

ALTERNATIVE 4 TERMINATION OF ALL BLACK BEAR HUNTING

This alternative consists of Elements C, E, F, G, H, K, O, Q, R, S, T, W, X, Y, I, II,

III, and IV. This alternative differs from the Proposed Action by the absence of

Elements A, B, C, D, I, J, L, M, N, P, U, V and Z.

Impacts on black bear populations (total numbers, female composition and

orphaning: In the absence of hunting, the size and composition of black bear

populations would be regulated by natural mortality factors, as discussed on pages 44 -

45. Black bear populations would not be expected to increase dramatically in the long

term because the state’s black bear population is thought to be near or at the capacity of

available habitat. However, significant increases could occur in the short term and

greater fluctuations in total bear numbers would be expected to occur in response to year-

to-year variation in forage availability, primarily mast crops. In good forage years, more

young bears would survive thereby increasing total population numbers until poor forage

conditions occur, causing a portion of the population to die as a result of food shortages.

Populations would be comprised of older bears - the average age would increase for

males as well as females. Concurrently, survival rates of young bears would decline,

largely a result of the influence of greater numbers of older, adult males. Adult males

tend to kill subadults in dense populations (Jonkel and Cowan 1971, Kemp 1972, Poelker

and Hartwell 1973, and Kemp 1977). The majority of this mortality occurs after the cubs

separate from the adult female at 14-16 months of age (Elowe and Dodge 1989). An
unhunted black bear population in Arizona demonstrated a low percentage of subadults

and a high mean age (LeCount 1982a, 1982b, 1987). In addition, every adult male had

neck scars and lacerations, also indicative of high numbers of older males in an unhunted

population. Under this alternative, survival of young bears would increase only if

additional habitat is available, or habitat conditions have improved enough to support

additional animals. In the absence of spring hunting, the incidence of orphaning would be

minimal.

Impacts on black bear habitat: This alternative is similar to the Proposed Action with

respect to provisions for black bear habitat. As in the Proposed Action, Elements G, K
and S would provide the public with information to use in decisions about land use

changes and to foster awareness of trade-offs that are associated with land use decisions.

Increased public awareness of black bear habitat requirements would be expected to result
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in maintenance of some black bear habitats that would otherwise be converted to other

uses. However, it is possible that the public would place less value on black bear

populations and the habitats they depend upon if bear numbers were considered excessive

or lack of wariness toward humans resulted in public perception of black bears as pests.

Elements Y and IV would be expected to improve the effectiveness of land use planning

with regard to black bear habitat.

Periodic black bear population "highs" that could potentially occur in the absence of a

hunting season would not result in detrimental impacts to black bear habitats. Unlike

some other wildlife species, black bear populations are not capable of over using and

damaging the food sources they rely upon. In years that staple bear foods are inadequate,

some bears would become malnourished and/or seek out "unnatural" food sources.

Malnourishment would result in higher mortality rates.

Impacts on hunting opportunity: Hunting opportunity would be eliminated under

Alternative 4.

Impacts on nonconsumptive recreational opportunity: Nonconsumptive recreational

opportunity would be expected to increase substantially, especially as black bears become

less wary of humans and frequent more accessible areas, including the vicinity of human
dwellings. At some point, habituation of black bears to humans could potentially result in

human safety issues for people pursuing viewing and photography opportunities in close

proximity to bears.

Impacts on regulation of hunting harvest: Not applicable to this alternative because

hunting harvest would be totally eliminated.

Impacts on ability to accurately assess and monitor population status and trend:

Most data used to monitor population status and trend of black bear populations is derived

from hunter harvested bears (sex and age distribution) as well as indices involving

hunting pressure (total numbers of hunters, average success rates, trends in hunter effort

per bear harvested, etc.). In the absence of information from dead bears, population trend

could be monitored for some local bear populations that lend themselves to some degree

of ground or aerial surveys, and possibly thorough trends in numbers of nuisance bear

complaints, depredation reports and FWP and ADC control actions. There is some

question whether there would be a need or demand for continued population monitoring

in the absence of hunting. If that need were established, new funding sources would have

to be developed to accomplish marking and monitoring of marked bears.

Impacts on illegal activities: Alternative 4 includes Elements designed to improve

compliance with, and enforcement of regulations designed to protect black bear

populations. However, the incidence of illegal activities would be expected to increase

under this alternative. In the absence of hunting, black bear numbers could periodically

reach levels perceived by some people to be excessive. For a portion of the public, this

would have the effect of reducing the existence value of black bears and increase the
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incidence of illegal killing. Such actions would be prompted by reduced tolerance of

bears, annoyance with nuisance or problem bears and participation in illegal trade in

black bear body parts. All of these practices would be expected to escalate as bears lose

their wariness and become increasingly habituated to humans. Illegal exploitation of

black bear populations would likely not be judged by the public as harshly as it is now -

if public perception of black bears is that of "pests" rather than an asset.

Impacts on local economies: Dollars generated in local communities as a result of

hunting activity would be eliminated. Participation in nonconsumptive recreational

activities would be expected to increase under this alternative. It is assumed that dollars

previously generated by hunters would be partially supplanted by expenditures of

nonconsumptive receptionists. But in the absence of baseline information on participation

rates in nonconsumptive bear-related recreation and expenditures of nonconsumptive

recreationists, it is not possible to make meaningful predictions.

Impacts on funding for the black bear management program: The overall costs of

black bear management under this alternative would at first glance be expected to be

significantly less than the other, hunting alternatives. However, this alternative would be

expected to require substantial expenditures associated with responding to nuisance and

problem bear complaints, trapping and relocating problem bears, and conducting control

actions. The resources (personnel and operations) required to conduct these efforts would

be expected to be substantial. In the absence of revenues from black bear hunting license

sales, the black bear management program would be subsidized by revenues from other

kinds of hunting licenses.

Impacts on the incidence of human/black bear conflicts: The incidence of nuisance

bear complaints (bear/human conflicts) and depredation reports (bear/livestock conflicts)

would be expected to increase under this alternative. An increased role by ADC in

responding to bear depredation would be anticipated. This would be the result of

pressures exerted on dispersing subadults by older, larger bears, resulting in a greater

number of younger bears becoming nuisance or depredating bears in their quest for living

space and food. This would be especially prevalent in years characterized by poor mast

crops.

Impacts on grizzly bear populations: Alternative 4 would not be expected to result in

detectable impacts to the state’s grizzly bear populations or other wildlife species.

Although elimination of black bear hunting under this alternative would be expected to

enhance protection of grizzly bears, there is no evidence that the existing hunting season

is detrimental to grizzly populations. Like the Proposed Action, this alternative features

several elements that would extend protection to the state’s grizzly populations, including:

continued prohibition on baits and hounds (Element E), reduction in hunting season length

during the height of bear use of berry patches (Element I), greater public awareness of

how to prevent human/bear conflicts (Elements K and S), greater emphasis on hunter
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ethics, including species identification (Element L), and minimizing opportunistic bear

harvest that may occur without adequate attention to identification of species (Element O).

Although these provisions of Alternative 4 would be expected to improve protection of

grizzly bear populations, grizzly populations are not perceived to be negatively impacted

by the existing black bear management program. Therefore, it may not be possible to

detect beneficial impacts to grizzly bear populations due to provisions of this alternative.

Potentially, this no-hunting alternative could be less favorable to grizzly bear populations

than regulated hunting as provided by Alternatives 1 ,
2 and 3 . Some bear researchers

have speculated that high black bear densities in areas where black bear distribution and

grizzly bear distribution overlap could cause suppression of grizzly bear population

growth as a result of competition between adult black bears and subadult grizzly bears.

While there is no data to support or discount this hypothesis, this scenario could be a

potential outcome of this alternative.

ALTERNATIVE 5 NO ACTION (status quo)

This alternative consists of Elements A, B, C, D, E, F and G. This alternative differs

from the Proposed Action by the absence of Elements H through Z and I - IV.

Impacts on black bear populations (total numbers, female composition and

orphaning): Black bear population numbers would be expected to remain at current

levels in the short term. However, in the absence of safeguards designed to prevent

excessive harvest, especially of females, bear numbers would be expected to decline over

time as hunting pressure increases (refer to discussion of hunting mortality, pages 52 -

54). Population declines would probably first become evident in black bear habitats

highly accessible by road and/or trail and offering limited security cover. Assuming that

hunting pressure would increase over time, females would be expected to comprise an

increasing proportion of the harvest, and a correspondingly smaller proportion of black

bear populations. The average age of females in the harvest would decline,

corresponding to a declining average age of females in the population. The incidence of

orphaning would be expected to remain at existing levels in the short term and possibly

increase in the long term as hunting pressure increases.

Impacts on black bear habitat: Alternative 5 does not include any of the public

information initiatives featured by other alternatives (Elements G, K and S), nor Elements

Y and IV which address direct collection of habitat data. Of all the alternatives, this one

is the least likely to have any effect on current habitat trends.

Impacts on hunting opportunity: Both hunting opportunity and hunting pressure would

be expected to remain the same in the short term. In the long term, hunting pressure

would be expected to increase, especially among nonresidents, coincident with increasing

restriction of black bear hunting opportunities in other western states. Eventual

reductions in hunting season length and other restrictions would become inevitable. In
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the absence of other strategies addressing regulation of harvest, eventual reductions in

season length would likely be substantial. In the long term, it is anticipated that sport

hunting of black bears in Montana would come under increasing public scrutiny and that

anti-hunting sentiment would increase over time. This assumption is based on public

comment during the scoping process. Participants in the scoping process expressed

strong support for Elements of the Proposed Action that are designed to protect black

bear populations from excessive harvest. In the absence of initiatives reflecting current

knowledge of black bear management, legal challenge of the black bear management

program would be anticipated as well.

Impacts on nonconsumptive recreational opportunity: Opportunities for

nonconsumptive recreational opportunity would be expected to remain unchanged in the

long term. However, if populations declined in the long term as a result of excessive

harvest, nonconsumptive recreational opportunity would be expected to decline

proportionately.

Impacts on regulation of hunting harvest: The ability of FWP to regulate hunting

harvest, and therefore respond to changes in population status and trend, would remain

unchanged from current conditions in both the short- and long-term. This would present

a problem as hunting pressure increased, and if hunting harvest were to increasingly

impact sex and age composition of black bear populations, as well as total numbers of

black bears harvested.

Impacts on ability to accurately assess and monitor population status and trend: The

ability of FWP to accurately assess and monitor population status and trend would be

expected to remain unchanged in the short term. This would be of concern to managers

because widely accepted population indicators suggest that Montana black bear harvest is

currently at or near thresholds that may warrant corrective action (percentage of harvest

comprised by females, average age of harvested females). This dilemma would be of

increasing concern as hunting pressure increased over time.

Impacts on illegal activities: The incidence of illegal activities would be expected to

remain the same in the short term, in the absence of preventative measures included in

the other alternatives (Elements Q, U, V, W and X). In the absence of disincentives,

illegal activities would be expected to increase in the long term, especially if the black

market for black bear body parts continues to be lucrative.

Impacts on local economies: Dollars generated by hunter activity in local communities

would be expected to remain at current levels in the short term. Population declines and

resulting impacts on hunting harvest and impact economics of local communities in the

long term.

Impacts on funding for the black bear management program: Funds generated by

license sales would be expected to remain at current levels.
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Impacts on the incidence of human/black bear conflicts: In the absence of public

information initiatives, the incidence of human/bear conflicts would be expected to

continue to increase. FWP personnel would continue to spend an increasing portion of

their time and operations budgets responding to nuisance bear complaints and requests

that bears removed from the vicinity of peoples’ homes. As more and more black bear

habitat is converted to rural subdivisions and other human uses, public tolerance for black

bear numbers would be expected to decline as a result of increased incidence of

human/bear conflicts.

Impacts on grizzly bear populations: Analysis of the dynamics of Montana grizzly bear

populations has not revealed impacts to grizzly populations attributable to the state’s

existing black bear management program. Of all the alternatives considered in this

analysis, this one provides the least protection to grizzly populations. In the long term,

continuation of the existing black bear management program could potentially result in

impacts to grizzly populations if hunting pressure were to increase substantially without

adoption of initiatives that extend protection to grizzly bears.

COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

Comparison of the five alternative Actions, with regard to the eleven issues/impacts of

primary concern is displayed in Table 3.

ALTERNATIVE 1 (Proposed Action)

Under the Proposed Action, potential impacts to black bear populations would be

expected to be minor in the short term, but significant in the long term. Conservative

harvest of female bears and maintenance of a productive age structure are expected long-

term impacts of this alternative. A reduced incidence of orphaning would not

significantly impact black bear populations but would contribute to a responsive

management program. Likewise, this alternative would be expected to significantly

impact the ability of FWP to assess and monitor population status and trend and to

regulate annual hunting harvest.

The Proposed Action may result in potentially significant impacts on the incidence of

human/bear conflicts as well as the incidence of illegal activities. This alternative is

designed to reduce occurrence of both, but the magnitude of potential change is unknown.

The Proposed Action is not expected to impact air quality, water quality, soil or other

geological features. Neither is this alternative expected to impact terrestrial and aquatic

life, and their habitats, or vegetation cover. Impacts to bear-related recreational

opportunities, both hunting and nonhunting, would not be expected to occur. This

alternative is not expected to result in impacts on local economies or funding for the

state’s black bear management program.
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ALTERNATIVE 2 (Termination of Spring Black Bear Hunting)

Like the Proposed Action, Alternative 2 would be expected to result in potentially

significant impacts to black bear populations in the long term. Conservative harvest of

female bears and maintenance of a productive age structure are expected long-term

impacts of Alternative 2. A minimal incidence of orphaning would not significantly

impact black bear populations but would contribute to a responsive management

program. Similar to the Proposed Action, Alternative 2 would be expected to

significantly impact the ability of FWP to assess and monitor population status and trend

and to regulate annual hunting harvest.

Alternative 2 could result in potentially significant impacts on the incidence of

human/bear conflicts. Elimination of the spring hunting season could potentially result in

increased incidence of bear depredation and nuisance bear complaints, but the magnitude

and extent of potential increase is unknown. It is anticipated that the incidence of illegal

activities could also potentially increase in the absence of a spring hunting season but it is

not known if such an increase would be significant.

Implementation of Alternative 2 would result in impacts to bear-related recreation.

Spring bear hunting opportunity would be significantly impacted (eliminated) but

significant impacts to nonhunting forms of recreation would not be expected to occur.

Alternative 2 would result in loss of dollars generated in local communities as a result of

spring bear hunting activity, which could constitute a potentially significant impact in

some western Montana communities if money generated by fall hunting activity did not

increase proportionately.

This alternative would not be expected to result in impacts on funding for the state’s

black bear management program. Alternative 2 is not expected to impact air quality,

water quality, soil or other geological features. Neither is this alternative expected to

impact terrestrial and aquatic life, and their habitats, or vegetation cover.

ALTERNATIVE 3 (Fall Hunting Season and a Spring Hunting Season Regulated by

Quota)

Like the Proposed Action, Alterative 3 would be expected to result in potentially

significant impacts to black bear populations in the long term. Conservative harvest of

female bears and maintenance of a productive age structure are expected long-term

impacts of Alternative 3. However, there is a potential for this alternative to backfire

with respect to achieving a more selective harvest with respect to species, sex and

reproductive status (refer to discussion on page 57). Potential reduction of the incidence

of orphaning would not significantly impact black bear populations but would contribute

to a responsive management program. Similar to the Proposed Action, Alternative 3

would be expected to significantly impact the ability of FWP to assess and monitor

population status and trend and to regulate annual hunting harvest. Alternative 3 could

result in potentially significant impacts on the incidence of human/bear conflicts as well
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as the incidence of illegal activities. This alternative is designed to reduce occurrence of

both, but the magnitude of potential change is unknown.

Alternative 3 is not expected to impact air quality, water quality, soil or other geological

features. Neither is this alternative expected to impact terrestrial and aquatic life, and

their habitats, or vegetation cover. Significant impacts to bear-related recreational

opportunities, both hunting and nonhunting, would not be expected to occur. This

alternative is not expected to result in impacts on local economies or funding for the

state’s black bear management program.

ALTERNATIVE 4 No Black Bear Hunting

Alternative 4 would be expected to result in potentially significant impacts to black bear

populations in the long term. Lack of hunting harvest would be expected to result in

significant changes in population dynamics, including changes in average age (which

would be expected to increase) and cub and subadult survival rates (which would be

expected to decline). Absence of hunting harvest would significantly impact (reduce) the

kinds and amount of biological data available for use in population assessment and trend

monitoring.

Alternative 4 could result in potentially significant impacts on the incidence of

human/bear conflicts as well as the incidence of illegal activities, both of which would be

expected to increase. The potential magnitude of such changes are not known.

Alternative 4 is not expected to impact air quality, water quality, soil or other geological

features. Neither is this alternative expected to impact terrestrial and aquatic life, and

their habitats, or vegetation cover. Hunting opportunity would be significantly impacted

(eliminated) by this no-hunting Alternative. Although nonhunting recreational opportunity

would be expected to increase, the magnitude and extent of such change is unknown.

Elimination of black bear hunting activity would be expected to impact economies of

some western Montana communities, some of which might be affected significantly.

Elimination of black bear license revenues would constitute a significant impact on

funding of the state’s black bear management program.

ALTERNATIVES No Action

Alternative 5 would not be expected to result in impacts to black bear populations in the

short term, but long-term impacts would be expected to be potentially significant.

Assuming that hunting pressure will increase over time, mean age of harvested bears

would be expected to further decline. Overharvest could occur, resulting in an eventual

population decline. The proportion of females in the current harvest may be too high to

sustain black bear populations at current levels. Impacts on the ability of FWP to assess

and monitor population status and trend, and to regulate annual hunting harvest would not

occur. The current data base on black bear populations is limited. Under this
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alternative, available biological data on black bears, including sex composition of

harvested bears, would not be improved.

Alternative 5 would not be expected to impact the incidence of human/bear conflicts,

illegal activities, hunting and nonhunting forms of bear-related recreation, economies of

local communities or funding for the bear management program.

Alternative 5 would not be expected to impact air quality, water quality, soil or other

geological features. Neither is this alternative expected to impact terrestrial and aquatic

life, and their habitats, or vegetation cover.
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OTHER AGENCIES THAT HAVE JURISDICTION OR RESPONSIBILITY

U.S. Dept, of Agriculture, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS): Animal

Damage Control (ADC)

DESCRIPTION OF OTHER PERTINENT
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW DOCUMENT

Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement: The grizzly bear in northwestern

Montana (Dood, A.R.,R. Brannon, and R.Mace). 1986

Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks

P.O.Box 200701

Helena, MT 59620-0701

Five Year Update of the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement: The Grizzly

Bear in Northwestern Montana (Dood and Pac). 1993

Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks

P.O. Box 200701

Helena, MT 59620-0701

Bear Hunting: Final Environmental Document

California Department of Fish and Game
April 23, 1992

Black Bear Management Plan, 1992-2000 August 1992

Idaho Department of Fish and Game
600 South Walnut Street, P.O. Box 25

Boise, Idaho 83707

Management Plan for Black Bears in Alberta June 1993

Environmental Protection, Fish and Wildlife Services

Petroleum Plaza, 9945-108 Street

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5K 2G6
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Appendix 2.

Figure 1.

Hunter Success
Statewide 1971-91

Percent Success
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Figure 2.

Hunter Effort
1971-92 (questionnaire)
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Figure 3.

BEAR HARVEST BY SEASON
Spring/Fall 1978-82 (quest.)
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Figure 4.

BLACK BEAR HARVEST 78-91
Spring Male/Female (questionnaire)
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Figure 5.

BLACK BEAR HARVEST 78-92
Fall Male/Female (questionnaire)
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Figure 7.

Spring/Fall Hunter Effort
1978-91 (questionnaire)

Days/Bear
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Figure 8.

Ad. Male Harv. by Time
Period, 85-90 (Tooth Data)
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Figure 9.

Ad. Female Harv. by Time
Period, 85-90 (Toolh Data)

Figure 10.

Subad. Male Harv. by Time
% Period, 85-90 (Tooth Data)
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Figure 1 1

.

Subad. Female Harv. by Time
Period, 85-90 (Tooth Data)
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Figure 12.

% Females By Season
1985-1991 (Tooth Data)
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Figure 13.

Female Harvest By Year Class
1985-1990 (Tooth Data)
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Appendix 3.

Archery Black Bear Harvest
1985-1992 (questlonalre)
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Appendix 4.

Information and education efforts on grizzly bears by the MDFWP, 1986-1990.

Look for a combination of characteristics

L '._- -

Huir.p

Shon*r,
darker

claws BLACK BEAR cuws GRIZZLY BEAR

Color and size are sometimes misleading

Be Sure Before You Shoot!!!
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BLACK or GRIZZLY BEAR?
BLACK BEAR

1. Highest point of back is

well back of shoulders. No prom-

inent shoulder hump.

2. In profile muzzle is long and
straight.

3. Front claws dark colored,

relatively short and well-curved.

a

GRIZZLY BEAR

1.

Highest point of back is

muscular hump over front

shoulders.

2. In profile, brow gives

"dished'’ lock to face. Not as well

defined in yearlings.

3. Front claws up to 4" long or

longer, slightly curved. Front

claws light colored and can
sometimes be observed from
great distances.

COLOR Color and size are not good identifying characteris-

tics; Color of both species may range from light brown (blonde)

to very dark black. Many grizzlies have light tipped hairs which
give them a distinctive sheen.

RUBBING During spring, rubbed spots make the hide poor
quality. Look for rubbed spot's and that .the bear is not a grizzly.

BE SURE BEFORE YOU SHOOT
cMoripiTia. fjyerp<irtn^ernt of <FisfL, iVrtldlfe (SL iPart(s
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AIDS TO IDENTIFICATION OF SPECIES

Look for a combination of characteristics to make identification

1

ELACK BEAR

It is not always easy to

distinguish between the

black and grizzly bears.

Color and size are net de-

pendable criteria, so other

features must be looked for.

If you are hunting black

bears in an area that may be

inhabited by' grizzlies, take

your time and be sure what

you're shooting at. Better to

pass a shot at a black bear

than kill a grizzly.

30 000 copies o( :rns puOi'C oocuT'ent

~e'e juSWsOt-d *1 »n esun-.iiep ccst ol

5 013 per ccpy. 'or t :o:»l cc.it ct 0C

»mcn includes S300 00 'or priming inp

S'.X 00 lot piilnputicn.

1. No prominent shoulder

hump. Highest point of

tody is the zacK.

2. In profile muzzle is

straight and Iona. Frontally,

head and 'ace appear

round.

3. Claws dark, much shor-

ter and mere curved than

grizzly claws.

GRIZZLY BEAR

1. Highest point of back is

a muscular hump over the

front shoulders.

2. In profile distinct brow

gives "dishea ’ lock to face.

The brow is not as well de-

fined in yearlings.

3. Front claws are long,

very prominent, and often

light colored. Can some-

times be observed from

great distances.

TRACKS COLOR

Hind foot tracks of bears

seldom show claw marks, and

front tracks of black bears

seldom show claw marks, dux

when they are evident, length of

front foot claw marks from toe

pads can help distinguish grizzly

from black bears. Claws of adult

grizzlies are rarely less than 1
3 i

"

long. Claws of black bears

seldom exceed 1 Vi *.

Grizzly - front foot ' Slack

Color of both black and gnzzly

bears may range from light brown

(blonce) to very dark black. Color

is not an indicator cf the species.

Many gnzzlies have lignt-tipped

hairs which gives them a distic-

•ive sheen, and the nickname

"silvertip".

PELT QUALITY

In spnng when bears emerge

from hibernation their pelts are

prime for tanning. As they begin

:o shed they rub away patches of

cd hair and the pelts are no

HUNTER
WHAT KIND
OF BEAR
IS THIS?

Montana Department of Fish

Wildlife and Parks
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Appendix 5 .

Table 31. Categories of know
mortality in the NCDF.

,

1975-1985.
n ,

m an -caused nonhunt in

Ca t egory No

•

of B ea r s Average No.
Per Year

Defense of life or property

Marauder: 15

Transplant (from NCDE)

:

8

Control: 8

Menace: 8

Nuisance: A

Handling (occurred during
t ransplan t) : A

Subtotal: A7 (51%) A.

3

Mistaken Identity: Subtotal: 1

1

(12%) 1.0

Poaching or Vandal Killing

Part s t aken

:

12

Carcass removed: 5

Unclassified

:

5

Nothing taken: _5

Subtotal: 27 (29%) 2.5

Vehicle Collision

Train: 5

Automobile: 2

Subtotal: 7 (8%) .6

TOTAL: 92 8.

A
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Table

1.1.

Individual

grizzly

bear

mortalities

in

the

NCDE,

1986.

153
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Table

1.2.

Individual

grizzly

bear

mortalities

in

the

NCDE,

1987.

95

'

Thc

<l
uoU

is

on|

y
for

bear3

outside

of

Glacier

National

Park,

so

this

bear

did

not

count

aginst

the

quota.

Does

not

count

againts

man-caused

mortality

quota.



Table

1.3.

Individual

grizzly

bear

mortalities

in

the

NCDE,

1988

96

Summ

ary

(Northern

Continental

Divide

Ecoavstcm)

-

Human-caused

Mortalities:

Quo

148

:

14

total,

6

female

Actual

kill:

8
total,

6

female



Table

1.4.

Individual

grizzly

bear

mortalities

in

the

NCDE,

1989
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Table

1.5.

Individual

grizzly

bear

mortalities

in

the

NCDE.
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Table 7.8. Grizzly bear mortality in the Cabinet- Yaak area, 1950-1990.

Year Location Total Sex/Age Mortality Cause

1950 Squaw Cr 1 Subadult Unknown

1951 Pete Cr 1 Adult Male N msaiicc

1951 Papoose Cr o Subadulls U nknown

1951 Goat Cr 1 Subadult Male Unknown

1952 Felix Cr 6 2 Adult Females, 4 Yearlings Nuisance

1953 Obrien Cr 1 Subadult Male Hunter Kill

1953 Kenelty Mt 1 Unknown Hunter Kill

1953 20-Odd Mt 1 Unknown Hunter Kill

1953 Burnt Cr 1 Unknown Hunter Kill

1953 17-Mile Cr 1 Unknown Hunter Kill

1954 N F Bull R 1 Unknown Hunter Kill

1954 S F Bull R 1 Unknown Hunter Kill

1954 Cedar Lk 1 Unknown Hunter Kill

1954 Cedar Lk 1 Unknown Hunter Kill

1954 Taylor Pk 1 Unknown Hunter Kill

1954 Silverbutte Cr 1 Unknown Hunter Kill

1954 Silverbow Cr 1 Adult Female Hunter Kill

1955 Wolf Cr 1 Adult Male Control (Depredation)

1955 Mt. Headley 1 Subadult Nuisance

1955 Baree Lk 1 Adult Male Unknown

1955 Baree Lk 1 Adult Female Unknown

1955 Bear Cr 1 Subadult Male Hunter Kill

1958 Squaw Cr 1 Adult Female Nuisance

1959 E F Rock Cr n Adult Female, 1 Cub Hunter Kill

1959 W F Thompson R 4 Adult Female, 3 Cubs Unknown

1959 Cliff Cr 1 Unknown Unknown

1960 Prospect Cr n Adult Female, 1 Cub Unknown

1964 Graves Cr 'l Subadults Unknown

1964 Wanless Lk 3 Subadults (Adult Wounded) Unknown

1965 Snowshoe Cr Subadulls Unknown

1968 Bear Cr 1 Adult Female Illegal Kill

1963 Granite Cr 1 Subadult Male Nuisance

1969 Priscilla Pk 1 Adult Female Unknown

1970 Thompson R 1 Unknown Unknown

1970 Cameron Cr 1 Subadult Male Unknown

1970 Squaw Cr n Adult Female, Subadult Female Nuisance

1971 Murr Cr i Adult Female Unknown

1972 Rock Cr i Subadult Mistaken Identity

1974 Swamp Cr i Adult Male Hunter Kill

1977 Rabbit Cr i Adult Male Unknown

1985 Lyons Cr i Adult Male Defense of Life

1986 Burnt Cr i Cub Unknown

1987 Flattail Cr i Female Cub Mistaken Identity

1988 Lewisby Cr i Adult Male Hunter Kill

1988 N F 17-Mile Cr i Adult Female Defense of Life

1989 Burnt Cr i Subadult Female Trap Mortality (Predation)

1990 Poverty Cr i Subadult Male Unknown
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Appendix 6

Black Bear Depredation Actions
1967-1990

No. of Actlons/Kllls
100

67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 76 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 86 86 87 88 89 90

Year

Black Bear Actiona Black Bear Killed

Trend In Actions Trend In Kills

Taken from ADC disposition reports.



AVEARGE

DEVIATION

IN

YEARS

Appendix 7.

ACCURACYOFAGING KNOWNAGEBROWNBEAR TEETH
Average deviation from known age by age c/ass

4 -j

3 -

2 -
\

* '

0 RDR1 + RDR2 > RDR3 a RDR4
reader #1 reader #2 reader #3 reader #4

Figure 1. Accuracy of assigned age of premolar sections from 85 known-age grizzly bears,

determined by four readers using the cementum analysis technique (from Matson et

1993).
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Table |. Statewide Bear Harvest Statistics.

Region Ave . Harvest
j

d Harvest by
1971-01

| Region
d Females in
Harvest 85-91

j

1 7 2 ? * 49*
i

31.5*, 37.5**

2 361 25 33.4, 33.7

3 211 14 32. S, 40.5

4 123 9

j

35.4, 37.4

5 50 3

—
1

41.9, 42.9

Statewide 1474 ICO 32.3, 38.5
;

^Questionnaire survey information.
**Based on tooth turn-in data.

|

Table Percent Females Harvested ( d of total Harvest), 1

|
Based On Tooth Return Information.

jj

Region 1985 1986 1987 1988
|

1939 1990 1991

1 39 38 35 34 37 40 35
|

2 39 44 35 41 36 36 32

3 32 33 40 « 50 47 O QO

4 30 39 A o c- 44 40 42
I

5 46 36 53 60 43 34 47 1

State 38 39 38 37 38 40 36
]
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Table Median Ages of hemales in Harvest (tooth data).

Region 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990— 1 9* 9 1 !

1 4 .

5

5 .

5

6 .

5

—
O . D 5.5 5 .

5

3 .

3

2 4 . 5 5 .

5

4 . 5 4 . 5 4 . 5 5 .5 5 .5

3 5 .

5

6 .

5

5.5 6 .

5

.

o . 5 4 .

5

6.0
;

4 5 .0 4 . 5 6 .

5

o . D o .5 o . o 4 . 5

5 6 .5 5 .

5

7 .

5

5 . 5 5.5 7 .

0

3.5
;

Table . Median Ages of Males in Harvest (tooth data).

Region 1985 1986
1

1987 1988 1989
!

1990 199$ i

1 3 .5
T

4.5
|

4.5
]

5.5

—
3 .5 4 .

5

3.5
|

2 4 .5 3.5 4 .5 4 .5 3 .5 3 .5 3.5 i

3 4 .

5

3 .

5

4.5 4 .5 5 .5 4 .

5

5.5
j

4 3 .5 3 .5 4 .5 3 .5 3 .5 4 .5 3.5 I

5 4 .5 3 .

5

4 .0 6 .0 4 .

5

3 .

5

4.5
|

Table S’. Harvest Age Ratios, Statewide, 1985-1991.
( tooth data, % of total harvest)

Adult Male Ad . Female Sub Male Sub i-smale

1985 23 .2 18 .4 39 .3 19.9

1986 24.5 22 .

1

37 .0 —H
17 .0

:

!
1987 27 .5 22 .2 34 .9 15 .8

;

1988 28 .2 20 .2 34 .

3

18,1
j

1989 23 .2 21 .0 38 .8 16 .8

1990 24 .5 21 .4 35 .5 18.3

i

1991 25 .4 18 .2 —
39 .2 13 .

1

Ave . 25 .

1

20 .6 37 .0 17.3
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Table Median Ages of Female Black Bears b y Season

.

1

Region Seaso n 85 86
i

6 7 88
1

39 90 91

1 Spring 4 . 5 6 . 5 6 .5 5 . 5 7 .5 5 . 5 3.5

1 Fall 4 .5 4 . 5 5 . 5 3 .5 3 .5 5 .5 4 - 5
j

2 Spr i ng 5 .5 5 .5 7 .5 6 .5 5 .5 6 .

5

i

5.5
|

2 Fall 4 .5 5 .

5

4 .5 3 .5
i

3 . p
j

3.5
|

5 . 5 |

3 Spring 7 .0 5 .

5

6 .0 6 .5 6 .5
|

5.5 7 .5

3 Fall 4 .5 3 .5 5 .5 5 .5 5 .5 4.5 4 .5

4 Spr i ng 6 .5 4 .5 6 .5 5 .5 5 .5 6 .

5

5 .5

4 Fall 3 .0 3 .5 6 .

5

3 .0 6 .5 5.5
i

3.5 !

5°
. .

Spr i ng 7 .

5

4 .5 7 .5 5 .5 5 .5 8 .5

5 Fall 4 .0 7 .0 N/A N/A 5 .5 9.5 7 .5-

Table Median Age s of Male Bl ack Beesr s by SeasorT .

Region Season 85

—
86 87 88 89 90

i

91

1 Spr i ng 4 . 5 5 . 5 5 .5 5 .5 5 .5 6 .0 4 .5

1 Fall 2 . 5 2 .5 3 . 5 2 .5 2 .5 Cm - O 3.5
|

2 Spr i ng 5 .5 4 . 5 6 . 5 5 . 5 4 .5 5 . 5 4 .5

2 Fall 3 .5 2 .5 3 . 5 2 .5 2 .5 2 .5 2 .5

3 Spr i ng 4 .5 4 .5 5 . 5 4 .5 5 . 5 5 . 5 5.5

3 Fall 2 .5 3 .5 3 .5 3 .0 3 .5 3 .5 3.5

4 Spr i ng 4 . 0 5 . 5 4 .5 3 .5 3.5 5 . 5 4.5
j

4 Fall 2 .5 3 .5 3 .5 3 .5 2.5 3 .5 2.0
j

Spr i ng 4 .5 3 .5

l

4 .o
;

6 .0 4.5
;

3 .5 5.5
j

5 Fall 2 .5
i

3.5
|

-

N/A
j

N/A
1

3 .5 2 .0
1

3.0
j
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APPENDIX 8.

Table 1. Criteria used to monitor black bear harvest in Idaho.

Criteria Overharvest a Desired Level b

Percent females >401 <351

Median age <3 yrs >5 yrs

Males <2 yrs >4 yrs

Females <4 yrs >6 yrs

Bait Station Survey Declining Stable or Increasing

a Reflects an overharvested population.

b Reflects a self-sustaining, viable population with a diverse age

structure

.
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Appendix 9.

STATUTES

STATE OF MONTANA

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH, WILDLIFE,
AND PARKS

87-1-231. Tattooing of bears, wolves, tigers, mountain lions, or
coyotes — when required —- penalty. (1) Any bear, wolf, tiger, mountain
lion, or coyote that is captured alive to be later released or which is held in

captivity for any purpose must be reported to the department within 3 days

of the capture or commencement of captivity. If a person capturing or holding

in captivity such animal fails to report an animal as required by this section,

such failure is a misdemeanor punishable as provided in 87-1-102.

(2) Each animal reported as required in subsection (1) shall be per-

manently tattooed or otherwise permanently identified in a manner that will

provide positive individual identification of such animal. No tattoo is required

under this section if the animal is subject to a permanent, individual iden-

tification process by another state or federal agency.

(3) Any person holding a bear, wolf, tiger, mountain lion, or coyote in

captivity shall immediately report to the department any death, escape,

release, transfer of custody, or other disposition of such animal.
History: En. Sec. 1, Ch. 666, L. 1985.

87-1-232. Tattoo records. (1) The department shall maintain a record

of each animal reported to it pursuant to 87-1-231. The record shall indicate:

(a) the person by whom the animal was captured or is held in captivity;

(b) the location of the capture or captivity;

(c) the date the animal was tattooed;

(d) the purpose of the captivity or capture; and

(e) any death, escape, release, transfer of custody, or other disposition of

such animal.

(2) The department shall establish by rule a fee to be charged, which may
not exceed the administrative cost of maintaining the record required by this

section.

History: En. Sec. 2, Ch. 666, L. 1986.
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87-1-233. Compensation for damage caused by animal held in
captivity. If any bear, wolf, tiger, mountain lion, or coyote that is held in
captivity or that escapes from such captivity causes any damage to the
personal property of another person, compensation for such damage must be
paid by the person holding or who held the animal in captivity.

History: En. Sec. 3, Ch. 566, L. 1985.

87-1-234. Exceptions to tattoo and compensation requirements.
Sections 87-1-231 through 87-1-233 do not apply to those animals:

(1) captured and released as part of an ongoing game management
program or an ongoing predator control program unless such animals have
been involved in livestock killing; or

(2) captured and released as part of a scientific, educational, or research
program as certified by the department.

History: En. Sec. 4, Ch. 566, L. 1985.

87-3-101. General restrictions. Except as provided in 87-2-803(4), it is

unlawful for anyone to take, capture, shoot, kill, or attempt to take, capture,

shoot, or kill any game animal or game bird:

(1) from any self-propelled or drawn vehicle;

(2) on, from, or across any public highway or the shoulder, berm, or

borrow-pit right-of-way of any public highway, as defined in 61-1-202, in the

state of Montana; or

(3) by the aid or with the use of any set gun, jacklight or other artificial

light, trap, snare, or salt lick; nor may any such set gun, jacklight or other

artificial light, trap, snare, salt lick, or other device to entrap or entice game
animals or game birds be used, made, or set.

History: En. Sec. 14, Ch. 238, L. 1921; re-en. Sec. 3694, R.C.M. 1921; amd. Sec. 5, Ch.
77, L. 1923; amd. Sec. 15, Ch. 192, L. 1925; amd. Sec. 12, Ch. 59, L. 1927; amd. Sec. 1, Ch.
162, L. 1931; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 159, L. 1941; amd. Sec. 5, Ch. 224, L. 1947; amd. Sec. 1, Ch.
157, L. 1949; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 126, L. 1951; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 223, L. 1953; amd. Sec. 1, Ch.
193, L. 1955; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 53, L. 1963; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 34, L. 1967; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 90,

L. 1969; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 201, L. 1969; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 177, L. 1971; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 124,

L. 1973; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 305, L. 1973; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 108, L. 1975; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 152,

L. 1975; amd. Sec. 9, Ch. 6, L. 1977; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 196, L. 1977; amd. Sec. 3, Ch. 235, L.

1977; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 400, L. 1977; amd. Sec. 13, Ch. 417, L. 1977; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 485, L.

1977; RC.M. 1947, 26-301((l)(a) part); amd. Sec. 2, Ch. 214, L. 1985; amd. Sec. 3, Ch. 416,

L. 1985; amd. Sec. 152, Ch. 370, L. 1987.
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87-3-102. Waste of fish or game. (1) A person who is responsible for the

death of a black or brown bear or a mountain lion commits the offense of waste
of game if he abandons the head or hide in the field.

(2) A person who is responsible for the death of a grizzly bear commits
the offense of waste of game if he abandons the head or hide or any parts

required by department or commission regulation for scientific purposes. All

parts of a grizzly bear required by department or commission regulation for

scientific purposes must be delivered to an officer or employee of the depart-

ment for inspection as soon as possible after removal, and the department
shall return to the licensee any bone structure and skull within 1 year upon
written request. The hide must be returned immediately.

(3) A person responsible for the death of any game animal, except grizzly,

black, and brown bear and mountain lion, commits the offense of waste of

game if he:

(a) detaches or removes from the carcass only the head, hide, antlers,

tusks, or teeth or any or all of aforesaid parts;

(b) wastes any part of any game animal, game bird, or game fish suitable

for food by transporting, hanging, or storing the carcass in a manner that

renders it unfit for human consumption; or

(c) abandons in the field the carcass of any game animal or any portion of

the carcass suitable for food.

(4) A person in possession of a game animal or game animal parts, game
bird, or game fish suitable for food commits the offense of waste of game if he:

(a) purposely or knowingly transports, stores, or hangs the animal, bird,

or fish in a manner that renders it unfit for human consumption; or

(b) disposes of or abandons any portion of a game animal, game bird, or

game fish that is suitable for food.

(5) A person convicted of waste of game shall be fined not less than $50
or more than $1,000 or imprisoned in the county jail for a term not to exceed
6 months, or both.

History: En. Sec. 15, Ch. 238, L. 1921; re-en. Sec. 3696, R.C.M. 1921; amd. Sec. 7, Ch.
77, L. 1923; amd. Sec. 16, Ch. 192, L. 1925; amd. Sec. 13, Ch. 59, L. 1927; amd. Sec. 1, Ch.
1 2, L. 1931; re-en. Sec. 3696, R.C.M. 1935; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 160, L. 1941; amd. Sec. 1, Ch.
2
”8, L. 1955; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 40, L. 1961; amd. Sec. 3, Ch. 134, L. 1969; amd. Sec. 1, Ch.

102, L. 1973; amd. Sec. 13, Ch. 417, L. 1977; RC.M. 1947, 26-307(1); amd. Sec. 5, Ch. 277,

L. 1991.

Compiler's Comments regarding waste of animal suitable for food;

1991 Amendment: Inserted (1) and (2) inserted (5) providing a penalty for waste of

regarding waste of bear or mountain lion; sub- game; and made minor changes in style,

stituted (3) regarding waste of animals other Amendment effective July 1, 1991.

than bear or mountain lion for former lan-

gu ve (see 1989 MCA for text); inserted (4)
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87-3-127. Taking of stock-killing animals. (1) Livestock owners or

employees of the department or the federal fish and wildlife service may use
dogs in pursuit of stock-killing bears, stock-killing mountain lions, and
stock-killing bobcats. Other means of taking stock-killing bears, stock-killing

mountain lions, and stock-killing bobcats may be used except the use of the

deadfall.

(2) Traps used in capturing bears shall be inspected twice each day with

the inspections 12 hours apart.

History: En. Sec. 14, Ch. 238, L. 1921; re-en. Sec. 3694, R.C.M. 1921; amd. Sec. 5, Ch.
77, L. 1923; amd. Sec. 15, Ch. 192, 1* 1925; amd. Sec. 12, Ch. 59, L* 1927; amd. Sec. 1, Ch.
162, L. 1931; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 159, L. 1941; amd. Sec. 5, Ch. 224, L. 3947; amd. Sec. 1, Ch.
157, L. 1949; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 126, L. 1951; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 223, I>. 1953; amd. Sec. 1, Ch.
193, L. 1955; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 53, L. 1963; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 34, L. 1967; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 90,

I. 1969; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 201, L. 1969; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 177, L. 1971; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 124,

L. 1973; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 305, I >. 1973; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 108, L. 1975; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 152,

L. 1975; amd. Sec. 9, Ch. 9, I >. 1977; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 196, L. 1977; amd. Sec. 3, Ch. 235, L.

1977; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 400, L. 1977; amd. Sec. 13, Ch. 417, L. 1977; amd. Sec. 1, Ch. 485, L.

1977; RC.M. 1947, 26-301(part (5)(a)).
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Appendix 10.

August 17, 1987

MONTANA DEPARTMENT FISH, WILDLIFE AND PARKS

GUIDELINES FOR CONTROLLING NUISANCE BLACK BEAR

Human/black bear conflicts may occur in Montana wherever black
bears and humans are found together. Conflicts may occur
regardless of bear densities; however, they often intensify where
increasing bear and/or human populations occur in rural areas

.

Periodic shortages of natural bear foods such as huckleberries
and chokecherries , may also result in black bear/human conflicts.

Although black bears are typically timid animals, they can be
dangerous in some situations and are capable of causing property
damage, killing livestock and threatening people. In addition,
humans have a variety of attitudes and responses to bears, which
may encourage or discourage human/bear conf licts

.

The department utilizes three major strategies for addressing
human/black bear conflicts.

1. Hunting seasons are implemented in those areas
where black bear populations are healthy enough to
sustain harvest . It is expected that hunting black
bears reduces conflicts with humans by keeping bear
densities below maximum and making bears more wary of
humans

.

2 . Public information efforts are directed at
educating the public in ways that people can foresee
and minimize their conflicts with bears . These include
removal and proper storage of attractants such as human
and livestock foods, carrion, garbage, game meat and
fruit. Other examples are relocation, electric fencing
or elevation of beehives, bear proofing garbage
containers, disposal of animal carcasses away from
livestock or residences, early and timely removal of
fruit trees and bushes and not locating subdivision and
other developments in areas of high seasonal use by
bears

.

3. Removal of a black bear from a situation is
sometimes necessitated by either the nature of the
bears "offense" or the response of the people involved.
Montana laws 37-7-101, 87-7-102, 87-1-225, 37-3-127,
37-3-130, 37-1-231, 37-1-232, 37-1-233, 37-1-234 give
the department authority and direction for dealing with
complaints about black bears . In compliance with
legislative direction, the department has formulated
guidelines for dealing with those ccmolaints . A
summary of these guidelines is as follows

:
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a) All department responses to beehive depredation
complaints will follow Beehive Guidelines of May 7,
1987. Under Montana law bees are livestock.

b) Bears that attack humans resulting in injury or
loss of life will be destroyed.

c) Bears that attack livestock resulting in injury
or death of animals will be destroyed. The law
also provides that livestock owners or U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Ser/ice, when requested, may take
stock killing bears

.

d) When bears display a potential threat to human
safety, the area will be signed or the bear will be
trapped, marked and relocated for first offense.
For the second offense, adult or sub-adult male
bears will be destroyed or harvested by a hunter if
during open season. Adult females of productive
age or females with young of year can be relocated
on the second offense if determined by the regional
supervisor to be necessary. No bears will be
relocated a third time.

e) When bears use human or livestock foods,
garbage, game meat or carrion, efforts will be made
to remove the attractant . If the problem persists,
or the attractant cannot be removed, the bear will
be trapped and relocated, or, if during a hunting
season, a hunter may be called on to harvest the
bear. On its second offense of this nature, adult
and sub-adult male bears will be destroyed. Adult
females of productive age or females with young of
year can be relocated on the second offense if
determined by the regional supervisor to be
necessary. Young of year will be relocated if not
directly involved with incident. Young of year
directly involved or too small to relocate will be
sent to a zoo, if available.

f) All bears relocated will be marked with
nuisance bear ear tags or permanently marked in a

manner so they can be identified in subsequent
captures . Merhods of marking which do not require
drugging the bear are preferred if available.
Records of marked bears will be kept at the
regional level.

g) If salvageable and in an area accessible, the
complete hide with claws will be taken from bears
destroyed and sent to the Bozeman Labcratorv for
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processing. In addition, a premolar will be taken
for aging purposes and returned to the wildlife
manager in the region of kill.

g) Release sites of nuisance black bears will
preferably be at least 50 miles away, in a
different mountain range, in an area of low bear
density with low potential for livestock
Interaction. Nuisance black bears will not be
released in an area of known chronic bear problems.
Each region is responsible to develop a list of
potential relocation sites to release nuisance
black bears. The list will be reviewed and updated
annually before April of each, year.

i) Department contacts for these guidelines are
Glenn Erickson, Wildlife Division and Bob Bird,
Enforcement Division. The regional supervisor is
responsible for implementation of these guidelines.
Decisions required for implementation rest with the
regional supervisor or his designee.

908.4

September 5, 1987
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5-7-37
GUIDELINES FOR

BEAR DEPREDATION OF BEEHIVES

Bear depredation to beehives is considered a specialized
depredation problem. Consequently, the following guidelines are
considered a supplement to the existing, more extensive game
damage guidelines dated September 30, 1985. Existing statutes
and rules classify bees as livestock. Bees must, therefore, be
included with other livestock in statutes which address predation
and other problems related to livestock (87-3-127 and 87-3-130).
These statutes allow livestock owners to shoot, trap or chase
with dogs any bears that have destroyed, or are threatening to
destroy beehives. These statutes do not supercede private
property rights. Landowners may prevent bears from being killed
by both beekeepers and Department personnel by preventing access
to their property.

1.

Ail bear depredation complaints to the Department will be
investigated within 48 hours (87-1-225). Complaints by
beekeepers should be made to local ADC agents or Department
of Fish, Wildlife and Parks' personnel. "First contact"
individuals or procedures may vary locally. Coordination
with ADC relative to bear-bee issues will be accommodated at
regional level by Regional Supervisor.

2.

All bears known by the Department to have destroyed beehives
will be killed in compliance with Department policy. When
the Department responds to a verified beeyard damage
complaint where bees have been killed by the bear, killing
the bear is the only alternative. Beekeepers must have
permission of the landowner to kill depredating bears on
property other than their own.

3.

Beekeepers may shoot, trap, snare or chase with dogs, any
bears that have destroyed, or are threatening to destroy
beehives (87-3-127; 87-3-130). Beekeepers must have
reasonable evidence that bears killed have caused damage and
avoid the killing of "innocent" bears. Any bears killed by
landowners or beekeepers shall be reported to the Department
as soon as practical and no later than 72 hours (8 7-3-130) .

After report of a bear kill, FWP personnel will complete the
depredation report and the necessary parts and data will be
obtained (e.g. tooth, claws, skull).

4

.

Trapping or snaring of bears by beekeepers must occur within
50 feet of beehives. Snares should only be used after
damage has occurred. All traps and snares must be checked
at least every 12 hours (87-3-127)

.

5 . Beekeepers using a beehive within 5

occupied registered beeyard, for the
snaring or shooting depredating black
as defined under state law (87-3-101) .

0 feet of an active,
purpose of trapping,

bears, are not baiting
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6 . Bears caught by agency personnel in culvert cr live traps in
the general vicinity of beeyards, but not known to have
actually caused damage, will be held up to 12 hours in the
trap so that stools may be inspected for evidence of having
caused damage to beehives.

7. Live-trapped bears showing evidence of having caused
depredation on beehives will be killed.

8. Live-trapped bears that do not display evidence of having
caused beehive damage, and have no history of other nuisance
problems, may be relocated under the following circumstances
and in compliance with 87-1-231 to 234.

A. All relocated nuisance black bears will be marked with
special "nuisance bear" eartags; records of marked
bears will be kept at the regional level; proper
distribution of "nuisance bear" eartacs will be the
responsibility of the Regional Supervisor.

B. Grizzly bear relocation will follow the IGBC Nuisance
Bear Guidelines;

C. Release sites of nuisance black bears will preferably
be at least 50 miles away, in a different mountain
range, in an area of low bear density and not in an
area of known chronic bear problems. It is recognized
that it may not always be possible to meet all of these
criteria. Selection of areas for relocations will be
the responsibility of the Regional Supervisor.

9.

When possible, hunters will be utilized in removing known
damage -causing bears during open bear hunting season. A
hunter roster for damage hunts will be considered on a

region by region basis and will be the responsibility of the
Regional Supervisor.

10.

The Department will work towards refining of techniques for
the protection of beeyards from depredating bears. As new
technology becomes available, information will be passed on
to beekeepers. New techniques may be pilot tested with
cooperating beekeepers.

11. The Department will consider cost-sharing protective
structures in certain situations. In "chronic" bear problem
areas, the Department will provide a charger to beekeepers
who wish to protect their beeyards with electrified fences
and who are willing to purchase the materials and erect and
maintain such a fence.

12. Other options, such as moving beeyards, should be considered
when trying to reduce chronic bear problems. Beekeepers
will be encouraged to prevent bear depredation problems
whenever possible.
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13. The Field Services Division will be 'responsible to maintain
an active liaison with the Beekeepers Association to
mutually seek preventative measures to protect beehives and
discourage bears from damaging hives.

Contact individuals relative to these guidelines are Glenn
Erickson , 444-2612 ; Gene Allen , 444-2602 ; Bob Bird,- 444-2452.

GA/ph
508/27
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APPENDIX 12.

This appendix includes copies of written and telephone comments received during the public

comment period on the draft black bear EIS (November 7 - December 8, 1993) as well as

input received during public hearings in Kalispell, Helena and Billings. The appendix also

includes a FWP response to substantive comments received on the draft EIS. Substantive

comments are those that question analyses or procedural steps. Where appropriate, revisions

to the text of the draft EIS have been made in response to substantive comments.

Statements of support or objections to a particular element or issue and other personal

opinions are acknowledged by being reproduced. However, FWP cannot otherwise respond

to these kinds of comments.

Each substantive comment has been assigned a number corresponding to a letter or phone

call (numbered consecutively in the order that they were received), or a letter designating

the town where a hearing was held, followed by a comment number, for example, the

second comment in the eighth letter would be designated 8-2. Similarly, all comments

received during the Kalispell hearing are designated by a "K".
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KALISPELL HEARING November 17, 1993

Attendees

:

Arlene Montgomery Friends of the Wild Swan
P.0. Box 5103, Swan Lake, MT 59911

Jim Williams FWP employee
630 10th St. W., Kalispell 59901

Douglas Mead 222 N. Foy's Lake Dr., Kalispell 59901
Bob and Jinny Curtiss Backcountry Horsemen of the Flathead

P.0. Box 1133, Marion, MT 59925
Mark Rogers 225 Edgewood Dr. , Kalispell
Michael Ware MFMU

61 Harbin Hill Rd., Kalispell
Tim Geis

Canyon Archery, Columbia Falls
Bob Cheff United Bowhunters of Montana

Box 6, Columbia Falls
Paul Olbert 463 2nd Ave. W.N., Kalispell
Bob Prischman 168 2nd Ave. E.N., Kalispell
Wayne Jacobsmeyer P.O. Box 1718, Columbia Falls
Bruce Babcock 2668 Hwy 2 E. , Kalispell
John Easton 3965 MT Hwy 35, Kalispell

Bob Lane served as hearing officer. Heidi Youmans and Jim Cross
were there to answer questions about the DEIS, bear populations and
bear management. John Fraley was present, as well as Commissioner
Charlie Decker.

— HEARING————————————
John Eastman: Page 20 is a long page on baits and hounds. My
opinion is that with use of hounds, we can very well distinguish
between males and females. I have never known a sow not to know
where her cubs are at the end of a chase. We don't care to kill
bears but we would like a chase season. Roundsmen could be a lot
of help to the Department (providing information about bear
populations)

.

Douglas Mead: I am basically in favor of the proposed action but
would like clarification of paragraph S on page 29 (it looks like
the Department is assuming authority for determining land use on
all lands) and W on page 31 (who is responsible for developing a
definition of baiting?)

.

Mike Ware: How are land use restrictions (road closures) affecting
black bear harvest?

Commissioner Decker: Is reseeding of clover and other palatable
forage along logging roads serving as an attractant to bears - and
could that be considered baiting?

Bob Cheff: What is your definition of permanent road closures? In
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my mind, any road closed with a gate is not permanently closed
because gated roads are used by agency personnel and others.

Commissioner Decker: Why didn't we evaluate bear predation on elk
calves and fawns? We should have a better handle on mortality of
elk calves in calving areas.

An unidentified participant stated that he spent a lot of time in
the North Fork of the Flathead this summer and saw several elk herd
comprised only of cows and bulls no calves.

John Bartlett: In dealing with depredation bears that have to be
caught, will the Department pursue them with hounds? Will the
general houndsmen be able to do it? Will "cooperator houndsmen"
could subcontract with other houndsmen?

Bruce Babcock: Fig. 2 on page 38 shows a decline in black bear
harvest. It may suggest to the reader that there is a biological
or population concern. Need to state if that is or is not a
problem. May display the wrong perception.
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HELENA HEARING: NOVEMBER 19, 1993

Don Childress served as hearing officer. Heidi Youmans was present
to answer questions about the DEIS. Commission chairman, Stan
Meyers attended. Tim Wheel (P.0. Box 4747, Helena) was the only
citizen who attended to testify.

— HEARING ——————
Can black bears get rabies, and can eating bear meat be a means to
contact rabies?

Tim Wheel stated that he is opposed to mandatory use of bear meat.
He had contacted Dr. Dave Worley at MSU who told him that there is
no known cure for trichinosis. Altho it can be treated in the
early stages, it is rarely detected until the advanced stages, at
which point there is no cure. He said that Dr. Worley stated that
it is questionable whether microwaving can kill the larvae. He
thought that the rotisserie type microwave would be more likely to
kill larvae than other kinds of microwave ovens but he wouldn't put
his faith in that. Tim Wheel stated that he thinks black bears
should be maintained as a trophy animal rather than a game animal
and that use of bear meat should remain voluntary.

Tim Wheel expressed the concern that the DEIS does not address what
will happen if pending legislation bans the use of the types of
guns used by hunters. He is concerned about gun control and stated
that the current administration would like to ban all firearms -

and place prohibitive taxes on ammunition at the very least. These
measures could mean an end to hunting. He said that there was
consensus among Montana's congressional team that it won't happen
any time soon. He also asked the NRA about a ban on guns and tax on
ammunition. If it is not in the EIS and that happens, black bear
management could be affected. If hunting is banned the animals
will still have to be kept under control. California eliminated
lion hunting and now they have lions in L. A. Since Colorado
eliminated spring bear hunting, they're getting bears coming out of
the woodwork.

Stan Meyer asked what is the incidence of trichinosis in black
bears?

What is the reason for the element requiring mandatory use of meat?

Why are we doing this EIS?

Concerned about state liability in the event that bear meat tests
positive for trichinosis. If bear meat tests positive for
trichinosis, is hunter required to eat it? How should such meat be
disposed of?

Is hunting in areas of natural food sources baiting?
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If the bear license is taken out of the sportsman license, will the
price be reduced? If not, wouldn't that risk a decline in license
sales?
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BILLINGS HEARING, November 23, 1993

Attendees:

Andy Drange Orange Apiaries
2751 Alpine View Dr., Laurel 59044

James Phelps Yellowstone Valley Audubon Society
2110 Bradbrook Ct., Billings

Jim Darling served as hearing officer. Charlie Eustace attended to
answer questions about the DEIS and black bear management.

James Phelps submitted written comment at the hearing and Andy
Drange submitted a letter (printed with other written comments)
subsequent to the hearing.
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November 8th.l993

Don Childress, Administrator

Wildlife Division,FW&P
P 0 Box 200701

Helena. Mt. 59620-0701

Dear Mr Childress.

After reading through the Draft EIS on Management of Black Bears in Montana. I

concluded that the Department pretty carefully covered the major areas of concern in the
management of blackbears. and that the Alternative proposed is In the best interest of
the bears with one exception

The exception is the continued support of a spring hunt. The text of the report indicate#
the difficulty in determining the age and sex of a bear at a distance This, lin turn must
bring on added mortality for females with cubs in the spring Especially if the cubs are
not in sight Given the fact that reproduction does not kick in until the female is six or
seven years of age it does not appear to be in the bears best interest to risk losing
females in the spring. In addition to the loss of low reproducing females, there are the
orphaned cubs. The number of such spoken about In the report indicates that there is,

Indeed, unnecessary loss of female bears in the spring hunt.

Our experience with black bears began when we moved to the Bitter Root Valley In 1951,
Scarcely a trip was made by foot or auto that we did not see one or multiple bears. That
situation has sadly changed, and now we scarcely ever see one. Not that I think the
spring hunt is thecomplete cause of diminished numbers

. but it must contribute to the
scarcity. I do not support the use of quotas. Enforcing quotas Is not easy and I

suspect, not so accurate, either.

Over all. I think that the Proposed Alternative is good and will be in the best interest of
the bears in the long run, but I recommend abolishing spring hunts,

*3
11/15 telephone cciwnents from

'oe Thoirps:n. DVM
-5 Cl 3 a r fie Id St.
Missoula. MT 59801
543-37S5

.he DEiS does not address means to protect black bear populationsother than restricting season length. Approaches like restrictinghumter numbers. raising license tees. raising fees for non-lesidents, eliminating non-resident hunters, requiring a guide forn«n - residents, etc., were not considered in he alternativespresented. Shortening the season should be the last resort.

He keep punching more toads into black bear habitat and don't doenough about addressing travel on those roads. Road hunting hasincreased. The decoy program is excellent to discourage roadhunting Fwp should assume a leadership role in letting peopleknow tha load building limits black bear populations. Reducingvehicle tiavel RVs and mountain bikes via gating roads would helpto protect black bear populations.

The proposal addresses shortening black bear seasons - especiallyearly in the fall I would suggest the opposite. Have black bearseasons early and eliminate black bear hunting during the generaldeer, elk season. Much of the harvest that occurs during deer/elkseason it opportunistic.

I want to see opportunity for serious bear hunters maintained andopportunistic hunting harvest reduced. Bear hunting opportunitycould be increased in the early fall if black bear licenses areeliminated from the combination package and bear hunting duringdeer/elk season is eliminated. Among the alternatives presented
I would prefer #5. But other alternatives that could featuremeasures discussed in the first paragraph, could be preferable to

Sincerely.

Doris Milner

65 Ricketts Road
Hamilton,Mt. 59040

*1
dMomfaqp.‘Departnjeqf

of

•Fistl'Wtldlife (Si Vkuffe

"•low

November 9, 1993
To: Don Childress
From: Bob Henderson
Subj : Draft EIS of Montana Black Bear Management

Having more than a passing Interest in this program, I read this
DEIS with a fairly critical eye.

My view, for what its worth, is that the Black Bear DEIS is a very
good document. It's well organized and readable in so far as
possible for MEPA documents. It demonstrates attention to public
concerns, lucidly states the issues, alternatives, elements, and
has good documentation.

A couple of comments:

Page 15, item 7 under alternatives scoping, regarding closing roads
to reduce black bear vulnerability. I understand the arguement
presented. But, I do think that somewhere in the DEIS we could go
on record that we recognize that bears become increasingly
vulnerable to legal and illegal harvest with improved access and
that we would presue road management with appropriate land managers
as a means of reducing vulnerability.

Page 22, element I, rationale regarding Sept. 15 fall opening. If
I read Append. #2 (Figs 9 & 11) correctly, May 16-31 is the period
of peak harvest of adult and subadult females, not Sept 1-15.

Page 24, element M, rationale of management targets. Necessary,
difficult to explain, but well written and documented.

cc: Firebaugh
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11/13/93 Returned a call to Bob
Libby, MT 59923)

I support the plan - this is my
club (Libby Rod and Gun Club),
population sire and age
opportunity. The spring
area. You will be getting
the Libby Rod and Gun Club

Zimmerman (519 E. Lincoln Blvd.,

and that of the
of managment of
optimum hunting
people in this

the secretary of
position

.

personal position
We are supportive

class as well as
season is important to
a call from Ray Baemen,
concerning the club's

United States Department of the Interior

Bt REAL OF LAM) MANAGEMENT
garnet resource area
f.'55 FORI MISSOILA ROAD

MISSOU.A MONTANA MMOI-TJOS

Mr. Don Children*, Administrator
Departasnt Fish, Wildlife and Park,wildlife Division

PO Box 200701
Helena MT 59620-0701

iw atnv aersa to:

6521

iWV 1 7 190

Dear Mr. Childress

i

Thank, for tha opportunity to review and cement on your Draft

management issues. Good Work!
current black baar

S sj^r^sisrjsri srajrssaw
rmZltZlL ?*

necessary for future eff.ctivTnen.g^nt Yo«
informetion^needs*^ProDos^*hlaek^»^*

ti0n land U**

si*^ is^ssrs? ju.2*

~

popuJItim^:^^*1"* ‘t,P* f°r bl*°k b*«r and
'

Sino«r«ly,

Darrell c. Sell
Area Manager

co
Bob Haburchak, MSO 931

v\

Jrtrr
^f& J Gl»Dt$

<.,*<• pyl
MJV 2 2 **

33 S. Last Chance Gulch. Suite 2 B • P.O. Box 1248 • Helena. MT 59624 • (406) 449-3578

'Whin respect for the resource and a qualify experience for the client go hand in hand."

November 19, 1993

Don Childress

Wildlife Division

Montana Dept of Fish, Wildlife and Parks
1420 East Sixth Avenue
Helena, MT 59620

Dear Don:

Members of the Montana Outfitters and Guides Association are interested in

commenting on the draft Environmental Impact Statement regarding the
departments's management plan for Montana's black bear population.

Fortunately, our annual convention will be held in Lewistown December 6-8, thus
providing an opportunity for more members to comment. Unfortunately, we will

miss the department's December 7 deadline for receiving comment by one day.
Fortunately, the department has traditionally been more committed to substance
than form and has demonstrated a willingness to bend deadlines when asked.
Glenn Erickson has assurred me that this is so.

Please consider this letter our notice that MOGA will submit comments on the draft
EIS following the convention, no later than Dec 10.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Warm regards, .

Kan D. Johnson
-"^

Executive Director
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November 22. 1993

Wild! 1 fe Dept

fit Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks
P 0 Bo:: 200",0

1

Helena, flT 59620-0701

Thank you for ihe opportunity to comment on the Draft EIS for the
Management of Black Bears in Montana, these comments are made on
Dehalf of Friends of the Wild Swan, Montana Ecosystems Defense Council
and Alliance for the Wild Pock tes We have concerns about several areas
of 'he DEIS which are outlined below

We feel that an alternative that eliminates the hunting of black
bears in grizzly bear recovery areas should be developed. MDFWP
dismisses the killing of grizzly bears during black bear hunting season as
insignificant The taking of any threatened or endangered species is not
an insignificant issue, yet there has not been an incidental take statement
issued for this hunt in grizzly bear habitat MDFWP depends heavily on
hunters learning to distinguish between black and grizzly bears but this

does not provide adequate protection for the grizzly and assumes that all

hunters are responsible hunters, which unfortunately, is not always the
case

At the very minimum however, we do feel that the spring black bear
hunt should be eliminated and support Alternative »2 in that regard for
the following reasons

- There are more grizzly bear mortalities during the spring bear hunt
(DEIS pg 13)

- Eventhough hunters are encouraged to watch bears to see if they
have cubs, there still is an incidence of orphaned cubs during the spring
hunt Since it is impossible to distinguish a male from a female bear
unless the female has cubs with her it is then impossible for a hunter to
know if the female has cubs until it is too late

- The peak black bear harvest is the last two weeks of May when
more females are killed This is the time when females with cubs emerge
from the dens and are more vulnerable to hunting pressure in their search
for food sources

- Based on table 6 page 103 females ranging in age from 3 5 to 6 5
i;irs are taken during the spring hunt This indicates that a large

portion of the females being taken are of breeding age which increases
probability that they had cubs when killed. Males range in age from 2

j5 years Younger males are killed more in the fall season (table 7 page
|J).

- According to Idaho's criteria overharvesting occurs when more
in 40$ of the animals taken are females with the desired level less
in 35$ (table I, page 104) Table 2, page 101 indicates that females
? currently being overharvested statewide Since more females are
led in the spring, elimination of the spring hunt could reduce these
nbers

Following are concerns about particular Elements in the DEIS
Element. C - We agree with this element but question why ADC is

olved in this action If MDFWP assumed the responsibility for resolving
ck bear depredation problems and ADC was eliminated this would
eamline the process and provide consistent, cost-effective wildlife
nagement.

Element I - Alternative 2 should contain this element Delaying the
rt of the fall hunting season would provide further protection for ALL

jirs during the berry season.

Element, j - if the spring hunt is not eliminated then the spring
ison should end by May 15 Females with cubs emerge from the dens
er than other bears, this would help ensure their protection during this
jtical feeding time after hibernation and also provide further protection
grizzly bears

Element R - If this law is to be changed to ensure compliance with
sance bear policy guidelines for beekeepers, all livestock owners
iuld be included in this change. Livestock owners who attract bears
ough boneyards or other attractants that could lead to livestock
iredatlon should also be held accountable for their actions.

Elements - Human negligence is a significant factor in black and
zzly bear encounters. There are over 215 trouble spots that have been
lave the potential to be attractants to bears In the Northern
itinental Divide Ecosystem (research conducted by Brown Bear
sources) Element S is vague on how it proposes to legislatively deal

IhiL
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with this issue There must be provisions to educate the public but there
must also be legislation that provides the "teeth" to go after repeat
offenders.

Elements u & V - How is the waste of game statute enforced? We
f eel that this is a positive statute in theory but it seems that
enforcement would be difficult

Element X - This statute should be rewritten to require that non-
M.hal strategies were used by livestock owners prior to asking for lethal
control. There should also be an inspection of the property to determine if
human negligence is the cause for the depredation.

In closing we feel that at a minimum the spring bear hunt should be
eliminated but strongly support no hunting of black bears In qrizzly bear
range

Sincerely,

Arlene Montgomery /j
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Wildlife Biology Program
*x hi>ol ot k>rvstrv, h 310

rhe University »>t Montana
Missoula. Montana SW 12 1063

343-7272
. 40fs) 243-4310 FAX

3 -6364

24 November 1993

Donald Childress, Administrator
Wildlife Division
Montana Department of Fish,

Wildlife, and Parks
1420 East Sixth
Helena, MT 59620

Dear Don:

ft \ The University of

Montana

JlO.
2

already being done in many states,

P 28 R) Great idea

P 30, U) Great idea.

ucl ter

III These aaaia should be revised as data dictate.

It might be a good idea "to* revil^al^exist ino^
0" and ecosystem -

theses, etc. idpnriffo rho i

^ existmg Department data
filling those gaps

7 9 PS ln know l«dge, and then proceed’

I finished today reading the Department's Draft EIS on Management
of Black Bears in Montana. It has come a long way since the
earlier version you had me look at about a year ago. Overall, I
think it looks great. I do, however, have a few specific
comments and one more substantial comment, which I refer to by
page number below.

p. 20: Age structure, by itself, is generally not considered to
be a good technique for monitoring populations (see Caughley's
book), but is good when used in conjunction with other monitoring
techniques that are discussed later in the BIS. It might be
better to state here that age structure will be monitored, alongwith hunter effort, sex ratio, etc., to monitor populations.

p 22 . Under RATIONALE for J) , second sentence: According to thefigures in the Appendix, males are also increasingly vulnerable
as the spring progresses . No data are presented to show femalesemerge later (a reference would be good)

.

p. 24. top of page: c) Shouldn't all data
of what is happening in a) and b)

?

be analyzed regardless

why adopt the 6 year median age for females recommendation
of Beecham, but not the recommendation of < 35% of the annual
harvest being females?

p. 25. N) Bvidence of sex should remain on the hide. It is
t0 me how this will curtail illegal, opportunistic

killing followed by after-the-fact purchase of a hunting license.

0) is a great idea.

p. 27 Q) it is unclear whether the cut-off date for purchasingbear licenses, as discussed in the RATIONALE, will be
implemented. Seems to me this would be a good idea, and is

!"wr‘'”,c,P!m"v Pmgram |0intly sponsored by Ihe School o< Forestry, the Dhnston ot Btologxal Sciences andthe Montana Cooperative WJdlife Research Unit.

Afl Equal Opportunity Urwmijy

1*3

Why are data presented from IS^mi 'but^ftren^r"
line^s^verydependent oi^yourStarting*
-ed
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97^-'

periods are used in these 2 seemingly related

human -caused ^SSy^nlSSdJ 1*
= Sh°uld»'‘

would avoid using^he^hrase^nar
chr°u9hout the document: I

?o^?ii
e
^:â

about people hunting bears.
' d th e 18 nothmg "unnatural"

p. 46. Bottom, and fioure* ™ _
resident combination license fees

Wh3
j

Percenta9e of non-
million license sales?

ar# used t0 determine the $1.9

arbitrary*
i

and
C

extend*beyond'the
Un°8

exp^ted
Pi
trr^

n^^^e^\\^9ra
Sev

P°P
?
lati°"8 can be

under any scenario.

'

levels. They won't remain stable

P 62. "natural" mortality factors again.

Alternative 4 i!H£rov| t^situation'forTh
136100"" wouldn ' c

Alternative 2 would?
cion for the same reasons

I*

I'

3

My more major comment concerns the discussion on page 51
regarding sustained yield of black bear populations. I believe
the statement ''Therefore, annual hunting harvest is managed at a
level corresponding to the number of mortalities that would
otherwise occur from other causes" is incorrect in most cases.
Animal populations tend to be most productive below ecological
carrying capacity (low, nonhuman- caused mortality rates and high
reproductive rates) . Allowable harvest rates are a combination
of annual increment in the population and the degree to which
hunting mortality compensates for other mortality. Mortality in
black bears cauBed by hunting is probably partially compensatory,
though this will depend on density. At densities below carrying
capacity, the population without hunting would have grown by some
increment. Hunting takes some, all, or in some cases, more than
that increment, and that is affected by the degree to which
hunting replaces other mortality at a particular density.

Populations compensate for hunting mortality if the long-term
population trend is stable,- this can occur whether mortality
caused by hunting is compensatory or additive to other mortality
sources (because of what would have been an increase in the
population due to births exceeding deaths at densities below
carrying capacity)

.

I believe you and the Department have done an outstanding job
putting together this Draft BIS. I hope some of the above
comments are useful, and thank you for the opportunity to comment
on the document.

Sincerely,

Daniel H. Pletschar
Professor and Director,
Wildlife Biology Program
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Jim
November 23, 1993

Wildlife Division
Fwp
Bn X 200701
Helena, MT 59620-0701

Dear Concerned.

I am writing to express ny support of 'he proposed black bear
management plan. My personal background is in Forest snd Wildlife
Management. I most recently served a3 Rehab i l 1 1 a *. on Director for
the Alaska Raptor Rehabilitation Center until my family's move to
Montana just over a year ago.

The proposal appears to be a reasonable solution to several
current concerns.

Sincerely,

Lynnu Vaught
PO Box 1658
Whitefish, Montana

iV* '

OUTDOOR
EXPEDITIONS AND

BOOKS

&

*IS

dS

Duncan Gilchrist

405 Dutch Hill Road
Hamilton. Montana 59840

(406) 961-4314

November 24, 1993

t'
S
n
M,,U' e,en ' 0f B1,lck Be,r3 in Montan.wildlife Division

Montana Department of Fish Wildlife and ParksPO Bo s 200701
r «s

Helena. Montana 59620-0701
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Dear Sirs;

I couldn't help noticing a story on the cover of
today's Independent Record concerning proposed changes in

the bear hunting laws. It mentions that comments should
be directed to you, so here they come...

First off I request a copy of the EIS. Does it show,
definitively and statistically that we have lover bear
populations, neccessttatlng shorter spring and fall seasons?
Does it show an inordinately high Kill ratio of sows to
boars? I am most Interested in finding out. I would be
most displeased to even think the State of Montana was
buckling under to anti-hun ting pressure concerning black
bears, as have the states of Colorado, and California, and
as ha3 Montana already done concerning Bison and Grizzly.

The other thing I am most interested in learning is
about sow bears denning in early Sept., as stated in the
IR. This has not been my experience or observation, indeed
all black bears are out in force at this time to stock up
on berries. This statement about early denning really smacks
of "outside pressure".

In short, my comments are. Do you rea 1 lv have the facts,
or are we having the media distort them to the "fence sitters"
on the issue, eo that you can discreetly push the anti-
hunting buttoia well before the panic light goes on...

I
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34 Brookside
Missoula, Montana

5*802

Mr. Don Childress, Administrator

Wildlife Division-Black Bear Management Plan

Montana Dopt of Fish, Wildlife f»«d Parks

P.0. Box 200701

Helena, Montana 59620-0701

Dear Mr. Childress:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft E1S on

management of the black bear population In Montana.

It does not appear that "anything is broke." I strongly support

Alternative #1, the Proposed Action.
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WILDLIPB DIVISION

MONTANA DEPT. OP FWP

P.O.BOX 200701

HELENA MT 59620 - 0701

TO THE PERSON WHO HAS THE

PINAL SAY IN SPRINGTIME

BEAR-HOTTING

t

SPRINGTIME BEARHOTTING

IS OUTRIGHT IDIOTIC

BECAUSE THE FEMALES COMB OUT

OP THEIR DEN WITH CUBS

AND GET SLAUGHTERED:

DEPENDENT YOUNG HAVE TO

STARVE TO DEATH OR GET KILLED

TOO. -

STOP DESTROYING BEAR HABITATS
aaaiunHBM*BHNaaiBiuiBBsaHNi

BY "DEVELOPMENT" AND HUMAN

"ACTIVITIES" - TOO MUCH DA-

MAGE TO BEAR HABITATS IS ALREADY

DONE !

Court orders

more bear

protection
SAM FRANCISCO (AP) - A

federal appeals court has ordered the

government to re&udy Its loggla$

C
lan for the Flathead Natfemal Forest
i northwestern Montana and cans&

_ er Increased psotoctloo of grisly
tears.

— - The U.S. Forest Service’s IBM
.
tod and resource management pits

for the forest projected a maximum
level of annual logging that could
harm the grisly population, accord-

ing to the Forest Service’s own stud-

ies, said the 9th UJ. Circuit Court of

Appeals.

The court also said the U.S. FMi
and Wildlife Service, which found
that the plan posed no danger to the

grizzlies, <M act use guidelines the

government consider® necessary to

prevent extinction of the specte The
Forest Service consulted with the

Flab and Wildlife Service before ap-

proving the plan.

The court gave the agea&as ds
months to reanalyse the effects of ths

plan on grlaiies and other threatened

or endangered spedes In the forest,

such as gray wolves and bald eaglac.

A decision on whether to prohiM
road work and dear-cutting of Umh>
er In the meantime is up to US. Dis-

trict Judge Charles Lovell the court

said.

Lovett, who conducts court in

Helena and Missoula, had dismissed
the 1981 lawsuit by environmental

groups led by Resources) Limited,

saying they failed to show that they
would be affected by the forestwfete

plan as opposed to individual timber
sales. The appeals court reinstated

the suit, saying groups whose mem-
bers visit and use the forest can chal-

lenge an overall management plan.

In another part of the ruling, the

court upheld the Forest Service’s en-

vironmental impact statement, a sep-

arate document that analyzed the ef-

fects of various logging and road-

building alternatives on water quality

and species habitat

"We were able to show that _

the Forest Service misled the Fish

and Wildlife Service by not giving

them all the information about the

plan's potential Impact on grizzly

tears,’' said Daniel Rohlf. a lawyer
for the environmental group*. “Now
well get a closer look at Flathead’s

projected timber harvesting levels

and their Impact on bears and
wolves."

JOHN P. O'HARA
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wildlife Division
rent ip.a Devar*-ment of Fish, .ililife >r:d ! arxs
r.C. Pox 200 70 I

e^er.a, Montana 39620-' '701

Dear .ilili e Division,

7f*ter :'ea : in:, t' e Draft DID on clock Dear X xag- " s.t i:. .-.on tana,

I urn enccura *ed bv tbe efforts of F'F to i:r . i te ard ref ire cr.tar.a's

block bear nan;g c rent -ro ram.

I .-/oold favor do cion of .'1 t-rnative 2 (Terr. :ra tic.n of : rirg
un'in.j) first, followed by my second nr.oi.ee of X vrnative °

'

(Frcrosed Action). Throw out \lternative X (No hu..tir.j; nd
Alt rnative ::5 (Do Action)!!

The following joints are some concerns and thoughts I r.ave

regarding some of the elements of Alternatives 1-3:

element F should require all bee Keepers to laxe c r ever. tat ive
ensures. ditto FD'P providing fencing materials, this should be

mandatory;

I-ublic education programs (Element -1) snuuli also include
encouragement <*nd tie means to report hunting vio.ations and
illegal activities involving black market trade in b;'ar tody parts;

Fursuit of bears with dogs was prohibited in 1921 and is seen as
unethical exploitation of wildlife. .*hy is pursuit of mountain
lions with dogs acceptable? Chasing ANY wild animals with do^s is
disrespectful of wildlife. *HY are mountain lions chased in the
spring when some females nave kittens? If this unethical "sport"
is acceptable, at least end the overlap of spring mountain lion
chase with spring bear hunting (ulement J) no matter which
alternative is adopted;

To ensure hunters* legal responsibility include provisions for
testing hunter knowledge of bear biology at the time of licensing.
Offer FWP sponsored short-courses to youth and adult bear r.unters,
train outfitters. Produce an informational booklet with the test
that must be completed with every license application (Elements L & 0);

Fursue legislation (Element S) to require that establishments
handling food take preventative measures to minimize bear depredation
and human/bear conflicts. Develop a program (Element II) to offer
F'VF bear-proof garbage containers to restaurants, inns, resorts, stores,
located in bear habitat similar to the bee keepers program.

Thank you for your consideration of my comments.
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11/28/93

Montana Deptof
Fish, Wildlife and Parks
1420 Earn 0th Aw.
Helens. Ml 59601

Dear People,

Greetmpsl Here's lairing the opportunity to pass along my two cents as well as comment on
proposed changes in the Black Beer hunting saaoon

First off rm a hunter and have been tor the 20 year* Cve lived in Montana. I only hunt what I

eat so that relegates me to dear and elk. Some animals such as bear, mountain lion sheep and
goats I would much rather just admire as wiklltto and thereto™ do not hum

Seeon6ty, Tm a woedswotker ( toiler and log cabin builder)
.
and I can say that In the last

twenty years I've seen a decline in the number of black bears in general, and large black bears
period. This lam hunting season I came upon what I can only assume was a motherlass cub
and what I deemed the tonlleet bear cub in the world. About nine years ego e hunting partner
and I cams upon a pair of mmherlesa cube. I and my femily enjoy beats and they have new
given my family problem*, except tor foraging amongst the apple trees. I know several of the
tocal outfitter* and It seems that the majority of beam that end up biting the bullet are itty bitty
things *he sue d a throw rug. I would be In favor of seeing the spring bear hunt eliminated In its
entirety. Barring that choice I would definitely like to see a shortening of the bear season. I tostwe are losing too many bean when sous get shot and their offspring carve to death I alto
agree with the westing meat provision

,
if you don't eat it you should rrt shoot it

The tottowlng is a personal observation. In each of the laat three general hunting seaaona I

have found a dead and apparently lost elk. Thie year it wee a cow elk with whet appeared to be
alung shot that ended up In a front lag. Lett year It was a spike bull that fell In archery seaaon.
Theyeer betow that it weaa calf elk, which I was able to salvage the meat from, rvelostone
elk In twenty year* of hunting in spit* of my best efforts at backing the animal, so I know what

Ali toW Pv* teund <h« lost elk in twenty year*, but one each in the lam brree oonsecutwe
hunting lessons is a bn much. Just thought you might warn to know what* going on in tty#
woods « dtstrta 121 when you plug the numbeie In.

Thto tes$ item is ju* an idea My ftimify vslum tte mess m*S I can harvest during the huntingM*mson trs a rmi btteh ©eme hunting mmaan to find about a dozen out of area hunter* in your
ravortta spot, ft would be worth It to me to pay double what I cumentiy pay fty doer and elk
license to be able to hunt betem o? after the general hunting season I think you should consider
auefra license tor tocaJ huntiwa residing in a district and maybe the raise in revenues that could
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Wildlife Division
Montana Department of Fi^h, Wildlife and Parks
P.0. Box 200701
Helena, Montana 59620-0701
Dec. I, 1993

Dear Sirsi

I have read over the EIS on management of Brack bear In Montana.
My proposed action would be alternative »5, (no action). Please
leave things as they are

Sincerely yours.

/
}nS,

S96Z?

Mika Quasanbarry
Box 942
Livingston, MT 59047

Froa what raad for shortening tha saason - understand it would be
shortened by two waake in tha springs and start two weeks latar in
tha fall. Adamantly oppoaad to having to bring out tha neat -

hunted for several years and taken aany bears - total foot huntar -

this would ba a hardahip on tha foot hunters because tha weather
in tha spring is warn - parson would ba in jeopardy of loaing neat
if ha had to bring it out. Could possibly ba ticketed for letting
the meat spoil. Does not think that is a fair decision.

Wildlife Division
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks
P.0. Box 200701
Helena, Montana 59620-0701
Dec. 1, 1993

Dear Sirsi

I have read over the EIS on management of bTack bear in Montana.
My proposed action would be alternative »5, (no action). Please
leave things as they are.

Sincerely yours.

0 £>

N*Y\V t 3 ?
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Wildlife Division
Montana Department: of F.sh. Wiidl.fe and °ii-Is
P.O. Sox 200701
Helena, MT 59620-0701

Dear 3 r s

,

After reading your EIS for the Management o f Slack Gears n
MT , I would like to make the following observations.

First of all I feel that there is a general lack of very
substantial scientific documentation and data within the
state to base any decisions upon. Referencing what has taken
place in Idaho, California and Alaska regards bear
management makes me wonder how much of the various proposals
are based on facts. Nevetheless...

With regards L) " Actively promote good hunter ethics" etc.
my experience has been that hunters will be put in a
situation that forces them to make mistakes. On those dame
ranges where hunters are allowed to take only bull elk witf#
one branch or more and also at least 14inches high ( or
whatever the regulation really is) then some hunters tend to
shoot first and check later. If there is no branch and the
antler is only 12 inches high, then they just leave the dead
elk where it lavs and neither the hunter nor the elk
benefit. Forcing the hunters to become biologists is more
than one can reasonably expect. And forcing them to make
what will probably turn out to be a quick decision based on
information taken through a spotting scope at 1000yds. is to
insure that they'll shoot first and check laterj the result
will be more dead and wasted game. Sound shot* and brush
shots and the hunter* that use those methods are not
compatible with gender identification and whether or not the
sow has cubs. This is beyond many hunters’ talents. Many
couldn't tell the difference between a moose and a mule, let
alone a sow and a boar bear. No, I'm not down on hunters,
but I have experienced the above mentioned concerns and
whereas I'm sure you mean well, the result might backfire.

all black bear I i c enses "etc . I agree with
Joniy if the total sum of the new black bear

Ik* Sportsman's license package remains the
hop# thi* separation into distinct

licenses I s” rvofe an attempt merely to raise more funds for
the FWP.
Regard* Q)"Institute an improved doc umentat i on" etc. Once
again I agree only if this idea isn't pushed to the point
where Sting Operations are pursued. There are enough laws
being broken without trying to seduce people into crime.
And if FWP wardens need Sting Operations to keep them busy
then maybe it is time to reduce staff numbers and decrease
hunting fees.
Regards S) "Institute a publ ic information pr ogr am"e tc • l
feel there is possibility her* for abuse. Certainly humans

should be re soon s tie for their actions in h .man/ bear
conflicts. But .a- . -g .and -se changes a mandatory item is a
further step in the wrong 3 > feet • on . Bv forcing unreasonable
laws on the agr

; c u ; t ur a I community as the perennial bad guy,
a further enc : ac hment of peop.e into bear habitat has been
insure 3. Sure s : e p aces wou.J ba.e *or.e belly up anyway,

t- u t . n 3 a » s cast, a n e i q h b o r c u l d have purchased the
around . Now, in :•»- Jer to ; an any profit, the bankrupt
1 a n d :• w n e r demands and sometimes receives ever higher prices
just to pay off the IRS and st.il get a nickel for himself.
Making ranchettes out of the place and consequently bringing

r, more humans s t*e result, and this equals further
habitat destruction.
Regards w ) pease see 1/ ) above.

Regards Z) "Produce an annual, standardised "etc. I am
concerned that this item isn't currently being carried out
for ail w.idiife populations under the aegis of ths FWP. If
there is no data base then how are decisions being made and
based upon What for facts’

U v e r a I I , I would like to see the bear hunting districts
*

broke down into habitat areas rather than coupled with the-*
existing deer or elk districts. I applaud this concept.^
Also of the various alternatives I believe that #3 is tfle
best. I agrss with th# female bear Spring quota system and
the need for handling problem bears.

Thank you for sending the EIS plan.

Jordan. MT 59337

<hkc.l,A-/***.
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Nika Hillygua
719 Taylor Straat
Miaaoula, MT 59«03
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SUMMARY CEC 0
#31

Th.s draft Environmental Impacl Stttemen. (DEIS) describes five approaches ,o managmg
Montana s black bear populates; (he process used to formulate the five alternate acnons
and the expected environmental consequences of implementing each The potential effects
of each action on black bear populations, rccreaoonaJ opportunity, regulation of harvest
assessment and monitoring of black bear population trend, illegal exploitanon. economy of
local communities, program ftinding and the incidence of human/black bear conflicts are
described Four of the five alternatives include hunter harvest as a management tool One
alternative does not incorporate hunter harvest. All issues and concerns voiced by the public
were considered and are addressed in the draft EIS.

Your Opportunity for Input:

FWP welcomes your thoughts on this DEIS You may provide your thoughts in writing
(address below) or dunng one of three public hearings (listed below) In order for your
input to be considered in development of the final EIS, we must receive it by December 7.
1993 Copies of the DEIS have been mailed to potentially affected organizations and
individuals, many of whom participated in the public scoping dunng July and August. 1993.
Copies of this DEIS are also available by request.

Public Hearings on the Black Bear EIS will be held at the following locations:

KALISPELL.

HELENA:

BILLINGS:

Wednesday, November 17, 7 00 - 9:30 p.m.,
Winchester Room, Outlaw Inn.

Friday, November 19, 7:00 pm, Helena Fish,
Wildlife and Parks Headquarters at 1420 E 6th Avenue
Tuesday, November 23. 7:00 p m.. Gallatin Room, Holiday
Inn, 5500 Midland Road.

Written Comment should be sent to:

Wildlife Division

Montana Department of Fish. Wildlife and Parks
P O. Box 200701

Helena, MT 59620-0701

This DEIS is available by mail by calling the Helena FWP office at
406-444-2612 or Telephone Device for Deaf at 406-444-1200.

M3Z 933

Wildlife Division
M:ntana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks
PC. Box 200701
Helena, Montana 59620*0701
Dec. 1, 1993

Dear 5 i rs

t

I have read over the EIS on
My proposed action would be
leave things as they are.

management of black bear in Montana,
alternative #5, (no action). Please

Sincerely yours

,

/Tie ^

£C 0 1 00

*2<?

DEC o 3 M •Ho

Wildlife Division
Montana Department of Fish
P-0. Box 200701
Helena, Montana 59620-0701
bee. 1 , 1993

Wildlife and Parks

Wildlife Division
Montana Department of PishP-0. Box 200701
Helena, Hontana 59620-0701
Dec. 1 , 1993

Wildlife and Park Dear Slrsi

I have read
My proposed
leave things

over the EIS
action would
as they are.

on
be

management of black
alternative »5, (no

bear in Montana,
action). Please

Dear Sirs.

I have read
My proposed
Leave things

over the EIS
action would
as they are.

on
be

management of black
alternative *5, (no

bear in
action)

Montana

.

Please

Sincerely yours.

Sincerely yours.

S?va Hu
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Dec. 2-1993

Dept, of Fish Wildlife & Parks

Wildlife Div.

P.O. Box 200701

Helena, MT 59620-0701

Dear Sir:

I would like to comment on your proposed black bear management plan as pub-
lished in the Miaaoulian, Thur,, Dec. 2-1993.

As I have not read the EIS I can only comment on the article in the paper.
Pleaae aend me a copy of the EIS.

I am opposed to the requirement that hunters use the meat from black bear
that have been harvested. I have first hand observed black bear meat that
has been so ladden with the parasite trichinosis that it is not fit for human
consumption. I am aware that cooking the meat at a certain temerature for a
period of time will kill the parasite, however I opt not to chance it.
I am opposed to the requirement to have bear heads and hides inspected by
the FWP Dept, within five days of the kill or any time frame for that manner.
It would be an inconveience for the hunter and further take the time of the
FW'3 officer that should be in the feild during critical hunting times
enforcing the laws as mandated by the people of this state.
If you in fact eliminate the black bear license from the sportsman's license
which I would not be opposed to, I feel you would have to offer something else
to make the sportsman license attractive to the hunter, perhaps an extra deer
tag or something along that line. I would not, as I have in the last many
years purchase a sportsman license if you were to eliminate the bear tag. I
do not with the intent in mind hunt black bear and have no real desire to do
so, however if I am in the feild and happen across a trophy I will most
certainly harvest him.

I am not as concered about the open or close date of the season, I am more
concered about the use of dogs. I am totally and competley apposed to the use
of dogs and bait for hunting black bear. This is, in my opinion not being a
sportsman at all. I hope these comments wil help you in your decision.
Thank-you

Ben Simonson
2019 ttwy.lt 200

Noxon, MT 59853

4Uf3

OS
0!

Wildlife Division
Montana Department cf Fish, Wildlife and ^arks
P.O. Box IdOlOl
Helena, Mon csni 59s:o-d7Pil
Dec. 1

, 1393

Dear Sirs:

I have read over the EIS on
My proposed action would be
leave things as they are.

management of black bear In
alternative »5, (no action)

Montana.
Please

Sincerely yours,

Wildlife Division

Montana Dept of Fish, Wildlife and Parks

P.O. Box 200701

Helena. Montana

59620-0701

December 2,1993

1 197 Montford Rd.

(Cal ispell, Montana

59901

etc
1

Wildlife
Montana
P-O. Box
Helena

,

Dec. l.

Division
Department of Fish
200701

Montana 5962O-0701
1993

Wildlife and Parks

Dear Sirs.

I have read
My Proposed
leave things

°ver the EIS
action would
as they are.

on
be

management of black
alternative #5, (no

bear i n
action

)

Montana

.

Please

After reviewing the draft EIS on Spring Black Bear Hunts, ! have some comments I would like to submit to your
staff for constdcntioa The SOLE purpose of the Spring Bear Hunt, or any bear hum is for the benfit of the
hunter The hunter takes pleasure in the stalking and lolling of the bear, ansi the ultimate display of the hide, the
head, and the exagerated stones he is able to relay to those who find this adventure interesting, exciting and a
chalkng®. Tbs truth if thin is a needless kilim* The bear's right to life is taken for the joyof the hunter It is a
selfish and needless killing. The slaughterer does not EVER consider the value of the beta, as a species, as a
living creature, as am animal we need io share this world with. When will we ever leant we are not the domtntm
specie*, and ihai dommatica is not condusve with nature and her gift*?

In the spring, the bears are just arreusmg from a winter's hfljenaboo. The bare sre hungry, weakened by the
months of no food, the mother teats often leave the den in hopes of food, and would retnm to their cube.who still

need their mother's care for their own survival The hunter comes along, claiming this is t sport, he is entitled to
because he is from Montana, and it has always been done this way, and he begins his hunt Often dm mother's are
killed, leaving the cubs to die, often grizzlies are mistaken far black beare, and shea, and an always dm bear
population is altered by the greed and dominant mentality of Montana hitmen Enoughl The tnesnge is loud and
clear, all of ns are on this planet including the animals. We are wttneasdaily tothe desmsdon efthe earth by the
forces of man. and yet we continue. Man needs to learn to co-cxm with the animals of the world, as wed aa with
other peoples of the worth. No one has the nght eo dominion ora amber. or over the annuls for the shear iov of
this Will

Montana needs to reahre her potential as a date A state (hat sail holds some cf the wouden of nature. We do not
have to follow as arehise right of hunting, juat because a has been done in the past We can begin to set the pace
as a state that is tndy itsesaded in preserving the land, the wildlife, the nvere, the air, and prove that hnmaiia
quality of life is not improved by the needless killing of beans.

Thank ytra for your tires, and cosaodertag my pom of view.

Respectfully,

Hope C Noyea '
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Predator Project POB 6733 Bozeman, MT 59771 406-587-3389 (Phone/Fax)

exacted to ProwrOna ImpertJed and Other Predatory Specter and Thetr Hatataa Aat» Mnrrh Am~..

Montana Department of Pish, Wildlife and Parks December 2, 1993

Wildlife Division

POB 200701

Helena, MT 59620-0701

To Whom It May Concern,

Predator Project appreciates the opportunity to comment on the DEIS for Black

Bear management in Montana. As an overview, we’ll start out by stating that although

Predator Project is not opposed to hunting, we are opposed to the hunting of black bean.

Being realists, however, we acknowledge that an end to the hunting of black bears in l

Montana is not likely to come about soon. Therefore, our comments on this Draft

Environmental Statement on Black Bear Hunting in Montana (DEIS) reflect our attitude

that if allowed at all, black bear hunting in Montana should be managed for the protection

of both black and grizzly bears first, and for the opportunity of human hunters second.

Baiting, hounding, and the spring hunting of black bears all have a significant

negative impact on ursus americama . We commend the Department for continuing the

prohibition on bear baiting and hunting bears with bounds. Unfortunately, the DEIS
proposed action would maintain a spring hunt

Only six sates out of the 28 states that permit black bear hunting have a spring

hunting season — AK. AZ, ID, OR. MT, and WY. Arizona’s spring season is so limited

that last year only one hunter shot a black bear in the spring. So, for all practical

purposes, only five states have spring seasons. In this respect, Montana should join the test

of mainstream black bear management and ban the spring hum.
Although the DEIS proposes many actions which will be beneficial to bears and

which requites greatei responsibility on the pan of humans, it falls short on three counts

1) the proposed action maintains a spring beat hunting season; 2) the DEIS does not

include an alternative-prohibiting the hunting of black bean in grizzly bar habitat; and 3)

Alternative #2. which proposes abolishing the spring season, was developed without some
of the protections included in the preferred alternative, rendering it less attractive by

virtue of excluding important element* The following comments are presented by

element, with our discussion following each one.

Discussion of Elements Not Included in the DEIS

Predator Project does not agree with the Department’s decision to not include an
element prohibiting the hunting of black bears in occupied grizzly bear habitat. The
reasons for not considering this alternative, which included “a feature article in Montana
Outdoors on black bear/grizzly bear identification (Kasworm 1987)," as well as references
to the hunter education materials and programs available to both the general and hunting
public, do not provide strong enough safeguards to prevent mistaken identity kills of
grizzlies.

Evidence in support of our argument that hunter misidentification in the field
remains a real and potentially damaging problem is the recent shooting of ‘Trouble,” the
grizzly bear that escaped from a sanctuary compound, roamed wild for a period of time,
and then was shot and killed by a professional bear tracker, who claimed not to know she
was a grizzly. Additionally, we feel that to conclude that recorded grizzly mortalities as a
result of misidentification of species are not biologically significant (15 in Montana
between 1975 — 1991, and 10 in Wyoming from 1972 — 1985) is irresponsible. For
instance, far fewer grizzlies were lost due to management kills in the Lake/Bridge Bay area
of Yellowstone National Park (6 bean over 10 yean), and yet the NPS recently agreed the
number was biologically significant enough that they moved to obtain an in^rUnn.1 take
permit from the USFWS in response to a SCLDF lawsuit brought on hehaif of Predator
Project and several other groups.

Given all the pressures grizzly bean face in the ecosystems where they still survive,
Predator Project feels that accidental hunting mortalities should be reduced as much as
possible, and that all grizzly bear mortalities are significant One erf the alternatives in (he
final BS should include an element prohibiting the hunting of black bean in occupied
grizzly bear habiat

Discnssioa of Elements

r _ uunts in
the sate.

The DEIS should consider the effects of spring hunting on grizzly bean. In
ecosystems where grizzlies share the forest with black bean, ursus arctos horribilis can
also be negatively affected by spring black bear hunts. The grizzlies’ search for spring
forbs takes them to the same lower elevation habiat as black bean, where they may not
only encounter hunters who mistakenly identify them as black bean and kill them, but
other humans or human attractants which can lead to human habituation, livestock
depredations, and eventual death by management removal. Thorough research to
determine the effects of black bear hunting on grizzly ban has not been done. Given that
the highest numben of black bean taka during the season occurs during the spring, the
spring hunt should be cancelled in order to prevent a similarly high rate erf mistaken
identity kills of grizzly bean.

Element 8: Continued use of harvest quotas, including female subquotas in
some black bear management units.

If black bear hunting continues in Montana, Predator Project supports the use at
quotas. The BS should include a description of the characteristics of quotas for the
different management units.

Element A: Continuation of the existing spring and fall black bear huatinw
season format.

Element C: Continues to consider black bear mortalities resulting from-
Animal Damage Control actions in the formulation of hunting season quotas.

As stated in our opening paragraph. Predator Project is opposed to the hunting of
black bean for several reasons: 1) black bears, as predators at the top erf the food chain,
are under tremendous habitat pressures from poaching and human encroachment, and
should not be subjected to hunting as well; 2) scientists do not yet know enough about the
population dynamics erf black bean in Montana, or about the effects of black bear hunting
on grizzlies; 3) hunting black bean leads to the accidental killing of grizzlies; 4) Unlike
some game species, no scientific evidence exists to support any claim that black bear
hunting is biologically necessary.

If a black bear hunting season continues in Montana, Predator Project is especially
opposed to the continuation of a spring hunt. Spring hunting of black bean puts cubs at
nsk of death when their mothers are killed by hunters. Bean are at their most biologically
vulnerable in the spring, weakened by their winter fast and by the arduous search for
specific spring forbs which “jumpstarT their digestive tracts. Black bean often travel long
(hstances after emerging from their dens in the spring, putting them at greater risk of
encountering humans. According to recent public opinion polls taken in Oregon and
Colorado, the majority of people in those states felt that spring hunting was unethical (78

a

Insofar as this element allows for MDFWP to continue to include bears killed by ADC as
part of the quotas for total numben of bean allowed to be killed, thereby addressing the
cumulative impacts of all types of bear mortalities when setting quotas for hunter kill*

.

Predator Project supports this element However, we'd like to take this opportunity to ask
the Department why involve ADC at all? MDFWP could assume all responsibility for
black bear depredation resolution and eliminate ADC involvement resulting in more
stream lined, consistent cost-effective wildlife management as well as more humane,
biologically-sound bear management The final BS should include an element and
alternative which considers eliminating ADC from the black bear management program, a:
well as a cost-effectivenoe comparison between taxpayer dollars spent by ADC to remove
“nuisance” beam and thaewhich MDFWP would need to spend Such a comparison shouk
also take into account the administrative costs incurred by MDFWP in overseeing ADC
actions.

Element D: Continue the existing requirement that all black bear skulls be
presented to a FWP representative so that a tooth can be extracted and
subjected to laboratory analysis foe age determination.

If black bear hunting continues in Montana^ Predator Project supports this element

144
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Element E: Continue the prohibition of baits or hounds (including chase-only
seasons) to pursue or harvest black bears.

Predator Project commends the Department for continuing these prohibitions.

Element Ft Encourage beekeepers in areas of chronic black bear depredation
to use preventative measures available through the FWP game damage
program. Preventative measures include materials for hive platforms and
electric fencing.

The’ use of preventative measures should be mandatory, rather than simply “encouraged."
Predator Project supports the development of legislative changes, if necessary, in order to

accomplish this. Demonstrated use of all preventative measures possible should be
required prior to lethal control or relocation. The final E1S should include statistics on the

numbers of beekeepers in chronic depredation areas who use preventative measures, as
well as on the number of ADC actions which take place even when such measures have not
been taken by the beekeepers.

Element G: Continue to inform the public about the biology and habitat-
requirements of black bear populations via Project Wild workshops for
teachers, videos, Montana Outdoors and other media outietafe.

Regardless of whether or not black bear hunting continues in Mantane, Predator Project
supports this element, and all other educational projects which are developed.

Element H: Delineate new black bear management units to serve aa the
for black bear management actions, including hunting regulations

Predator Project supports this element regardless of whether or not black bear huntings
continues in Montana.

Element I: AdopsrSeptember 1ft a* the earliest opening; date fa» the falPt"
hunting seaso***

Should black baathmitiiigaaai me in Montanas Predator Project supports this eletnenW:

Element J: Adopt April IS as the standard opening date for the spring

hunting season and end the spring hunting season no later than May 31.

Predator Project is opposed to the continuation of a spring hunt, in any form. According

to the DEIS, emergence of black bears in Montana from their winter dens generally occurs

between March 21 and May 7. Also according to the DEIS, the last two weeks of May are

when the most black bears are ' harvested.” Female bears with cubs emerge later than all

other age and sex classes, and become increasingly vulnerable to hunters as the spring

season progresses. If the spring hunt continues for political or other reasons (since it has

no basis in biology), then MDFWP should end the season by May 7. This would still

allow for three weeks of hunting, while greatly decreasing the likelihood that females with

cubs would be accidently killed.

Element K: Step up efforts to inform people about bear biology,

consequences of living in bear habitat, and measures to prevent conflicts with

black bears (especially people who live in or near black bear habitat).

Predator Project supports this element Again, preventative measures such as closed

dumpsters and food storage requirements should be required in ares where black bear

‘problems” are commoo.

Element L: ActiveBy promote good hunter ethics through expanded education

of both young and adult hunters, with emphasis ou tha hunter’s ethical and

legal responsibility to be able to distinguish between a grizzly and a black

bear, to identify black bears by sex and age class (subadult versus adult) and

identify females with dependent young.

If black bear hunting continues in Montana, Predator Project supports this element

However, since no thorough studies have ever been done on the effects of black bear

hunting seasons on grizzly bears, MDFWP should not only include a complete analysis of

all mistaken identity kills, their location, and recommendations for black bear hunting

closures, but also initiate a scientific study ion the subject Finally, the EIS should include

an alternative which includes an element prohibiting the hunting of black bears in occupied

grizzly bear habitat i Montana Such an alternative is biologically appropriate, and is well

within the expected range of alternatives which might be included under MEPA.

Element M: Adopt the foliowing management targets, which are designed to

maintain a comtmtht harvest of female bears in all black bear management

units:....

Should black bear hunting be continued in Montana, Predator Project supports this

element

H

Elements N, O, P, and Q

Predator Project supports all these four elemenk £ black bear hunting continues in

Montana.

5

emhfxutd-
!ncreas* emphasis on records management and evaluation for

pntntr
=pmpl8«nts, improve coordination between the wildlife andforcemeat divisions of FWP in addressing such complaints and pursue achange in statutes 87-1-231 and 87-1-234 to exempt nuisalree s£arTa™d

eScSctr >8rdS thSt^ “0t *« «*">«*•

ft^P^sdongly SUppo,ts this element’ commends the Department for its

livesto^owne™
0nly^ chan8e3 in 3tatutes should also require that all

ESSg Cattle 30(1 sheeP °Pera‘°ts) be required to u£ certainMDFWP-approved preventanve measures before lethal control or relocation is approved

Element S: Institute a public information proaram and

hum
8,1011 designed to curtail development of chronic bear problem areas via•“*"“** MMWi

""V™ 1“»«.*CO—* u* Department for it.

Element T: Work with Animal Damn*# Control iinn .

Predator Project supports this element, although we believe the hew r
taxpayers would be served if MDFWP hanriiJt mil . “V®31 ln«erests of bears and

involved at all The
aU depredating bears, and ADC was not

appropriate cost amdyL.
“ elemeM 30(1 aitCTn01i¥e »^ effect, along with

h^h^es^'^ck "ator? « of the meat of

the trichinella testing servi^offe^'brFWa^V T^
11® pa^k ’p8rio“ in

Biology Laboratory It MSV.
* ** Veterinary Molecular

Should black bear hunting continue in Montana, Predator Project supports this element

Element V: Revise statute 87-3-182 MCA (Waste of Fish or Game).

Should black b®* taKmgcontteuc in Montana, Predator Project supports this element

Element W: EetobSfeteWvise a® tegtf deftoWo® of baiting.

Should black bear hunting continue in Montana, Predator Project supports this element
j^

Element X: Clarify statute 87-3-127, which provides for use of hounds byFWP employees, ADC personnel and livestock owners to control depredating

This element should be written to include a requirement that all possible non-lethal
strategies were employed by the livestock owner prior to the Department granting a
request for lethal control. Additionally, landowners/livestock owners should not be
allowed to chase bears with dogs, either to run them off the property, or to kill them
Only MDFWP employees, or ADC employees (if ADC is used) should be able to use dogs
and then only after a) livestock owners can demonstrate that all preventative measures
were used; b) all other non-lethal corrective strategies were tried; and c) hunting without
dogs has proven unsuccessful. The entire statute as it will be re written should be
included in the EIS so that the public may review the final intent of the statute.

Element Y: Work with federal, tribal, state and corporate land management
entitle® to establish a process for cooperatively developing black bear habitat

moator Project supports this element with the following change: corporate land
management entities are not biologists, and have no place in the development of black bear
habitat criteria, beyond the normal amount of participation given to the public at large)
AUowing timber companies, for example, to sit at the same table with agency biologist#
who are developing the criteria would jeopardize the biological integrity of such criteria
because the corporate interests would (understandably) have the best interests of their
industry in mind, and not that of the black bear. Predator Project is strongly opposed to
this part of Element Y, and asks that it be removed in the final EIS)

Element Z: Produce an annual, standardized statewide report and analysis of
black bear management data* to include: tooth age date, depredation anddamage complaint records, ADC control actions, harvest questionnaire
information, and wildlife laboratory records.

Predator Project supports this element with the following addition: add to the
depredation and damage control complaint records a category for documenting what
of preventative measures were used, if any. prior to damage and any control actions

type,

which

Thank-you for the opportunity to submit these comments.

Carta Weasel

Predator Project

POB 6733, Bozeman MT 59771
406-587-3389
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if not more than one. therefore at times it is easier and cheaperfor the beekeeper to take some bear damage and then have the bearremoved through the ADC than to fence all potential bear yards.

I personally feel that as a beekeeper that I must have use of theADC to help in maintaining my loss due to bears. T do trv toelectric fence my yards in known bear areas and to just fencethose that are not in ordinary bear habitat (according to FU8.Pand the ADC). I feel that to require a beekeeper to electricfence a vard prior to getting assistance from the ADC will onlycreate a situation were the beekeepers will be forced into usingillegal means and ways to remove the bears causing damage tothem. T also feel that when ADC traps a bear in a bee yard that
it is obvious that the bear is guilty of the damage done to thebee yard. Also if a beekeeper fences one yard that is being hitby bears they had better plan on fencing every yard in at leastthat valley and probably everything within five miles bf thatyard or the bear just moves to the next bee yard.

Another problem with this plan and many others of FUI5.P is theylock at what is best for FWS.P, as the more bears hopefully themore trophy sized bears and more sportsman purchasing morelicenses to harvest a trophy bear giving FW8.P more money. As abeekeeper I do not want more bears and I want assurance that FU8.Pwill continue to assist in my fencing. At the present time toreceive assistance from FWS.P a beekeeper must either have a beardestroyed at one of there yard or strong threaten to in order toreceive assistance from FW&P. 1 feel that having ADC there to
and balance on FUliP , by having it
give adequate assistance that a
to control the problem and again

--- -• Once FWiP has a destroyed bearthere attitude totally changes, to were they know to protecttheir interest in the bears they must offer assistance or havemore destroyed bears. I believe this is a necessary andpertinent check and balance on FWiP

.

I also feel that to keep bears initially out of the bee yards isnot to difficult through fencing (not necessarily electricfencing) but once a bear has started the only solution is todestroy the bear. To move the bear just moves the problem and toelectric fence all bear locations would break the FU&.P buysupplies not to mention some beekeepers.

help beekeepers is a check
there so that FUI&P does not
beekeeper can use the ADC
threaten FWiP beloved bears.

I hop» that through this plan and hopefully meeting between theFU1&P and beekeepers with bear problems that this issues will beaddressed and resolved. I don’t what to see an end to all bearsor o take substantial loss in my business due to bears.
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Comments on draft black tear EIS

8 v : Andy- Orange

2751 Alpine View Dr. Laurel. MT 59044

from Orange Apiaries

As a sportsman and a sideline beekeeper l feel that proper
management of the black bear is essential. I also feel that the
raragement must be agreed upon bv all groups holding an interest
in black tears .sportsmen, viewers, and the livestock industry).

As a soortsman l feel that the quota svstem works very well and
allows sports the maximum opportunity to hunt. [ also feel that
we need to maintain an adequate bear population Out not to large
to be causing excessive damage. I presently feel that in
district 5 the bear population is growing and that their habit is
growing with the bear populations. With this new habit growth we
are know having bear - 1 1 ves toe k confrontations in new areas. I

feel that through the management plan we do not need or want to
increase this nabit and this can oe achieved through special
hunts and special quota's for non typical bear areas.

As a sideline beekeeper my most serious pest is the black bear.
This oast vear (1993) l lost approximately 20'/. of my GROSS income
to black bears. 1 had at one time 50V. of my bee location being
hit by black bears. The fencing supplies give by FU&P have been
a help but still this is not a cure all solution. First of all
FUJiP don't have a fencing plan or solution that works, therefore
as a beekeeper we are experimenting on what equipment works and
what don’t at the beekeepers expense. An example of this is the
fence chargers to start with they gave us a charge that required
a single 6 volt battery- they discovered that this didn’t give
enough shock. Then they went with a charger with 2 6 volt
batteries- these needed to have the batteries Changed every two
to three weeks- which meant that the beekeeper had to make a trip
to all yards that often or still take a loss due to dead
batteries. The next solutions was to use 12 volt marine type
batteries this works fairly well but a nonmigratory beekeeper I

still must keep a fence up year round and when the battery dies
in the winter and freezes a new battery must be purchased each
/ear. The only charge that l found that will give adequate year
round protection is a solar panel charger. I also feel that this
a less expensive in the long run due to the continual purchase of
new batteries. Another problem with not keeping a fence hot year
round is that livestock and other wildlife will destroy the
fences during the time they are turned off. As a beekeeper we
must also keep in good relations with our land owners and some do
not allow you to place an electric fence on there property,
others require you to remove them in the winter. FUI&P does
supply the materials but no labor in installation and maintains.
For some larger beekeepers to put up and maintain electric fence
on all potential bear bee yards would take one full time person

December 1, 1993

Jim Cross
Manager
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RB: Proposed black bear regulation change.
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Wildlife Divsion
Montana Department of Fish, wildlife and Parks
P.O. Box 200701
Helena, MT 59620-0701 Dec. 3, 1993

Dear Sirs;

I would like to submit my input on the Black Bear EIS
that is under consideration. I believe that changes
are in order and that the alternative #1 of the DEIS
is the best choice with some modifications.

I agree with all of the elements except elements 1,0, and
U. Let me address my thoughts by each element.

Element I.

I region 3, I feel that this date is too early to be
a wise use of the resource. The black bear is a "Trophy
Animal" It is harvested mainly for its hide. As a taxidermist
in region 3, I know that in most cases, the Black bear
harvested in September are not haired out in normal
years. They simply are not a desirable trophy in my
estimation. I have handled hundreds at bears over the
last twenty five years, and I have rarely seen a good
bear taken in September. I also feel that there is
a higher probability of younger bears and female bears
in this region because they are still available in the
berry patches even as late as Oct.l some years. I suggest
an Oct 1. opening at the earliest, and prefer an Oct.
15 opening.

yoy

Element o.

I applaud the choice of selling all Black Bear licenses
individually. It is a must to have accurate information
on how many hunters are interested in Black Bear hunting
in Montana. But if feel that there is one glaring weakness
that is overlooked. In 12 of the Element O of the EIS
it refers to the "incidental" or "opportunistic" Black
Bear harvest. I feel that there is no value to this
recommendation unless that all Black Bear license sales
are closed prior to the opening of the general Black
Bear season. How can the data be accurate when a hunter

WILDLIFE
ARTISTRY

by

"Dan Quillen Route 62 - Box 31 10F • Livingston, MT 59047 • (406) 222-0732
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that BlaClt B'ar hunting in Monta"a can^* 9
enjoyed for many years to come.

Thank you for the opportunity to give my ideas and opinions.

In conclusion, I feel that if the Alternative *1 isdopted, that there will be a marked decline in thenumber of young and female bears harvested over the

program*for^any y^s^c

“

™a--ment

of°iramature^and^female
especially the fall season, and by limiting
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harvest of bears by limiting license siles’to prior
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P.O. Sox 200701
Helena. Mt. 59623-0701

Re: Black Bear Regulations

Dear Sir /Madam:

of bear I am taking thenty to voice my ooinlon on some of the proposed changesbear regulations as expressed In the draft =IS and as
In The Mlssoullan. Dec. 2. 1993. Sec. C. Page~2.

.. support the change requiring hunters of bear to utilize
‘ V- that Is harvested to the best of their ability to do s

thl best
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th ® 3eason can be a deterrent even wlof handling, the advantages of such a regulation foutweigh the disadvantages.

I f the meat taken Is to be consistently tested in each, . .
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pport discontinuance of selling bear licensesIn the combination sportsmans hunting license. I have purchaseda sportsman's license the last decade and have found it to b.
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th8 WOrk r9pu1r9d by the seller of:* a» well. In the past years when a bear tag weeconsidered a given because of the break In costs--one mloh*deduce that the casual hunter was more prevalent However
9
*t

licenses it* hard*!u
11con9es w9ro sold on P»r • with the Individuallicenses. It hardly encourages casual hunters. Lets leave thecombination sportsman's hunting licenses "as they are".
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S “Pport the suggested requirement that hunters
to 2r.2«?

day9 1n9tead the present ten day opt^n
could t?ke uo'to'thr
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r 1n9p«c t1o»T. In some cases It

kin area Th°f ?
or

.
da *9 to get th. animal out of th.kill «ree. That leaves little time for the hunter to orooerlvcare for the meat when out of the back country. It also leaves

r 4 =* woj’d wou ’a -o*. oe c:n3''aered
•a .ie r "vis r. non wl * jerness to some cou’d De
ccr 5 < 2e ,'53 «-j
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n av .liters ' tnei" 'nys’C3 ' aoiMt es aae o-
! ena*n o * s3
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y - ^ 'v.'t’f'g a-'e^s are Si-C n -ec-^ i r i rg more tine - ir

i ’>a ‘ v 9 au a 1 -,o como’y all '-eg. '3fons Latitude and 3

cor 5 9 s te~ t -ecu i r emen t for 2
'' back country or 'wilderness « i *'s

nest be Jive-1
,

?ra tre r-n cay ru 'e wou ' b seem to satisfy these.

A u r. ' *cr m :eg ! nn'>: date f or t^e sor <na season is °ot cb .ertioo-
ab *e nor c~e enc rg date c**- *'ay 3 1 of ea . h ve3 r However de : av-
ira *"'e ’'a'1 1 season to n' 2 • Seo tember wou ’d seem to lack consist-
ency of ouroose and organ 1 za 1

9'on . It seems t-o "e that it wou * d

oe nu:h easier to st 3"t tne 3eoe r 3 1 bow season, oear and upland
bi»*a 3

h "'e -3 ne t’me as ’t *s now The Dear hunter snould not
oe 1 •' 1 1 m • 0 a t ed oy tne bow hunter as regulations for "c’osed
a-eas". c'otnna :obr '

. 'ev-'dence of sex requ'rement" . "hours'
etc. a--e '.“^orn Likewise, the bow h unter should not be

; ntim>dated by *“e bear nutter as nost bear ”s I have wit-
nessed are within walking distance or near a closed road . while
the bow n ter is more 5 i k e 1 y to be farther In the back country.
Mutua ' r esoect between the two parties has generally been the
standard not t^e exceotlon in any camps I have been a participant

As '’ong as we are dealing with humans, the chance for mistakes is

oart of our character. The chance for killing a sow with cubs
still wi’i remain desoite regulation, and the chance for mis-
identifying a grizzly for a black will still exist for some.
rega r d ’esa of our efforts These two scenarios, while a concern,
should not be the over-riding driving force in "over-regu latlon"
The grizzly oopulatlon In the Northern EcoSystem would be by all
standards considered recovered by the goals set forth In their
recovery plan. The black bear continues to grow In numbers
because of the secondary protection they are receiving as a

result of grizzly bear protection.

In conclusion, let me say that from my personal observations In

various drainages. It appears that Northwest Montana's bear
population is in good shape. Much of their success is due to
strong State management and a hunting program that has compli-
mented the objectives of both conservation Ists and soortsmen.
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A nonprofit corporatioA dedicated to preserving the integrity of the North Fork of the

Flathead Valley on the western edge of Waterton/Glacier International Peace Park.

Wildlife Division

Montane Dept, of Fish. Wildlife & Parks

P O. Box 200701

Helena, MT 59620-0701

Re: Draft EIS Spring Bear Hunt

'eetings:

« and elk"W year Nor ate ^opposed to a fall be« hunt. However, a spnng bear

int makes absolutely no sense, and is in fact cnief Killing b“”T l“
d f

^*
t hih.mfltinn when they are essentially starving and strongly mottvaied to seek food,

:rhaPS

tir
— oniy^e

while they*forage.' A burner eanno, posstbly be sure dud

e is not shooting a sow with cubs.

My family would like to see die spring hunt halted. We strongly support FWiP's

irohibition on the use of hounds and bait for "hunting.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

AMs
Susan Donnelly

(Mrs. Greg Donnelly)
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Tom Radandt
Apt. A-2

1420 Worden
Missoula. MT 59801

12-6-93

Don Chi ldress
Wi 1 d 1 i fe Oivision
MTFWP
P.0. Box 200701
Helena. MT 59620-0701

Dear Mr. Chi ldress

:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft EIS on Black Bear
management. I will make my coinnents as brief as possible.

Removing the black bear from the sportsman's license is an excellent idea.

This will reduce the opportunistic mortalities.

I am concerned with your proposed allowable mortalities of female bears.
Even if the hunting season is shortened in accordance with the proposal, the
season will be 10 1/2 weeks long. This season would be longer than any ungulate
season in Montana. Black bears reproductive rate Is significantly lower than
that of deer and elk. The season length should reflect that difference.

In the draft, you cite Beecham recommending 35* or less harvest rate. Then
Element M. part a) notes no more then 40* of the annual harvest comprised of
females. I feel this Is a very liberal interpretation of the data; we should
target 35* mortality not 40*. From current research in northwest Montana, female
black bears have a high rate of unreported mortality. Illegal female mortality
equalled known legal hunting mortal i ty (Kasworm. 1993. Pers. conn.). Therefore,
I recommend an upper limit of allowable female mortality of 35*.

Si

Wild Allan Mountain
P.O. Box m

Conner, Montana 59827
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December 2, 1993

Wildlife Division

SffEST6"' of Fish
’ Wildli,e and Parks

Helena, Montana 59620-0701

Dear Commissioners:

biacK

P

bla°r,n

O

M7ala
rt0r " *° y°U '° ba" ,he prac,ice of ^ntln0

-•»«. »«

j

jtst*,‘",'^rv •"»• - *««
satisfaction to those who hunt.

*' * provld8s on^ term

^^rrrr^r. “ rrr “ ~ *» **«• «

«

bears. P r®ct*ce of hunting black

Thank you for acting in our altogether best interest.

Sincerely,

Steve Hebard. Resident
Whiteflsh,_Montana

4, ^

DEC 07 •

Alda Hebard
7201 Farm-to-Market
Whiteflsh. MT 59937

Wildlife Division
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks
P O. Box 200701
Helena. MT 59620-0701

December 2. 1993

I would like to submit the following comments in regard to the FWPs draft
EIS for managing Montana s black bear. In fact. I oppose all hunting of hi«<-ir
bears and would favor alternative #4. The black bear population Is and has
been under allot of pressure, obviously due to habitat loss and increased
harvesting. It is today the number four game species. Management of black
bear populations have remained the same yet there has been no official
population study done since about 1966. Based on personal observation and
conversation with conservadonists and sportsmen alike, the number of Ma«-*
bears, even In areas where habitat Is adequate, has decreased at an alarming
ra file .

®

At the very minimum. I support the FWP alternative #2 to eliminate the
spring bear hunting season. Although Montana has identified the need toban bear hunting with hounds and baiting, it Is one of only six states still
permitting a spring bear hunt

I*
1ere are many reasons in support of eliminating spring black bear bunting

Even many sportsmen dont know why there is a spring bear hunting seasonand are opposed to It, specifically. The spring bear hunt poses a risk to
grizzly populations, both in terms of identification difficulty and shared
habitat It leaves an unaccounted for number of cubs orphaned—directly
decreasing the bear population. Rehabilitation of cubs is difficult and not
readily available. And. there Is little justification today for harvesting bears at
all other than for the sport" of killing them.

["exjunction with the new management direction set forth by the Montana
Department of Fish. Wildlife and Parks, now Is an opportune time to changeoutmoded policy. As one purpose of FWP Is to provide the greatest amount
of recreation to the greatest number of people, the spring bear hunt Is
definitely Qfll fulfilling that purpose, but then is any bear aunting at all?

Sincerely.

Alda Hebard
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Wildlife Division
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks

P.O. Box 200701
Helena, Montana 59620-0701
Dec. 1, 1993

Dear Slrst

I have read over the EIS on management of black bear in Montana.
My proposed action would be alternative #5, (no action). Please
leave things as they are.

tri,«

Wildlife Division
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks

P.O. Box 200701
Helena, Montana 59620-0701
Dec. 1, 1993

Dear Sirs:

I have read over the EIS on management of black bear in

My proposed action would be alternative #5, (no action)

leave things as they are.

Sincerely you

C_c^s~

T>cc. ^ 3

Sincerely yours,

<f03 £ou-t-'

/HjLus
5973*

ok or *

Wildlife Division
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks
P.O. Box 200701
Helena, Hontana 59620-0701
Dec. 1, 1993

Dear Sirsi

I have read over the EIS on management of black bear in Montana.
My proposed action would be alternative *5, (no action). Please
leave things as they are.

<J^o<La4_
t

'?•>\t
V

59733

Montana

.

Please
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To Mt. Fish and Wildlife *C ° 7

From Pete Finwall
27 Roundup Dr.
Billings, Mt. 59102

Re: Black bear EIS

Thank you for letting me review your well thought out paper.

I think well of the proposed solution.

How many bears are killed by Indians on their Reservations?
Is the number just not eneough to worry about? They don't need
to observe the rules, do they?

I think the female harvest upper quota should be lowered.
Apparently it is not usually reached now. I think it should
be at a level where it is likely to be reached every year.
Else how is it effective?

Is there any way to tell male from female without turning it
over?

Once a bear has been legaly taken, why can't the taker use or
not us© any body parts the way they want? Including selling
stuff, leaving meat, or dancing around it with feathers on?

Again, thank you for letting me take part.

|

?M

ckIMvsM/

Dava S Diana Pauli
4235 Zaphyr Lana
Billinga, MT 59106

Dacambar 6, 1993

wildlifa Diviaion
Montana Dapartaant of
Fiah, Wildlifa k Parka
P.0. Box 200701
Halana, MT 59620-0701

Wa hava reviavad tha Novaabar 1993 draft EIS on aanagaaant of black
baara. Wa wara glad to aae MFWF'a raaponaibla dacision to not
conaidar tha baar hunting axpanaion altamativas (bait/hounda) for
furthar analyaia.

Our prafarrad final EIS format would ba tha taraination of apring
baar hunting and tha latar opening data for tha fall aaaaon. This
would protact tha baar population during two critical periods
(lactation and berry gorging).

Our secondary choica would ba Alternative #2 which would both
protect sow/cubs and eliminate the primary need for axpanaion of
ursina rehabilitation facilities.

Thank you for tha opportunity for input.

Sincerely,

~d>a/*C + Pauli
Dave and Diana Pauli
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United State*

Department of

Agriculture

Animal and

Plant Health

Intpection

Service

Animal Oamege P 0. Bo* 1938
Control Billing*. MT 59103

Conn: 406*65 1 -6464
FTS : 585-6464

December 6, 1993

measures (electric fencing) and by providing you with statistical

information. By providing them with education, apiarians will rely
more on preventive measures to resolve their black bear problems.

This approach would benefit the black bear population more than

limiting ADC's assistance to only those who use electrical fencing.

I believe viable populations of black bears can be maintained and

human conflicts can be kept to a minimum.

S incere ly

,

Don A. Childress
Administrator, Wildlife Division
Montana Department of Fish,

wildlife and Parks
P.O. Box 200701
Helena, MT 59620-0701

Dear Mr. Childress:

Thank you for giving USDA/ APHIS/Montana Animal Damage Control (ADC)

the opportunity to read and comment on the Montana Department of

Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) Draft EIS - "Management of Black

Bears in Montana."

In the DRAFT EIS, FWP acknowledges that it will supply preventive
control materials to apiarians suffering bear depredations. I

believe ADC personnel could assist FWP by encouraging apiarians to

use preventive control (electric fencing) . The following should be

given serious consideration if apiarians are encouraged to use
electric fencing or other proven preventive measures before a

problem bear can be lethally removed:

1) Designate a FWP official from each region to be
responsible for implementing the preventive program.

2) Guarantee that supplies of electric fencing and other
materials, including replacement components, are readily
available for individuals suffering bear losses.

3) Provide supplies and labor for a one-time installation
of electric fencing.

4) If problem bears are to be relocated:

a) Which agency is responsible for relocation?
b) Who determines relocation sites?
c) Who is liable for any additional damages caused by

relocated bears?

13-1

I believe our agencies are currently working together very well to
resolve bear damage complaints. I want to see this continue and am
offering our assistance by encouraging apiarians to use preventive

AWNI ^o—ctlnq Vnartow Agrtcurtuf

Larry Handeaard
State Director

Rodd Gall away
Jill Davies
14 Old Bull River Rd.

Noxon, Mt. 59853

Dec., 6, 1993

Don Childress
Wildlife Division
Mt. D.F.W.* P.

PO Box 200701
Helena, Mt. 59620-0701

Dear Don,

We have read the Draft EIS on management of black bear pop’s in

Montana and have a few comments. We congratulate you on your attempt

to place the viability of black bear populations above economic

considerations. As more and more people move into the state, the

spring bear hunt becomes leas and leas acceptable. Therefore we urge

you to select Alternative 2.

Thank you for making this opportunity for us to comment.

Sincerely*
v

C

Rodd (Callaway, Jill Davies

P.S. We also feel the chase season for mountain lions is

unacceptable

.
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Robert D. Stone
2430 Swan Highway
Bigforlc, MT 59911
December 2, 1993

Wildlife Diviaion
Montana Dept, of riah Wildlife and Parka
PO Boa 200701
Helena, MT 59620-0701

Dear Sirai

I wiah to comment on your Draft ZIS on Black Bear Management.
For a number of good reaaona I think you ahould atop apring bearhunting. The apecter of orphaned cubs atarving to death sickenshuntera and non-huntera alike, when it happened to three cubslast May in my neighborhood, it was small consolation to have oneof your employees aay that it was juat a young man who made amistake. Cuba are not always visible to hunters. A sow oftensenses danger and tends her cubs into hiding or up a tree beforethe hunter sees her. The adrenalin rush that accompanies a shot ata bear is similar to the celebrated 'buck fever' that causes somany hunters to screw up shots at trophy deer. As long as we arewilling to turn young, inexperienced hunters loose in the woods wena''“ 5° exPect irresponsible and unsportsmanlike behavior from acertain percentage of thee. An animal like a bear can bring outthe worst in someone who is hungry for a trophy.

??f£?r
,
f
bl* »P°rtsmen and people who dislike hunting havesoma things in coomon. Wa ail wish to minimizs cruelty. Bysetting up the conditions under which cruel incidents can occur,hunters are eventually put in the position of being attacked forbehavior that ia indefensible. There is a certain amount ofparanoia these days about a total ban on hunting, if these fears*** justified, those of us who wish to continue to hunt should be

?
u th® *,P*-Jt0 of our sport which we are not willingto defend. I am not willing to defend a spring bear season whichevery year makes it possible for newborn bears, which look likeevery kid s first toy, to suffer a lonely, lingering death.

1 am pleased to support your continued prohibition of the useof dogs and baiting of bears.

Sincerely,

Robert D. stone

p .S. If you ask your wardens, off the record, you will find someof them also oppose the spring bear hunt.
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221 East Alder St
Missoula, MT 59802
3 December 1993

Don Childress
wildlife Division
MT Dept of F,W,sp
Box 200701
Helena, MT 59620-0701

Dear Don,

Informat lve^trea talent o^hUc/b^r^" £ ° r * throuqh a "d
black bear hunting, my comments ca^ be

n

brlef
nt

’r

8sca ““* 1 °PPO*«
bear hunting a trophy soort W h

br
,* I consider black

hunters *u.i- bear M.^es. ^au ‘

“

lght *»«>•*•
hunters to carry th“, t n“ can only forc«
then is of course unknown. Even lf*thls ^re^ot

d ° Wlth lt
aspects of bear management are r i |c T ‘daccurately assessing bear populat 1 om te?i i r.1 ! ?

1££
i
cult ‘*« of

female., or distinguishing grUzlv CV* 1" £ro"
serious problems vlth no h... ff°"

blac * bears are all
Is to be continued, and I've no doubt°??’ iff

bl*clt bear hunting
hope that the spring hunt wtn bf ???.

fc

!
£11 ' 1 would «t lea.t

would help minimize all these problem
d ' ThlS °n* ea,ut«

Greg Paul
POB 1210
Sidney, MT

Comment on Spring Black Bear Hunting Season he read about In the

newspaper - he did not know about the EIS but we will add him to

the mailing list.

Against changing spring bear hunting. Considers it a tradition in

Montana and hae watched the concessions that have been given up

with the bison and grizzly (I did talk to him about what happened

with the grizzly season, federal government, etc.).

Lived in California for awhile and has seen whet happened there and

does not want the tradition of hunting in Montana changed in the

future.

He has hunted black bear for eight years and has only seen a total

of three grltsly bears - he feels hunting protects blond black

bears because people usually don't shoot them because they think

they are grizzlies.

There are enough restrictions now in place including road closuras,

not allowing dogs or baiting like in a lot of other states and

provinces. Mors sorious humtors art out tboir now toocouso of road

closures.

Hunters are spending a lot of money now hunting block bears. He

things he spends $500 - $1,000 eaah year.

sincerely.

Jerry Grubbs

&H8
December 7, 1993

Wildlife Division
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks
1420 East Sixth
Helena, MT 59620

To whom it may concern:

I would like to consent on the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Management of Black
Bears in Montana. I am submitting these comments on
behalf of the more than 1.8 million members and
constituents of The Humane Society of the United
States (HSUS), including 4,137 who reside in Montana.

The HSUS endorses Montana's commitment to preventing
human/bear conflicts and we support your proposal to
discourage lethal methods of solving black bear
conflicts with humans until non-lethal methods have
been utilized fully. The HSUS also appreciates every
effort that the Department of Fish, wildlife and Parks
(DFWP) has made to prevent illegal kills of black
bears in Montana. We feel it is important that
enforcement of prohibitions on the sale of bear parts
remain a central focus of bear management programs.

we also strongly support DFWP's proposal to tighten
the statutory definition of baiting, so as to allow
more effective prosecution of instances of this
unethical and destructive practice.

However, we do have some concerns regarding Montana's
management of black bears.

First, The HSUS strongly objects to spring season bear
hunting. Bears are particularly vulnerable during the
spring season as they emerge from hibernation. We are
also particularly concerned about the inhumane death
experienced by dependent cubs whose mothers may be
killed or from whoa they may become separated during a
spring hunting season.

The Humana Society of the United Stelae

2100 L Street. NW, Washington. DC 20037
(202) 452-1100 FAX (202) 778-6132

Montana Department of Fish, wildlife and Parks
December 7 , 1993
Page Two

Second, The HSUS believes that archery hunting is inhumane. Inmany studies of door hunting, the use of bows and arrows is
associated with significantly higher wounding rates than is
hunting with firearms. One such study, conducted by the Texas

h™1 Wildlife Department, ("Archery wounding loss in Texas,"
1987) indicates a 50 percent wounding rate of white-tailed deer
by archery hunters.

iscxtoi Bbobia (ana ouitr aocueencs
Department of Fish A Game, 1991, Final Environmental'Do^iii^t,
Tul* *2k hunting") that there are no modern studies of wounding

of black bears by archary hunters. In the absence of any data toshow that archery hunting of black bears is humane. The HSUS
feels that it is inappropriate for DFWP to simply dismiss humane
|r°

n
i;*

rn* hy professing ignorance. By permitting archery huntingDFWP appears to be more interested in increasing license sales
and hunter opportunity and satisfaction than managing wildlife
for the benefit of the wildlife itself.

FlniUy, ilia HSUS opposes the hunting of black bears in occupiedgrizzly bear range. It is the Department's responsibility to^n
^***J

thrwat* to gristly boars. Thoroforo, tho loss ofany members of this species due to hunting accidents is totallyunacceptable and, indeed, easily avoidable. The best way toensure that grizzly bears are not killed after being mistaken forblack bears is to prohibit the hunting of black bears in grizzlyDoar rang*

.

We appreciate this opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

UK
Allan T. Rutberg/'Ph.D.
Senior Scientist
wildlife and Habitat Protection

ATR:eab
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December 3, 1993

Dear Sirs:

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the State's Black Bear
Management Plan and commend you for your work.
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We agree with the majority of the steps outlined in Alternative 01,
especially steps requiring bee-keepers to be more pro-active with
fencing, the mandatory inspection and tagging of hides from
harvested bears, the separation of black bear tags from resident
combination licenses, the required use of meat, and better public
education. A reduction in season lengths is definitely a step in
the right direction, but we believe it does not go far enough in
protecting the adult female segment of the population. Our research
in the Cabinet Mountains and Yaak areas of Montana indicates that
even with a spring season ending date of May 15, the mortality rate
of bears associated with hunting is excessive (see enclosed draft).

Although black bear reproductive biology was discussed in the EIS,
we believe its importance can't be over-emphasized. Our research
and that of others in Montana indicates that black bear
reproductive rates are not significantly different from that of
grizzly bears, which are often viewed as the epitome of a slow
reproducing species. Ironically, female white-tailed deer are
currently offered greater protection from hunters than are female
black bears due to shorter season lengths. A better understanding
of black bear reproduction is necessary before harvest data can be
adequately interpreted.

The document mentions the importance of gathering sex and age data
from harvested bears and their use in assessing population health.
For instance, median ages above 6.5 years for females and 4.5 years
for males is assumed to be indicative of a healthy population.
While this may often be true, elevated ages may just as well be
indicative of poor recruitment of the younger age classes. For
example, the median age of females harvested in Region 5 for 1985-
1991 are the highest in the state, averaging 6.5 years or greater
4 out of 7 years (p.102 Table 3). However, this population has also
been identified as being overharvested and was placed under a quota
system in 1987 for that reaeon. Using another example, huckleberry
production was extremely poor in northwest Montana in 1992. As a
result, cub production was almost nonexistent in 1993, a year whan
we expected a birth pulse. In 1995 and 1996 when this cohort would
normally become most vulnerable to hunting, 2 and 3 year-old bears
will be largely absent from the harvest sample. The median age of

bears killed will Increase considerably, and there will be the
illusion the new management plan is working. In reality, the
population will have most likely declined. Millar (1990), Garshelis
(1990), and Caughley (1974) also warn of relying too heavily on
harvest data in assessing population status.

Another parameter that is monitored is the sex ratio of the harvest
sample. It is assumed that the sex ratio at birth is 50:50, and
that a preponderance of males in the harvest sample indicates that
females are being protected. Our research in northwest Montana
indicates that the sex of cubs at birth may be skewed toward males,
to the point that the harvest sample may be indicative of the sex
ratio at birth. Fifteen of 21 cubs we examined in the den with
their mothers were male and only 6 were female (P - 0.08) . While it
may be argued that our data only approaches statistical
significance, other researchers have reported similar results.
Insufficient sample sizes have thus far prevented any firm
conclusions on this question. It would be interesting to review
records from the Animal Shelter in Helena and examine the sex ratio
of orphaned cubs. Also, our data indicates there are higher levels
of illegal and unreported mortality among females than males. It is
important that thee* factors be considered when determining
acceptable levels of mortality. In the interim, we support
Beecham's recommendation (p. 24) that the harvest of females does
not exceed 35% rather than the Draft's recommendation of 40%.

On page 22 the document lists rationale for a September 15 opening
of the fall season. Peak vulnerability of adult and subadult
females are given as reasons. The subadult female harvest in Region
1 is given as an example. Review of Figures 9 and 11 on pages 89
and 90 in actuality offer contrary evidence. State and Region 1

mortality of adult females is shown to peak in lata May. Even early
May adult female mortality is greater than early September.
Although Region 1 subadult female mortality peaks in early
September, we do not understand why this fact should dictate
statewide management. Statewide subadult female mortality is higher
in early and lata May than in early September.

Page 16, Element "A" states the rationale for continuing spring and
fall hunting seasons was to keep black bear populations wary; to
minimize the incidence of bear depredations; and to minimize
human/bear conflicts. These sentiments are repeated on p. 57. No
evidence is presented on the level of conflicts currently
occurring, and no evidence is given on the level depredations would
be expected to increase in the absence of a spring hunting season.
Information addressing this rationale needs to be presented and
discussed. The depredations referred to on p. 19 occurred primarily
during August and September and usually involved either bees or
sheep.

Total research on black bears in Montana to date has been rather
disjointed and usually in conjunction with other studies. We
believe the state needs to take a more aggressive approach to black
bear research, especially in some of the more isolated habitats
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east of the Continental Divide which aren't
EIS. Greater emphasis needs to be placed on
of these populations and their use of drier
should be assigned full-time to conduct and
research, similar to what is currently being

even mentioned in the
the viability of some
habitats. A biologist
coordinate black bear
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In conclusion, we would like to reiterate that we believe mdfwp ismoving in the right direction with this EIS and applaud Tou foryour efforts. At th® same time, we would like to emphasize the needto more conservatively manage the harvest of adult females, and to



stress the need for additional, long-term research on black bear
reproduction and survival. Further, we recommend closing the spring
hunting season in at least several hunting districts on a trial
basis. Preferably these would be hunting districts for which
baseline information currently exists. These areas would be
monitored for increases in population numbers and/or depredation
complaints

.

Sincerely,

Tim Thier and Wayne Kasworm

475 Fish Hatchery Rd.
Libby, MT 59923
ph. 293-4162
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RICK RAMLER
540 MOCKINGBIRD RD
BELGRADE MT 59714

I'D LIKE TO SEE SPRING BEAR SEASON REMAIN OPEN AND UNCHANGED. I
ALSO FEEL RESPONSIBLITY FOR DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN BLACK AND
GRIZZLY BEARS IS THE HUNTERS AND I FEEL THAT THEY HAVE SHOW THEY
ARE ABLE TO DO THAT.

1
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DECEMBER 7, 19931054 Breckenr ldge
Helena, MT 59601
December 7, 1993

Mr. Don Childress
wildlife Division
Montana Dept of Fish, Wildlife and Parks
P.O. Box 200701
Helena, MT 59620-0701

Dear Mr. Childress:

The purpose of this letter is to express my opinions concerning
the management of black bear populations.

I have been employed at the FWP wild Animal Shelter in Helena for
the past nine summers, while working there I have cared for over
100 black bear cubs. Most of these cubs have been orphans of the
spring black bear hunt, we operate the shelter on a very tight
budget. I believe the budget is supposed to cover the time from
Memorial Day through Labor Day each year. We often begin
receiving bear cubs in April and feed them until the cold weather
sets in, usually in November. Since we don't have enough money
to pay employees out of th® three month period, many of our houri
are donated to care for the bears and other species that remain
at the shelter before June and after August.

I believe the best solution would be to eliminate the spring
black bear hunt. My position is not one of an anti-hunter.
Although I do not hunt, I understand the need for managing the
game animals of Montana. If this solution is not feasable I
would endorse the ideas expressed in the Draft EIS under New
Program Initiatives, item P. if the spring black bear hunt is
continued, I believe that it is reasonable to ask that sportsman
dollars be directed to the staffing and upgrading of the shelter
in order that we can care for orphaned cubs and prepare them to
be released during the winter months.

I appreciate your efforts in trying to find a solution to this
contraverslal issue.

MILLIE CARSON
POB 548
RED LODGE MT 59068

I THINK IT IS A GOOD IDEA TO SHORTEN THE SEASON. ELIMINATE SPRING
SEASON. ANY IDEAS OF HOW TO BAN THE SPRING SEASON? YOUR CATERING TO
THE GOOD OLE BOYS.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Hayas

850 SUGO AVENUE. SUITE 300. SILVER SPRING. MD 20910
Telephone: (301) 585-2591

FAX (301) 585-2595

Cleveland Amory

December 7, 1993

Wayne Pacelle

Wildlife Division
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks
P.O. Box 200701
Helena, MT 59620-0701

To whom It May Concern:
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rait the foHo«ing comments on the November 1993Environmental Impact Statement concerning "Management ofBlack Bears in Montana.” The Fund for Animals appreciates theopportunity to comment and appreciates all the hard work that wasinvested in formulating this Draft EIS.
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Bait, Hound Hunting of Bears Socially and Biologically Unacceptable

The Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks has cogently statedbk® Ca
?
e against hound and bait hunting in the Draft EIS

7
Theseunsporting, cruel, and biologically reckless hunting practicesshould remain illegal in Montana. Baiting and hound hunting arenot permitted for deer, elk, or pronghorn hunting Th.
9.™standards should apply for the killing of bears. We endorse theagency s views on this important facet of bear management.

Reputable public attitude surveys have been conducted in sixwestern states within the past 5 years. Each of these surveys

Th^ptblic^^incrd?
publlc °PPcaition to bait and hound hunting.The public -- including most true sportsmen -- simply considersthese methods to be unfair. There is little support for shooing

a bear with his head in a barrel of food or shooting a bear off a
tree branch at point-blank range.

The Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks also correctly
pointed out that the use of these hunting methods may violate the
Endangered Species Act prohibitions on the "taking" of qrizzlv
bears

.

Spring Bunting Places Lacteting Paaalaa and Thair Cubs At Risk

While The Fund support the Department of Fish, Wildlife and
Parks on its decision to oppose baiting and hounding, we oppose the
agency’s decision to support a spring black bear hunting season.
The Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks concedes that
hunters kill a substantial number of lactating female bears each
spring. The killing of lactating females is virtually guaranteed
by a spring season that runs from late May to mid-June. By June,
virtually all lactating female bears have emerged from their dens
and are thereby vulnerable to shooting mortality. If a lactating
female is shot, her cubs are doomed to die from starvation,
predation, or accident. The cubs do not have a reasonable chance
of surviving on their own until September 1 .

Given this information and a history of hunters shooting
lactating females in Montana, the state must rethink its
sanctioning of the spring hunting of black bears, in order to
protect females with lactating cubs.

In some states, wildlife professionals have expressed concern
over spring hunting. In New Mexico, biologists from the Department
of Fish and Game became so concerned about the biological impact of
spring bear hunting that they recommended in 1991 a termination of
the season. The Fish and Game Commission accepted the
recommendation, banning the season.

Internationally known bear researcher Charles Jonkel argues
that spring is the "toughest time of the year for bears" (Ursid
Research Center, Report No. 81). He points out:

--"they are concentrated on extremely small spring ranges, and
therefore are very vulnerable."

--"many of the bears are in poor condition after the long
winter sleep, and need time and security for feeding."

--"their breeding season and cub-rearing season is then."

with a fall hunting season option, it seems biologically reckless
to permit spring bear hunting, since bears are highly vulnerable
and in weakened condition and since entire family groups are at

2
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There are also social reasons why spring hunting should hodiscontinued. Within the last two years, spring black bear huntinghas been outlawed in two Western states, Utah and Colorado becauseof overriding public sentiment against the practice In Utah thestate' s Wildlife Board, citing public opinion and a need to

huntReason* 9 praCCice9
' ®nded ^s spring black bear

In Colorado, the Wildlife Commission discounted significantpublic opposition to spring bear hunting and voted to continue itsseason. In response, a coalition of more than 40 organizationsled by The Fund for Animals, succeeded in gathering 80.000signatures and had a measure placed on the November 3. 1992 aeneralelection ballot that would ban not only spring bear hunting butalso any use of bait and hounds to hunt bears. In spite ofunanimous opposition from the seven-member Wildlife Commission theNational Rif le Association, and 20 other hunting organizations, themeasure passed by an overwhelming margin, receiving 70 percent ofthe vote or well more than a million votes out of 1.5 million cast
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abiding interest in protecting grizzly bears (Ursus arctos
horribilis) from shooting. In 1991, we succeeded in gaining a U.S.
District Court order to close down Montana's grizzly bear hunts.

Short of an open season on them, grizzly bears face their most
significant threat of human-caused mortality from black bear
hunters, who often mistake grizzly bears for black bears. To avert
the future killing of grizzly bears to black bear hunters, the
state should immediately close all grizzly-occupied habitat in
Montana to black bear hunting, in spring and fall. This would
include all areas in the Northern Continental Divide Ecosystem
( NCDE ) , the Montana portion of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem
(GYE) , and the Montana portion of the Cabinet-Yaak Ecosystem.
Already, within the NCDE, black bear hunting is closed in Glacier
National Park. And within the GYE, black bear hunting in Montana
is already closed in Yellowstone National Park.

Within the Draft EIS, the authors repeatedly stated that black
bear hunting in grizzly-occupied habitat has no biological impact.
This statement is made without support. What's more, in recent
years, human-caused bear mortality has been extremely high,
approaching the 14-bear quota of human-caused mortality.

What's more, the Endangered Species Act does not allow for a

modest take of grizzly bear through incidental shooting during the
black bear hunting season. Any shootings of grizzlies caused as a

consequence of mistaken identity represent violations of the ESA
and should be considered excessive.

That the grizzly bear can be mistaken for a black bear is well
known. In a 1991 letter, Francis E. Petera, the director of the
Wyoming Game and Fish Department, referred to a hunter-killed
grizzly bear that "was mistakenly identified as a black bear even
by federal and state agency personnel."
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7°*“*' only 8i* states - -out of 28 states that permit blackbear hunting- -sanction a spring season: Alaska, Arizona, Idaho,Oregon, Montana, and Idaho. In Arizona, it is a severely limitedseason, and only one hunter succeeded in killing a bear duringArizona s spring season. Thus, for all practical purposes, onlyfive states have spring seasons. Montana should discontinue its
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Spring Black Bear Hunting May Lead to Mistaken Identity for Bears

The state of Montana knows that The Fund for Animals has an

3

Minutes from a 22 April 1992 meeting of the Yellowstone
Ecosystem Managers' Subcommittee refers to the need for "a training
video for the Grizzly Bear Reporting Task Force to use in educating
staff about bear identification ... to train observers in
distinguishing black and grizzly bears.*

During 198S and 1986, Wayne Kasworm of the Montana Department
of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks gave a bear identification test to
hunters and nonhunters in northwest Montana. Groups of people were
shown 17 pictures of bears and were asked: (1) What species of bear
is in the picture? and (2) If you were a black bear hunter in an
area with a closed season on grizzly bear, would you shoot this
animal? The first question was answered by 408 respondents with an
average of 4.9 misidentifications of the 17 pictures -- or 29
percent. The second question was answered by 178 respondents with
an average of 1.7 illegally killed grizzly bears -- or 10 percent.
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- an effort Co educat« big 9™° hunters1991, the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks issued

a detailed press release. As the release stated, "Grizzlies and
black bears can be confused if one is not familiar with the
distinguishing characteristics of each species. Even then
however, soma are difficult for all but the most knowledgeable and
experienced outdoorsmen to distinguish, and a few, at as little as
30 yards, can fool even the experts." (Emphasis added) . More than
10 paragraphs follow in an attempt to prepare the hunter for
shooting black bears but not shooting grizzlies. "Weather, light,
background color, distance from the animal, experience, level of
excitement -- all influence one's observations," the release said.
"Experienced bear hunters and biologists agree that there can be
overlap in the appearance of grizzly and black bears, and much
variability within individuals of each species."

The Wyoming Game and Fish Commission, in its Trophy Game
Regulations, provides small illustrations suggesting that hunters
look at the bear profile, face, and front track to distinguish
between the grizzlies and black bears.

With proper identification resting on such small
characteristics as the shape of the ears, head profile, claws on
the forelegs, and tracks, it is easy to understand why hunters,
biologists and enforcement officials have difficulty distinguishing
between the species.

A RSCOStD OF MISTAKEN- IDENTITY
KILLINGS OF GRIZZLIES

Data compiled by state agencies indicates numerous mistaken-
identity killings of grizzly bears. The Fund for Animals doubts
that mistaken-identity killings have always been systematically
recorded. For this reason, we have listed both the reported
mistaken-identity killings, and other grizzly killings that could
have been cases of mistaken identity by black bear hunters.

In addition, we believe that hunter reports of mistaken-
identity grizzly killings are under-reported for two reasons: ( 1 )

the fear of prosecution for killing a federally protected species;
and (2) the concern that other hunting and baiting will be
restricted if grizzly killings, even mistaken- identity shootings,
become known to federal officials.

NORTHERN CONTINENTAL DIVIDE ECOSYSTEM
(Recovery Plan Puts Total Orissly Population at 391 Mlnisun)

5/18/80 -- Grizzly bear, male, Deerlodge National Forest,
mistaken for black bear. N80-3.

5/30/80 -- Grizzly bear, female, Flathead National Forest,
mistaken for black bear. Had 2 cubs. N80-4.

11/3/80 -- Grizzly bear, male, at Monture Creek, mistaken
identification. N80-24.

8/24/81 -- Grizzly bear, male, at Seeley Lake, shot out of
season, thought black bear marauding. N81-2.
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-- Grizzly bear, male

,

black bear. N81-6
-- Grizzly bear, male,
black bear. N82-3
-- Grizzly bear, female
black bear. N83-1
-- Grizzly bear, female

,

black bear. N83-2
-- Grizzly bear, male.
black bear. N83-4
-- Grizzly bear, male

,

black bear. N83-5
-- Grizzly bear. male

,

black bear. N85-5
-- Grizzly bear, male.

Poison Oak, shoe over bait

Flathead National Forest,

Flathead National Forest,

on Montana private land,

Flathead National Forest,

Flathead National

Flathead National

Forest

,

Forest

,

9/21/81 -- Grizzly bear, male, at
and snare, poaching. N81-S

9/26/81
mistaken for

5/08/82
mistaken for

5/07/83
mistaken for

5/12/83
mistaken for

5/18/83
mistaken for

5/22/83
mistaken for

5/27/85
mistaken for

9/26/88 ,

mistaken for black bear.
9/28/88 -- Grizzly bear, female,

mistaken for black bear. N88-6.
5/15/89 -- Grizzly bear, male,

mistaken for black bear. 89NC-2.
Other Human -Caused Mortalities Of Orizalies

ch - w-i 2
1 Grizzly bear

' male, head of Dearborn RW, illegallyshot while hunting in camp. N81-9B y y

left
6

rl^
2m^GriZZll bear ' malS

' Whale Creek
' ^legally shot andleft, claws gone, poaching. N82-4.

illeosnv
4
{hi- ?

ri“ly bear
' ma le ' Flathead National Forest,illegally shot, no hunter tag, poaching. N82-11.

i"
Gfi“ly bear

- male, Blackfoot Indian Reservation,determined illegal deliberate. N84-4.

N88-5

.

on Montana private land.

National Forest,Flathead

Flathead

Flathead

National

National

Forest

,

Forest

,

9/22/84 -- Grizzly bear.‘'rriV."”*' female, five miles out of Choteau,determined illegal deliberate, poaching. N84-6.
10/21/84 -- Grizzly bear, male, Nyack Flats, illegally shotby hunter day after season, poaching. N84-18.

hv h-i

5 Grizzly bear
' ^em^le, Milldred Moran' s woods, shotby bird hunter, claim of self-defense. N85-14

bv hiH wf 5 '*
?
rizzly bear

’ male ' Milldred Moran's woods, shotby bird hunter, claim of self-defense. N8 S- 1 S.

R<>„ March-April 1986 -- Grizzly bear, female, FlatheadRe8e
^a“S

n^? e^ed iUega1
' possibly people involved.

p
Ma

5
°h-April 1986 -- Grizzly bear, female, FlatheadReservation, determined illegal, possibly people involved.

1886 V Grlzzly bear
- female, Two Medicinedetermined illegal, collar found with bullet hole

6
{
23 ' 86 ’’ prizzly bear, male, Flathead

determined illegal, collar found cut off

Indian

Indian

River,

National Forest,

illegal ^

1

buJ^ei" wenm^/^
^™

a 3 ® ^leekleaf Game Range, possible

deter^inedl^Lgal^conL^nd'cut^ff
31108110"6 N3ti °nal F°re3t '

10/1/87 -- Grizzly bear, female, Blackfoot Indian Reservation,

determined illegal, possibly people involved.
Fall 1987 -- Grizzly bear, male, Lewis and Clark National

Forest, possibly illegal.
5/13/88 -- Grizzly bear, female, White River, determined

illegal poacher kill, had two yearlings. N88-1.
5/25/89 -- Grizzly bear, male, Flathead National Forest

illegal poaching. 89NC-3.
July 1989 -- Grizzly bear, female, Blackfoot Indian

Reservation, determined illegal, radio collar cut off. 89NC-5.
September 1989 -- Grizzly bear, male, Flathead National

Forest, determined illegal, radio collar cut off. 89NC-8.
10/1/89 -- Grizzly bear, female, Flathead National Forest

determined illegal. 89NC-11.
6/5/90 -- Grizzly bear, male, Blackfoot Indian Reservation,

bear shot after walking past private residence, poaching. N90-05.

GREATER YELLOWSTONE ECOSYSTEM
(Recovery' Plan Puts Total Orizzly Population at 171 Minimum)

5/26/64 -- Grizzly bear, male, Shoshone National Forest
mistaken for black bear. Y64-02.

September 1973 -- Grizzly bear, male, Shoshone National
Forest, thought to be mistaken for black bear, a very brown
grizzly. Y73-11.

10/1/74 -- Grizzly bear, female, Bridger-Teton National
Forest, thought to be mistaken identification. Y74-11.

10/1/74 -- Grizzly bear, cub of above female, killed in
Bridger-Teton National Forest. Y74-12.

September 1976 -- Grizzly bear, male, RMP, WY, mistaken for
black bear. Y76-05.

9/16/80 -- Grizzly bear, male, Bridger-Teton National Forest,
mistaken for black bear. Y80-7.

9/23/81 -- Grizzly bear, male, Gallatin National Forest,
mistaken for black bear. Y81-06.

5/29/82 -- Grizzly bear, male, Shoshone National Forest, shot
over black bear bait. Y82-02.

6/09/82 -- Grizzly bear, male, Shoshone National Forest, shot
over black bear bait. Y82-03.

6/09/82 -- Grizzly bear, female, Shoshone National Forest,
shot over black bear bait. Y82-04.

6/09/82 -- Grizzly bear, male, Shoshone National Forest, shot
over black bear bait. Y82-05.

5/31/85 -- Grizzly bear, female, Bridger-Teton National
Forest, mistaken for black bear over bait. Y85-01.

9/10/85 -- Grizzly bear, male, Bridger-Teton National Forest,
mistaken for black bear. Y85-13.

9/25/86 -- Grizzly bear, male, Gallatin National Forest,
mistaken for black bear. Y86-06.

Other Bfuaam- Caused Mortalltlse Of Orisslies
9/28/62 -- Grizzly bear, sex unknown, Gallatin National

Forest, closed area, possibly people involved. Y62-12.
5/04/66 -- Grizzly bear, sex unknown, Yellowstone National

Park, found wounded at dump and killed. Y66-02.
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10/10/82 -- Grizzly bear, sex unknown, Sridger-Teton National
Forest, illegally shot near dead horse. Y82-14.

10/17/82 -- Grizzly bear, male, Bridger -Teton National Forest,
illegally shot, feet missing. Y82-16.

September 1984 -- Grizzly bear, female, Gallatin National
Forest, determined illegal. Y84-08.

10/16/84 -- Grizzly bear, male, Targhee National Forest,
illegally shot. Y84-09.

11/11/84 -- Grizzly bear, female, Targhee National Forest,
illegally shot, died in winter den, two cubs. Y84-11.

8/15/85 -- Grizzly bear, female, Bridger-Teton National
Forest, illegally shot. Y8S-11.

Fall 1986 -- Grizzly bear, female, Shoshone National Forest,
determined illegal. Y86-11.

10/24/87 -- Grizzly bear, female, Bridger-Teton National
Forest, possible illegal. Y87-03.

10/11/88 -- Grizzly bear, male, Bridger-Teton National Forest,

illegal hunter kill.
Spring 1989 -- Grizzly bear, male, Gallatin National Forest,

illegally shot. 89Y-1.
9/12/90 -- Grizzly bear, female, Bridger-Teton National

Forest, illegal hunter kill, claim of self-defense.
9/14/90 -- Grizzly bear, male, Bridger-Teton National Forest,

illegal hunter kill, claim of self-defense.
9/15/90 -- Grizzly bear, female, Gallatin National Forest,

illegal hunter kill.
9/22/90 -- Grizzly bear, female, Bridger-Teton National

Forest, determined illegal, collar cut off.
10/9/90 -- Grizzly bear, female, Shoshone National Forest,

illegal hunter kill, claim of self-defense.
10/10/91 -- Grizzly bear, sex unknown. Grouse Mountain, elk

hunter shot and hit grizzly in self-defense.

CABINST-YAAK KCOSYSTSM
(Recovery Plan Puts Total Grizzly Population at 15-20 Minimum)

1972 -- Grizzly bear, subadult, killed at Rock Creek, Cabinet -

Yaak area, mistaken for black bear.
Othar Human-Caused Mortalities Of Grizzlies

October 1987 -- Grizzly bear, female cub, killed at Flattail
Creek, KNF, mistaken for elk, hunter acquitted.

The CYE population of grizzly bears is so small that the death
of even one grizzly bear can be disastrous to the recovery effort.
The Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan states that "management should
strive to prevent all human-caused mortality" in these ecosystems.
Protection for the black bear in these ecosystems would be a wise
step toward this goal

.

From 1983 to 1987, Mr. Kasworm and Steven T. Knick of the
Idaho Department of Fish and Game, studied grizzly bear populations
in the Selkirk Mountains and in the Cabinet -Yaak Mountains and
published "Shooting Mortality In Small Populations of Grizzly

11

Bears." They noted chat of 19 grizzly bears radio-mi l k.them at least five were shot, one in defense of human life
V

Another was believed to have been killed by hunters. Allone of the shootings occurred during a hunting season And
P
agrizzly cub, not radio-collared, was mistaken for an elk andshot and killed. They call such low survival "alarminq" andsuggest that shooting mortality "is of primary and immediateconcern for the recovery of these populations." They did not statethat these illegal shootings of grizzly bears „ere cases ofmistaken identity, but their study illustrates the threat thathunters pose for grizzlies.

Because the populations of grizzlies are larqer in theNorthern Continental Divide and Yellowstone Ecosystems theRecovery Plan notes that some human-caused mortalities can besustained. However, fewer human-caused mortalities "would likelvresult in population increase .

" Since recovery is the goal human-
th

USC
hi

m°5 Cau
lty 3hould be reduced as much as possible. Protectingthe black bear in grizzly habitat would inevitably lead toincreases in the grizzly populations.

Numerous human-caused grizzly mortalities occur on NationalForests, and the risk that black bear hunters pose to grizzly bearsis well known to the United States Forest Service.

0n April 4, 1989, Forest Supervisor Barry Davis, ShoshoneNational Forest, wrote to Ron Starkey, USFS, refers to "a concernby some Shoshone National Forest and local Wyoming Game and Fish
?»,

3
ir

el
f
about

,

Che possibility of grizzly bear mortalities"resulting from large open areas from last years fires with earlvgreen-up and high visibility; grizzlies rubbing on blackened treesand appearing more like black bears; a known concentration ofdenning grizzlies in the North Fork Shoshone River and adjacentareas; a possibility of grizzly bears being concentrated in theseareas in spring and early summer and a probability of increased

public
9

"
pre8aure by Cha outfitted and non-outf itted hunting

Ja
„
n ' 17 ' 1992 ' Forest Supervisor Joel D. Holtrop, FlatheadFore9

n
t - 3«nt Jasper Carlton, of the Biodiversity LegalFoundation, a Decision Notice and Finding of No Significant Impact

?
r
3l.

tlm
^i

r
rh

ale
h
at^lathead ^ti0nal F°r8Bt which^iHS a£ pa£IV 35. Although all seasonal habitat are important to qrizzlvears, the spring habitats are probably most important. This isdue to the fact that only low elevation habitats are available to

thJ nre^kd'h0 p2
st dennin9 period for foraging. This increases

a ris^of mort
y
al°4

co
f
mlng dnto =onbact with humans, which createsa risk of mortality for the grizzly bear. This is particularly

huntarfl
6
;

considering that the spring black bear season encourages
• Ve

!
k OUt bear°- Thl “ aituation creates a need to insure

howevlr thev
ea

ate
ar* pr°vided 8«curity during other seasons also,however, they are not as environmentally restricted to any

tontinvtdi

the^pring
®levation zone during summer and fall as they are during

Forest
8

. m
NdveBlb« l"* Draft EIS for another Flathead NationalForest timber sale it was stated at page IV-24- "Based on theprediction that bears use the Flat Cre^k basin primarily as T

people “??e 'f
and the

.

fact
u
Chat spring black bea/ hunting draws

e!=?er
£l

,f
ea;™s lnt° the area

' this road would provideeasier access by humans into a grizzly bear high probability usearea, increasing the risk of mortality." And at page IV-26: "With

tra'?h
ai

d
abl

d
1,:

£
° f r°?d 2851 C ° motori2ed use the South Creek

ufe to
d and th

v,
avaldablllty of the other roads to nonmotorizeduse for spring black bear season, the risk of mortality to thegrizzly ^bear would be higher than it is currently." And at page

\
‘ ‘ Additional heavy timber harvesting that also

f®?
almost six new miles of road increases the risk of

hunting
t

season
n

”

ntlally ' e9pecially during the spring black bear

snonifo D
bS

i

F:i
:

aCf
}
ead National Forest Endangered and ThreatenedSpecies Biological Assessment for the Lost Silver Timber Sale atpag®, 5

1
"These actions will reduce potential grizzly bearmortality risks associated with spring and fall bear hunting."

uh>
th

B'
Fla

!
he

?
d National Forest Biological Assessment for theRed White Pine Timber Sale at page 12; "During the past 19 years,the major cause of mortality to grizzly bears in the project area

heln
b
T,

llle9a l 3b°otings (by hunters). Three grizzlies have
of ?47 fl

le9aUy k
t
11®d

}n the Project area since 1972; in the spring
?qdi

978 °na Wa
,

s
.|
cllled in McGinnis Creek drainage, in the fall of

snrtn^
ne

f
ed ln the Kimmerly Creek drainage, and in thespring of 1989 one was killed in Canyon Creek (MDFWP data) .

"

Tmr, = ^J
n
05

h* Flathead National Forest Jim Fatty Draft EnvironmentalImpact Statement at page 14: "Road impacts have been the result ofat least one grizzly bear mortality in the Cedar Creek-Fatty Creeka
f
e
?««

e^ a
a
gri“ ly wa

,

s Ulegally shot to death near a road in May
K1 _ .

An<^* Mortality risks are recognized during the sprinqblack bear season and during the general big game hunting season.*

.

Th® information presented above demonstrates that to sanction* b®ar anting in grizzly-occupied habitat is, for all
P^fP08® 0 ' to sanction grizzly bear hunting. To protectfederally threatened species, the state has a duty to act andhalt these preventable tragedies.

Summary

wildT^i0 attitUdea 320 raPidly Changing. People want to see
Tnwiifv k

“

protectad. That is evident by the dramatic changes
.
bear management sweeping through western states. In fact,yet another ballot initiative -- in Oregon, in this case -- has 164

been launched in a western state to protect bears. Common citizens
do not want to see abusive bear hunting practices sanctioned by
state wildlife agencies.

In the Draft EIS, it is unfortunate that the Department of
Fish, Wildlife and Parks has chosen to accept the status quo,
rather than to take the lead in formulating a truly progressive
bear management plan. The continuing tolerance for a spring bear
hunting season is disappointing to say the least. And the absence
of even an alternative that calls for the end of black bear hunting
in grizzly-occupied habitat suggests that the agency is not willing
to confront the tough issues.

There is no compelling biological reason to hunt black bears
in spring and in grizzly-occupied habitat. Hunters still would
have an opportunity to kill bears, in the habitat that is
uninhabited by grizzlies and in the fall, when cubs are no longer
entirely dependent on their mothers for survival.

I urge the Commission to outlaw spring black bear hunting and
any black bear hunting in grizzly-occupied habitat . We sincerely
hope that this issue need not be elevated to the state legislature
or to the voters of Montana.

Thank you for your attention to this important matter. If you
have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely yours,

/llyw_£LdJ

Wayne Pacelle
National Director
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Greater Yellowstone Coalition
December 7, 1993

Mr. Don Childress, Administrator
Wildlife Division

Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks
P O Box 200701

Helena, MT 59620-0701

Dear Mr Childress:
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Thank you for sending us the Montana Dept, of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks (MDFWP)
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on the management of black bear

populations in Montana. We support hunting in Montana, and much of our work
on habitat and species conservation result* in improved hunter opportunities, yet

we only support hunting to the extent it is consistent with maintaining viable and
healthy wildlife population*. Because of many unanswered questions regarding the

status and trends of black bear habitat and populations, and because of some
indications that black bear populations in Montana may be in decline (see Figures 1

and 2, Appendix 2: Hunter Success vs. Hunter Effort), we are opposed to a number
of elements in the preferred alternative. We have organized our comments into

various categories that follow.

#r Uftriyab<Ajr cftl4i r\i shor

"Sen/" a tojOoi Atf D&oc-is G'l /-}/>

Sana and Trends of Black Beer Habitat and Populations in Montana vs.

Proposed Hunting Targets

We have concerns that MDFWP is issuing black bear hunting permits at all, given
the steadily increasing pressure on their habitat, and the limited information on
trends of either black bear habitat or populations.

We are concerned that the hunting targets contained in Element M are not adequate
to ensure that black bears will not be killed at excessive levels. Whereas the targets

"a)" (no more than 40% of the bears killed be females) and "b)“ (sets median age
minimums of male (45) and female (6.5) bears killed) have some basis in the

scientific literatures, it is inappropriate to compare them to annual sampling size*.

Bear mortalitiesfluctuate significantly year-to-year due to changing environmental
condition* and other factors. Because one year in three may be consistent with
targets a) and b) is no guarantee that there is not a problem with the level of

mortality. Ensteeck to ensure an adequate sampling size, the percentage at female*
killed and median ages at males and femalre should be determined using data
totalled from three consecutive years, and then compared to the targets. In addition.

Provision C must be reworded so that based on the above method, if harvest
composition does not comply with a) b) (not "and"), management changee will be
made accordingly (not "all data— will be considered to determine if management
changes are necessary." These two criteria are the best indicators at whether or not
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bla^bear has been banned in all but six of the twenty-eight states(including Montana) that permit black bear hunting.

We are disappointed that the two alternatives that include banning and restrictingthe sprrng hunt did not include many important provisions of the preferred
alternative, even though these provisions were unrelated to the spring hunt.

tf spring bear hunting must continue, we recommend the following minimum
actions. (1) establish a quota as proposed in Alternative 3; (2) end the season by May
l^L

300^5
^;,

DEB reveak that the ,oear3 "e most vulnerable duringthe
7

ast two weeks of May, and since females with cubs will typically leave the den laterm Spring, they too are most vulnerable in late May; and (3) prohibit spring bearhunting in grizzly bear habitat
r r a

SlMk Bear Hunting in Cifezlv Bear Habitat
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"* 3i8niflcailt and there is no good reason to suggest thatdte Wteen recorded to Montana since the grizzly was listed in 1975 are not

sfgruficant For example, six grizzly bear mortalities in ten years at the Lake/BridgeBay Development site in Yellowstone Park were deemed signifLant enough to
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warrant an toadental take" permit from the U.S. Fish and V^fe Service! It Is

to3H5 JS25*
°f bkck^ “ grizzly be^ habitat was not

Otto..Comments
We are pleased with several provisions in the preferred alternative.

^support the issuing at a separate license for black bears (Element O), as this will*• hur'^gpressure on the population, particularly by reducing incidental
“ 1648 hk^y to discriminate betiveTyecies, «» whether the bear is a female with cubs. It will also better determine the

*** hUnl' c°*l«ted from tSTpS^,^-^ .IQ he»P the negative effeJTL hunt andto fund Important research in priority areas across the state.

°penln8 date fof *• Pan 3eaaoa (Element D for the reasonsdescribed in the DEIS, but are concerned that in many areas of the state, the season

aJ"
11®

2

Ct°ber h Rou8wy one-third of the female population
ye"ltag8 hy fall and are vulnerable to hunters. Thtete

particulariy true m areas where the whiteberk pine crop is an important fall foodsource, to years what it is not abundant and bears are forced to forage for food in
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more accessible areas. For similar reasons we advocate that any spring hunt season

end no later than May 15 (see above).

Please consider my thoughts for the Final EI3 on mar.aaement of
black bears in Montana.

NO SPRING BEAR HUNTl

Because of the unethical nature of using bait and hounds to hunt bears, and

especially because of the associated mortality risk to grizzly bears, we strongly

support the continued ban of these practices in the preferred alternative. For the

same reasons, we support the two elements (W and X) that seek to provide clearer

direction to aid in defining and enforcing this ban.

You can't "actively promote hunter ethics" and host a sprins bear
hunt without contradicting yourselves.

orphaned cobs- overf lowing shelter!!
vulnerable bears
soft soil during spring moisture, damaae from vehicles

We support Elements F, R, S, and T to help prevent the conditioning and

subsequent killing of depredating bears. The use of aversive conditioning (ie. the

use of rubber bullets) should be promoted, since it has been effective when used in

conjunction with measures to clean up the attractant. Also toward this end

Elements X and I should be rewritten to require beekeepers and other agricultural

operators to employ all possible non-lethal strategies prior to chasing or killing

depredating bears. We strongly support all efforts by MDFWP to change the existing

direction to destroy black bears that attack beeyards and consume bees. Perhaps most

important to preventing the habituation and food conditioning of bears is to embark

upon a stepped-up, state-wide public education effort

We support and encourage continued efforts to install bear-proof dumpsters to

reduce the habituation of both black and grizzly bears to human food and garbage,

and reduce unwanted bear/human conflicts (Element n).

Thank you again for soliciting our input on this important issue. We hope you will

take the time to consider these comments carefully, and we look forward to your

response. Please do not hesitate to call for any further information or clarification

on our position.

cc Dale Harms, Field Supervisor, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

1

Why not terminate the sprine hunt AND shorten the fall season if
the change in dates protect more female bears?

Continuation of the spring bear hunt will cause a risintr anti-huntine
public sentiment.

NO BEAR HUNTING in GRIZ HABITAf

Despite educational efforts the endangered grizzly bear still
gets shot by accident.

I don’t believe your population studies are aourate. Poaching for
bear parts is big business and a very serious threat to the future
of black and grizzly bear.

TERMINATE ALL BEAR HUNTUNG

and boosting poaching enforcement is the best idea. Bears do not
need to be hunted in order to have public support to protect habitat.
Continue education to lessen human/bear conflicts and insist on
electric fences for bee keepers.

I support habitat protection efforts for bears and do not hunt bears.

Pleas® keep me posted on manaeement plans for bears and send me

the Final EIS.
Sincerely,

Becky Tipler

?o BdX

CA*rfed*,

rfyaa.

November 18, 1993

Mmttmtg, Dep&nmssd of Fish, Wildlife & Parks

PO Box 200701

Hdeaa, MI 39602-0701

KC 09 fggj)

Re: Bear .Htomg RfigwlmkHas

We support your abenutive number 2. We advocate dimmstwg the spring bear hum and that bear meat
'lovember 30. 1993 stoald raft be waged, (as well aa maamam \im meat).

Graham Tavlor. Reaional Manaae-'
!p ish. Wildlife and Parks
1420 East Sixth Avenue
Helena. MT 59620

I
Dear Mr. Tavlor.

This letter is written in resoonse to an AP article aDoearino in the
Bozeman Dailv Chronicle, dated November 28. 1993 concernino the oossibilitv
of chanoinq the present black bear regulations.

The graphs o© pagp 88 shsm hunter succs» la down in spits of hunter effort going up, which bean out our

personal obesrvstkaa that black bssrs are becoming scarce even id the NW corner of the sate. We are

a I** of the njrinkm that fltii hnnring should be delayed until after the peak huckleberry ****•*"

(alternative IX fit feast until the Usdc bear population shows a healthy iocrcue.

We ftsrthermose oppose amfldal grizzly bear implantation.

Thank you fcff liagning

As a Montana resident I am recuestina that the Deot . of FWP does not change
the present black bear regulation including season dates. Mv request is
based on the following: during the 1993 hunting season, I hunted private
land. Forest Service land, and Wilderness lands and saw more black bear
sign than I have in anv of the last 10 vears. The areas I hunted in sw
Montana have a healthv black bear population. It is obvious that the
current management practices are verv effective.

Secondly; if there is an area in Montana where the black bear copulation
is not what the area could sustain, why chana# the whole state's seasons
and thereby affecting areas where the black bear population is thriving?

Thirdly, should vour department's studv deem it necessary to adjust seasons,
3o not shorten the fall season on the front of the season. I disaaree with
the article's comments that the female black bear is more vulnerable during
this period of time.

If the annual black bear harvest includes a percentage of female black bears
that should not have been harvested, ( ie with cubs) than mavbe more attention
needs to be paid to enforcement of game violations.

Again please do not change the current black bear reaulations or seasons,
oarticularlv the beginning of the fall season.

1

Kirk D. Keller
p -0. Box 1036
Three Forks. MT 59752

'7rd>^/- ^ /u77r

/w2 Mr-
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December 7. 1993 ok oa

Wildlife Division
Montana Department of Fish. Wildlife & Parks
P.O Box 200701
Helena. MT 50620-0701

RE: comments of Draft EIS - Management of Black Bears In MT
As the deadline for submitting comments on the DEIS for black bearmanagement rapidly approaches, and my time Is scarce. I realize I mustkeep my comments to a minimum. My greatest Interests and concerns are
listed below.

L 1 support the elimination of spring black bear season In its entirety.
There Is strong evidence that spring bear season Is detrimentally affecting
the population and that the current population Is on a downward trend.

2. I support the closure of key and specific grissly bear areas to all
bear hunting. There are certain ecosystems (such as the Cabinet-Yaak) orparts of grizzly bear recovery areas that harbor especially vulnerable grizzly
populations. Accidental shooting and mortality of female grizzlies In these

subpopulations has profound ramifications... (the tenn extinctioncomes to mind). I feel. In the Interest of preservation and recovery of athreatened species. FWP needs to take, a perhaps politically undesirable

SntiTthn^ *?,

Cl
°|
SLSp

t,
CliiC ar

f
aS t0 black bear 311(1 Perhaps all game huntingunbl ^°se local grizzly populations can stand the Incidental and accidental > tmortality associated with hunting season. The types of areas I advocate Q I «» I

closing are specific In nature... a drainage where grizzlies or a grizzly Is
» i I

^n°^t,
to
h
°CCUPy dmSg hu

?
tog 3eason.

8
an areaShmto®

SrFTatttdTcr./Fladron Mt’cft^nu^e^iort^of^lb^!*
6 °f^ *

support the use and Increase of license fees for this purpose.

1.J
*®p*r>tlon ot b«*r tag from the general i fe-ithis would help separate the serious Informed black bear hunters from those

£ 8
'Tf?

*" bl3c
w
k bear 'denuflcatlon. Additionally. this stSmSon

lncome^rom^n»fs^e°s
f and could resul‘ *" “><«

Thank you for the opportunity to provide my comments.

Sincerely. .

d id/yJ
~f~
a***T*i—

Usa Falrman
529 S. Rodney
Helena. MT 59601

*c os

MX
Dec. 7. 1993

Mr. Don Childress

Wildlife Division

MDFWP
P.O. Box 200701

Helena, MT 59620-0701

Dear Mr. Childress:

a
n
c^

0
bm^bonTel^3 not covered

in one Alternative.

L
W
gS^t

t

be«mJXtemov^d
r

from Jh^^r^^S^to^Ju^'element
O)
8* believe that a great percentage of bears shot by bolder* °^» bcense are

Idiied by hunters who are not actively seeking to shoot a bear K^ <£*^
ob

1

we ii i have a tag, why not'' hunter. Let * save the resource for people who really

want to shoot abear. \ always buy a Sportsman's License,

quandry over why a bear tag is included. I would prefer a Sportsman s License

that offered deer, elk. fish and birds without including bear.

Again, thank you for this chance to respond. I applaud the Department's interest

in turning the black bear population trend upward.

Sincerely,

Ca 1

Steve Gilbert

721 Second
Helena, MT 59601
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1380 West Nine Mile RoadHuson, MT 598116
December 5, 1993

Wildlife Division
Montana Dept, of
P- 0 . Box 200701
Helena, MT 59620-0701
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November 27, 1993

Wi ldlife Division
Montana Dept, of Fish Wildlife & Parks

P.0. Box 200701
Helena, Montana 596201-0701

Re: BLACK BEAR DRAFT EIS

Dear Mr. Childress,

After being in attendance at the public comment hearing
which was held at the Outlaw Inn on the 17th of November, I feel

compelled to voice my opinion with regards to the current issue

on the management of the black bear.
I would also like to point out that I am a user of the back-

country and the wilderness and have been involved with the Grizzly
Bear issue also.

The meeting began with some direct inquiries pertaining to the

number of known black bears within the Montana region and what has

prompted this proposed action of "management"? Much to my chagrin,
NO ONE within your staff of representatives could even offer an

"estimated guess" as to the population of the black bear in Montanal

Additionally, it was then pointed out that a great deal "of pressure,

not threats, by the environmentalists, had a major role in this study

and subsequent issue being implemented". In direct response to the

aforementioned, if you are not even aware of the number
(
population

)

of the existing black bears, how do you know there is a problem with

their diminishing existance? And secondly, why is a handful of

environmentalists so effective with their efforts for management and

control and the masses of hunters, hikers, and back-country users
opinions so minimized? This is in essence, the same scenario as the

issue with the Grizzly Bear population.
As the meeting progressed, there were numerous "errors" brought

to the attention of the spokesperson. Admittedly, there was a

combination of typographical error, human error, contradictory
comparisons, and statistics within the draft. When an inquiry was

made as to the availability of the "corrected draft" for the public
to view and or comment on, we were advised that there would be no

such allowance!
Utilizing the draft EIS as it was proposed, I feel that it was

very poorly prepared and that the general public is not being properly
advised to the facts and statistics as they are documented. Of the
five proposed "solutions" to the black bear management, I strongly
support Alternative #5- NO ACTION! And furthermore, I feel that until
an accurate accounting of the bears and the mortality rate of same
is current, that this taxpayer's dollars could well be spent on
other issues, that actually need MANAGEMENT!

^ncerely.C

/Jinny Curtiss

cc/-4&. /t/usrtflcy

OFT 06 69m
Box 26

Neihart, MT 59465
December 4, 1993

Wildlife Division
Montana Dept, of Fish, wildlife & Parks
P. 0. Box 200701
ilelena, MT 59620-0701

Gentlemen: Re: black bear management

I believe the department should consider adding a form of
this suggestion to their regulations:

"It shall be illegal at any time of the year to
attempt to kill anything within about 300 yds.
of any garbage dumsters."

This would include firearms or bow and arrow, etc. hunters.
I've seen too many "so-called hunters" sitting 50 or 100 yards
in their car waiting for 3ome luckless bear to come down. Any
way you put this isn't it bear baiting?

Naturally, Department management would be an exception.

Very truly yours,

C-G. L. Bdurke
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Poe is

3

ty>\cU*, 5 9367

Wildlife Division
^'•ritana Dept. '

j

f Fish, w i i i I i f e a n • j F a _>

H e i n a , Montana 59620-070

1

SUBJECT; BLACK BEAR EIS

Division Personnel

,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this EIS.
^My p reference to this decision is the Alternative 0^

(no action). A number of the 31 elements under the Proposed'**
Action could still be done/ i rnp I emen ted by the FWP through 1

management decisions.
My next preference is Alternative 03 (Sprinq Hunt i nq

Peculated by Quotas). I do not aqree with some of the
elements with this Alternative see below explanation
labeled "elements disagreed with".

ack Bear £13 C f.mer 1 5

£nc •• -r a 3* , •••ur : ; . = on to . c u s on the.r
fej.tab ty. e element ' Z" Pr.Juce an annual
st an Jar .

3

.ted •. tatew je .-sport a. 1 analysis of tack bear
management data, t . o c u-e .... s an i cp-.-r t a t step w.th

The i ? •: . s
1 on s :•< pr ; o 5 a I s s ur r ; jn 3 i nq t

w e wildlife s s ue s

are be ' q examined c o.^er and closer-. The or • s a : s need to
be made .n we estaol.sned facts/data. Lnt.l they have
been established, p r . p -• s a i should net t e male a v. a i

‘ a b l e to

Example: ( p . ) i und e»- letter M )

...hears are p a r t i c j : a r
! y I o n q - I i v e d . . . o n I y every third

-.ear. p o p u I a t . o n changes can be d . f f i c u I t to detect in less-
than a scan of several , ears. Year-to-year variation in

harvest may simply reflect variation in availability of fc

preferred bear foods, weather patterns, and other factors, fc

rather t r. a n real c n a n q e s i n population trend."

and ( p . 4 o ) (under Assessment of population status a n

d

trend)
"There is no cookbook approach to black bear management.
Garshelis maintains... management is as much an art as it is
a science. He recommends ...."

Pirst, I would like to express that the Holy Bible states;
(Genesis 1 ; 27-28, So God created man ... and God said to
them, "Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and
subdue it and have dominion over the fish of the sea and
over the birds of the air and over every livinq thinqs that
moves upon the earth."
I don t think that God wanted us to make all species

did not want the livinq thinqs to have
n over humans. A number of proposals in the
sure have had a focus on the livinq thinqs

umans. Many cominq from our Wildlife

(couqars, qnzzly bears, state access, etc.)

Also, one of your manaqement qoals is to maintain our
commitment to improve landowner and sportsperson relations.
Please concentration on thie qoal, the emphasis is really
needed with the current pressures on these individuals.

The reason for this EIS doesn't based it purpose on any
concrete or stable information. The above statement leaves
the information as theories, opinions, lukewarm, not
credible.

elements disaqroed with"

ent I i nc or Dor ated--pq . 32

c dtfrur bnkeepers. . .

Increase emphasis... for nuisance bear.... •

FWP will encouraqe ADC to assist on I v ...
Explain the hazards of the hives located in the area of

known Black Bear Hab i tat /F i nd i nqs information exposure.
Provide the supplies and assistance (proved

installation assistance by personnel) to the beekeepers so
the number of nuisance bears would be reduced.
Requirinq the preventive measures will not work. Free
supplies and services in installation (that will work for
their access and manaqinq) will assist considerably.

"elements disagreed with... (continued)
Paqe

">' Ad-.ri2
p
f

,:,

M
te ,c,rjd hunter ethi ” ••••

T _‘“.
the f

I aw I nq management ....
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‘

' nn?T •
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possible if + c r
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John C. Parker Ph.D.

1 602 Bull River Rd.

Noxon. MT 59853
406-295-4588

Don A. Childress, Administrator

Wildlife Division

Montana Dept, of Fish, Wildlife and Parks

P.0. Box 200701
Helena, MT 59620

*****

December 6. 1 993

Dear Mr. Childress,

Unfortunately I was not aware of this EIS until last Fnday when I saw the notice published in

the Missoulian and called to get a copy of the Black Bear Management Draft EIS. Below are my
abbreviated comments.

• Support Alternative #2: My comments are mostly in regard the spnng bear hunt which I

am opposed to on both ethical or scientific grounds. What is the States reason for
justifying a Spnng Bear season, I have never understood it? I suggest there is no adequate
justification! The data in figures 1 A 2 Appendix 2 can be interpreted 2 ways. 1 ) Hunter
pressure has been increasing over the past 20 years and the number of bears killed has
been decreasing proportionally, or 2) Habitat loss is responsible for the reduction in bears.
!n either case there is support for discontinuing the spnng bear season.

101 —

i

It is stated that FWAP believes that the spring bear season keeps bears wary of man. I do
not believe there is any convincing data to support this scientifically and is just an excuse
to justify the hunt. McCollough’s data is probably in error although I admit I have not seen
the 1982 publication so really cannot comment. In National Parks where hunting is

prohibited I am not aware that black bears are attacking adults or children or becoming a
greater nuisance when all factors are considered. Spnng bear season is something left

over from antiquity when so called hunters just wanted high quality winter furs before
they begin to lose quality in the warm weather and has nothing to do with sportsmanship.
It s barbaric to hunt bears that cannot be sexually distinguished and kill females with cubs
allowing the cubs to oftentimes slowty starve to death or be killed by predation. Is this
responsible game management? I think not!

I am also totally against sport trophy hunting which leaves the meat in the field to rot. Its

senseless! All hunters should eat what they kill in my opinion. The spnng hunt is also
intrusive in the forest as recreationist's once again, as in the fall, have to be concerned
about wearing hunter orange for protection and hunters shooting around them. I train
Llama's to pack and the spring is an active time for me to get my Llamas in shape by hiking
mountain trails and also going cross country. The thought of having hunters with high
powered rifles perhaps shooting at my Uamas. mistaken for beam, is not unrealistic. A
human was shot by a hunter near Troy in 1992 thinking he was an elkl

There is no question that Black bear hunters kill gnzzly bears. The question is why? Many
people believe its the SSS rule that's followed and as a person who spent 3 years on a
citizens advisory group for grizzly bear augmentation I believe its too often true. If you
want to save gnzzty bears then put more limits on bear season, especially the spnng
season.

• My second choice if Alternative #2 is rejected is to select Alternative #3 which would

give the black bear at least some sensible protection in the spring.

• If Alternative #1 is adopted I would make he following comments;

Support adjustment Elements I, J (although the May 31 date is too vague and closing should

be a fixed date), K, A L.

New program initiatives: M is too vague and does not allow for effective and timely

management to reach the goals desired. Probably a good idea to collect the data first and

then institute any necessary management changes and element (N) will help do that.

Strongly support an improved system for detection of illegal hunting activities. I

constantly hear about illegal hunting in our area (the Cabinets) but there is no enforcement

pressure here and even when illegal hunting is observed and reported the offenders are

often not prosecuted for some reason! Strongly support elements U, V, & W and support

elements X ,Y. A Z.

I hope my comments are of some value to your analysis. Good luck on a tough action proposal,

Sincerely,

John Parker

P S. I would like to put on the mailing list for future public input documents, ElA's, EIS’s, etc.
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Montana Audubon Council, Page 2

Chapters:

Bitterroot Auduboa
Bitterroot Valley

Flathead Audaboa
Flathead Valley

Five Valleys Auduboa
Missoula

Last chaace Auduboa
Helena

Pintiar Auduboa
Southwest Moataaa

Rosebud Audaboa
Miles City

Saca|awaa Aaduboa
Boxeasoa

Upper Missouri
Breaks Aaduboa

Great Falls

Veliowvtoae Volley
Auduboa

Billings

#1 o*7
Montana Audubon Council

State Office: P O Box 595 • Helena, MT 59624 • (406) 443-3949

Wildlife Division

Montana Dept, of Fish, Wildlife St Parks
1420 E. 6th Ave.

P.O. Box 200701

Helena, MT 59620-0701

Hello,
December 7, 1993

On behalf of the Montana Audubon Counol, we submit thefoHowu^comments on th,

th. n
M

,

0ntan
f
Audubon Counal is the coordinating voice of

Our'me* Z“PL*"
'

,

Nat,0naJ Audubon Sodrty .n Montana.Our membership currently stands at approximately 2.400.

document*™
*” S*VCT‘l1 general comm*n»* we have about the
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,h* EB ,h*r* **""• *> be an undertying concernabout the overharvest of female black bean. There are many

Wi *h r*1Ud"8 ,ha numb" °‘ fta*" harvested,
yet there is no discuss,on about whether or not there u currenth/an
overharvest problem. Why? ^

3> Why Alternatives 2 and 3 do not change the
earliest fall hunting season date to September 15. This does notmake serve.

*l5° “nde*r why FWP supports quotas (element B) but3 "°*
tl

*"pPort “• **“ sPnng (Alternative 3). The springhunt is the tune when most females are harvested (something FWPs trying to reduce) .
41

2.
W* whether some blend of Alternative 1, 2 and 3 wouldbe most appropriate: not have a spring season in certain districts.
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We also have the following comments on specific elements of the EI£

Ai The purpose for continuation of the existing spring and fall black bear hunting
black wild" bymaintaimng wZ^L" 9 •here proof that a hunting season provides this? I have heard thisissue debated amongst bear biologuts - but have neVerZn uTd.ta^ proZL^t~

J*

* dlr
**J

r”uJt °* a hunting season. The reference to McCollouZ (1982)to lustify hunting does no. seems to be b^ed in scientific research. (ust s^uuZ
d°” "°* h-v# * pTOblem a »>*« hunting

the public" is an adequate purpoT
Providing huntrng recreation by

Q Very important

C* the tooth to age Mack bears is central to the FWP management unm. i
In the discussion of this section, it states that "aging of black btwrom (w JwsSdtobe mren moro .ccuratothan those of grizzly^ From
.. ^ h^v* never been conclusive research on this subject We also assume

m,‘“t* *“ 30 ** *“ b® made more
J

£1 We support the prohibition of using both baits and/or hounds to pursue Mack

1
107-7

107-8
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recycled paper

Montana Audubon Council, Page 3

bears.

El Beekeepers should be required to use preventive measures in chronic black bear
depredation areas NOT encouraged.

21- Can this be worded stronger? FWP should actively for black bear
habitat needs during city and county planning processes.

HI This step is important It would be particularly useful to gather information in
a way that could be mapped using the CIS process.

U We agree with delaying the opening season date to September 15. We assume
that FWP will monitor the effectiveness of delaying the date to see if further
modifications are mandated, especially in individual districts.

11 What information goes out with houndsmen regarding the fact that it is illegal
to pursue bears? Even with the later opening date, mountain lion season overlaps
with the March 21 date that bears have been seen leaving their dens.

£1 FWP should target Montana's rural subdivisions for the information on living
with bears.

107-9

U It is critical to support good hunter ethics. What can FWP learn from the
Enforcement Division's decoy work - where so many hunters shot females with
cubs? This information was shocking to me - and discouraging. We trust that FWP
will try to actively work with hunters to make them understand the consequences
of shooting a female with cube.

The Montana Audubon Council supports all of the New Program Initiative,
with the following specific comments on elements of this program:

Ml We would support changing this element so that no more than 35% of the
annual harvest be comprised of female*. Bcecham recommends that harvest be
regulated to maintain female composition at 35% or less. FWP should manage the
black bear population conservatively since bears are very susceptible to over-
hunting.

SI There should be legislation that makes it illegal to feed bears. If individuals are
fined when bears get in their garbage, there will be more effort to prevent chronic
bear problems.

IQ. This is good. How many hunters use 100% of the meat?

21 Please add us to your mailing list to receive your annual report It would be
useful to also indude grizzly bear information in this report Centralizing

Montana Audubon Council, Page 4

information is critical It will give managers - and wildlife advocates
tool to use in efforts to protect bear habitat and populations.

an important

'f
d

f*
,oug*1 d

f**
no* *“ve the authority to require any government entity to

install bear-proof facilities, it certainly has the ability to pursue Memorandums of
Understanding (MOU's) with governments and private entities!

When considering issues that must be considered by FWP in your
management program, we would encourage you to carefully examine black bear
depredation issues. Last fall we surveyed each region of the FWP for information
on the amount of time - and money - that was going towards depredation issues
created by rural subdivisions. It was dear, in most regions, that wardens were
spending more and more time on wildlife depredation issues related to rural
subdivisions. But the FWP was not documenting the amount of time dedicated to
this issue (versus depredation on agricultural land /rangeland). This seems like
important information to collect if the FWP is to build a case for its involvement in

any questions or comments about this letter, please contact me.

Sincerely,

I H. Ellis

1 Protram Director
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Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks
P.O. Box 200701
Helena, Mt . 59620-0701

November 18, 1993

Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife A Parti

PO Box 200701

Helena, MT 59602-0701

Re Bear Hunting Regulations

We support your alternative number 2. We advocate eliminating the spring bear hunt and that bear

should qqj be wasted, (as well as mountain lion meal)

Dear Mr. Childress,

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your Draft EIS
on black bear management. Our response is a little late because
our organization did not hold a November general meeting and our
December general meeting was held the 6th of December. We wanted
our general membership to have a chance to respond to this EIS
on black bear.

The general membership basically agreed with the No. 1

Proposed Action, with a couple exceptions. Our membership voted
on some exceptions.

Element 1: Sept. 15th start instead of Sept. 1. We feel
this should be managed area specific or Bear Management Unit
specific. In Region 2, we do not have the bear concentration on
berries that occurs in the northwest corner of the state. We do
not have the moisture conducive to grow a large berry crop. Also
your age information doesn't really establish a problem with
bear age in this area.

Item U: Mandatory use of the meat was actively discussed
and voted on to agree with the mandatory use of meat.

Item W: Baiting and scents. We feel the two issues should
be separated. We agree baiting should be illegal, but feel the
use of scents, non edible, should be legal for all game species.
You may need to refine the term scent so the hunters know what
is legal. The way the law is now, the sportsman really doesn't
know where they stand on the use of scent. It was also voted
that it be legal to hunt over any naturally dead animal, or any
legally harvested game remain pile.

This was a very well thought out Draft and something that
will be necessary in the future . You did a great job. Why not
get started on a deer management plan? The sportsmen of Montana
desire an in-depth study of age diversity in our leading game
animal, the mule deer.

Thanks once again for the opportunity to comment.

Gary Habeck ^

Big Game Committee Chairman
C.C. Rich Clough
C.C. John Firebaugh
C.C. Lyn Nielsen

The graph* on page 88 show hunter success is down in spue pf hunter effort going up. which bears out our

personal observation that black bean are becoming scarce even in the NW comer of the state. We are

also of the opinion that fall hunting should be delayed until after the peak huckleberry season

(alternative 1), at least until the black bear population shows a healthy increase

We furthermore oppose artificial grizzly bear implantation.

Thank you for listening.

‘O'27?-
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role in the ecosystem. Their consumption of berries helps to
keep these plant species healthy and well populated. To
eliminate the bear, through hunting, could lead to dlsaterous
declines in plant species which are equally vital to the
ecosystem.

All in all the health of our ecosystem is threatened when the
mere discussion of eliminating predators becomes a topic. In
order for the ecosystem to function it need3 to have all its
functioning part3. Therefore, hunting predator species, such
as the black bear, should be eliminated or the very structure
of our ecosystem will be in danger.

II. Human Pressures

DEC
09

Wolf Action Group
P.O. Box 9286
Missoula, MT 59807

Wildlife Division
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and ParksP.O. Box 200701
Helena, MT 59620-0701

Dear Wildlife Division:

Wo^ Action Group and a student of wildlife
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biologlcal control of such species which*is vital to the functioning of the ecosystem.

Predators, such as the black bear, also offer another vital
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The black bear has already endured numerous pressures by human
development which have taken the lives of countless animals.
Thus, to hunt the black bear only serves to put more pressure
on the animal. In the long run, the combination of these two
pressures will prove to be detrimental to the black bears
survival. As human populations increase the likelihood of
development subsiding would be rare. Thus, the elimination
of hunting practices should be enforced in order to help the
black bear population remain viable.

III. Hunting as a management Tool

Although adjustments to black bear management have been
suggested, such as elements H, I, J, M, and N, the hunting of
black bears is unacceptable. Even if such adjustments are
enforced, problems arise that couid put the black bear, as well
as the grizzly bear, in jeopardy.

1 . Orphaned black bears lose their place in the ecosystem.
Although shelters offer them a way to stay alive,
their role as healthy viable black bears in the
ecosystem is denied. A successful return of these
bears to there original habitat is unlikely. Thus,
their role qs reproducers and natural control agents
in the ecosystem is never obtainable. The killing
of one mother bear, therefore, has the ability to
reduce the population by about four bears. The DEIS's
estimate of 10-15 cubs placed in the shelter annually
is unacceptable and at times frightening. The effects
of losing this many bears in the ecosystem annually
may be unrecoverable and certainly detrimental to
the viability of the species.

2. Even with quotas and conservative harvests, over-
harvesting, especially for females with young, may
occur.

3. The effects on grizzly bears is yet undetermined.
Hunting black bears could have serious consequances
on the threatened grizzly population struggling to
obtain viable numbers. Although classes and pamphlets
offer help in distinguishing one bear from the other.



accidents will happen. Too many of these accidents
could lead to the destruction of another important
predator, the grizzly bear.

IV. Sport Hunting

Sport hunting is unethical and inhumane and should not even
be considered as a hunting method. Although element U would
discourage sport or trophy hunting by requiring the meat to
be used, the fact still remains that those interested in gaining
a trophy will do so at any cost. In addition, elements U and
V, although show great effort in trying to eliminate the waste
of black bear parts and the illegal trafficking of such parts,
seem a feeble attempt which would likely be hard to control
or manage. The hunting of bears, especially sport hunting is
unethical

.

Just as with baiting and the use of dogs, hunting black bears,
in any fashion should be an illegal act and should be eliminated.
In light of the possible effects hunting could have on the black
bear and the ecosystem. Alternative 4, no hunting, seems the
only ethical and humane management tool. The ideas in
Alternative 4 seem fair and logical while at the same time allow
the bear to keep its vital place and function in the ecosystem.
If we have any hope of allowing the black bear to remain a vital
part of the ecosystem then hunting must be eliminated. Hunting
black bears will only serve to destroy an entire species and
in turn a m*jor p*rt of the ecosystem

Thank You,

Aialucj 'A^'r
Monica Best
Wolf Action Group
The Ecology Center

Wildlife Division December 3, 1993

Fish, Wildlife S Parks

1420 E. Sixth Avenue
FOB 200701
Helena. KT 59620-0701

Enclosed are my coirments on your draft EIS on management of black

bear populations in Montana.

Thank You for the opportunity to comnent on this EIS.

I support the Department's Proposed Action. Some comments on this

proposal are:

1. On page 54, the inpacts of black bear management stated that

no economic irrpact to tte program would be detected. Since the

sportsman's license does not contribute to black bear management (a

surprise to re) and this tag will no longer be available on this

license, hunters will be required to purchase the tag separately. I

assume that a direct purchase of a black bear tag will support the

program somewhat, thus an added benefit to

this alternative.

2- Element "U" ,
mandatory use of the meat of hunter harvested

bear meat. I support the maxumzatian of all harvested animals, but

was unable to determine the definition of mandatory use of the meat.

Given the concern for trichinosis and what I feel was likely the

initial reasoning for many states not requiring the coasunpt ioq of

bear rear. . .the fact that it isn't a cloven hoof animal. . accepted

use of bear reat as pet food would hopefully qualify aa use.

Again, thank you for the opportunity to ccement on the proposed

management changes. I look forward to the adoption of the proposed

alternative. Please keep me informed of the outcome of this and

other upcoming FW&P proposals.

4775 Hoover Lane
Stevensville, MT 59870
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PO Bo* 80288

Billings, MT 59108

December 2, 1993
State of Montana

Dept, of Fish, Wildlife and Parks

PO Box 8012

Helena, MT 59604-8012

To Whom It May Concern:
'"ro °ESK - CID

A recent article in the Billings Gazette concerning restrictions on black bear hunting m the Stale of
Montana has prompted me to write and voice my concern about the implementation ofmore
restrictive regulations.

I have a summer home in the Whispering Pines area of the main Boulder River south ofBig
Timber, and have been hunting and fishing in that canyon for over 40 yea* During that time I have
seen many, many different black bears, with a large concentration around the Whispering Pme»
aresL I have seen bears every summer and fall, and am accustomed to their pattern of activity. I

have also watched the regulations for hunting these animals change from unlimited spring, simmer
and &I1 hunting to the present spnng and tall limitations on numbers taken.

HEctIVELi

DEC 0 > boo

As the seasons have become more restrictive, the bear population has increased drastically, since
you have taken away one of the best management tools for controlling mural umbers • that' being
*e hunter. This past summer was especially high on bear sighting, mourrea Dunag the week
following Memorial Day, I saw foir different bears within a two mile radius ofmy cdun - a cub,
a female, and a young male ad a mature boar. These bears were continually in tbe met mi
seen on a doily bmia, mail it was necessary to trap and transplant die animals. Itumy
unteodE,g^ om Ofthe bean was shot in our area after repeated dtempts at relocrton fried.
In the fall, another large bom showed up in the area, md remained until about 2 weeks before Ibe
hunbag seaeoo opened again m October.

Many ofthem bean become problem animals, losing their fear ofmm, eating gmbqp, mi so oa
Then they have to be trapped, relocated, or destroy It has become obvious to me to the cam.
ha. been tbe population explosion created by the restncQve hrnting seasons placed on die ammai

whereby smaller and smaller numbers can be taken, allowing the population to increase

dramatically. Again, a good management tool, the hunter, is being gradually removed from the

scene. Since the bears are not exposed to hunters, they will quickly lose them natural fern
-

of man.

Now it appean the biologists want more restrictions, to the point of allowing no hunting of the

animals. To my way of thinking, this will only create more and more bear/man confrontations, and

more management problems It would seem more reasonable to me that the restrictions be

lessened instead ofmade greater so that the populations are not allowed to grow unchecked

I am in favor of using all of the animal for meat, as the besr is quite palatable. I shot a bear this

spnng hunting near Judith Gap, and have found the meat to be very edible.

It is usually not difficult to distinguish between a mature boar and a sow by an expenenced hunter.

The boars are usually the first out of the dens in the spring and sows are generally accompanied

by cubs, making them very easy to recognize There is usually a noticable difference in size m
well.

1 fear to if the biologists have then way, there will be a serious overpopulation ofbean, creating

many more problems. 1 think to areas should be looked at on an individual basis, with more

hunting allowed in those areas with large bear populations, such as the Boulder River Drain^e.

I thank you for yow tune and for allowing me to comment on the proposed for of

bears in Mosfina,

Sincerely,

Ronald C. Freund
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“When respect for the resource and a qualify experience for the client no hand m hand.'

December 10, 1993

Glenn Erickson

Wildlife Division

Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks

1420 Sixth Avenue
Helena, MT 59620

Dear Glenn:

The Montana Outfitters and Guides Association wish to offer the following comments regarding ihe

DOS on Black Bear Management:

1 There is no baseline on actual bear numbers and apparently no plan for one. Instead. FWP plans

to use the percentage of female bears harvested as an indicator. We question whether this will be

acceptable to the anti-hunting activists.

2 . Further restricting the spring bear hunt dates to expire at the end of May (at the latest) will have

the following effects:

A) Hunter opportunity will be limited (two - three weeks in some areas).

B) Hunter harvest will be curtailed significantly: up to 30% of adult bears, if a restrictive May
1 5 cut-off is imposed.

C) When the numbers of nonresidents buying licenses are signrficanUy decreased because of a

decrease in hunter opportunity and a lower probability of bagging a bear, funding for black

bear management will suffer.

D) As "C" above occurs, there will be a definite and major impact on the local economics as

nonresident hunter (guided and nonguided) numbers decline.

For these reasons, MOGA supports retaining June 1 5 as the closing date where that date is

currently in place.

MOGA also supports opening the black bear season September IS as opposed to the first

Saturday in September.

3. Section "J” on page 22 states "Based on the apparent vulnerability of Mack bears to hunting

harvest during the last half of May, it is anticipated that the spring season would be closed in

many hunting units prior to May 31." Using this logic, it follows that the elk season should be

closed after November 1 as it typically begins to snow about this time and everyone knows elk

are more vulnerable to hunting pressure in the snow. It also follows that it is FWP's intent to

continue selling as many licenses as possible in spite of further limiting the hunting public's

realistic chances of bagging their game. Remember, hunting success is only 10% prior to the

proposed restrictions.

DEIS — Black Bear Management

December 10. 1993

page 2

a The DEIS is drawn up and proposals developed as though there is a carefully documented

decrease in dienumber of black bears in Montana Where is the data to support that implication?

We'would'suggest that "guided humer success" would be a much better teng-temt propiosucator

^ hlack^ n
8
umbers than the "hunter success" graph (figure 1) used Wiy? A man who earns

h s imng by pr,dmg a successful hunt will be less inclined to be.M by such vanables as

weather'local economy, recent black bear stones in hunting magazines, etc.

s Th, DEIS does not address the question MOGA raised concerning the accuracy of tooth aging

As aae s a ^v ,rlt£in tear populauon viability, die accuracy of aging becomes paramount

Numerous individuals from the Safan Clubconvenuon in Billmgsand several leading bear

outfitters told MOGA fiat out that tears are not being accurately aged.

!n^n,!^
it Outfitters could live with all 3. elements of the Proposed

Action (alternatives#! I except element T.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment We espectally aPPr««te your -tUingness to allow these

7 rr ,wa>wn m mir convention held Dec. o * o.

IIS-

1

II5-2

cc Pat Graham, Director

Jack Rich. President .

Kurt Hughes, Fish and Game Committee Co-chair

Russ Smith. Fish and Game Committee Co-chair
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FWP RESPONSE TO PUBLIC COMMENTS ON DRAFT BLACK BEAR EIS

K-l The rationale for Element S has been rewritten to address the actions of people while

they are living or recreating in bear habitat. The original language was intended to address

human actions and practices (such as where bone yards are located) rather than broader land

uses that may overlap bear habitat.

Changes in the definition of baiting will require legislative action. Table 2 has been

corrected to indicate the legislature as the appropriate decision authority. Necessary

legislation will be drafted and submitted to the legislature by FWP.

K-2 The question of how road closures affect black bear harvest has not been addressed by

a research effort designed specifically for that purpose. However, harvest data indicate that

road closures do reduce bear harvest. This observation is corroborated by results of a FWP
survey of black bear hunters in 1991 that indicates that most bear hunting activity (51%) is

directly associated with use of roads.

K-3 Seeding of plants palatable to bears along logging roads is recognized to attract bears

and thereby increase vulnerability of bears to hunting harvest. This has prompted several

of the National Forests in Montana to cease seeding of plants palatable to bears along road

cuts. The act of hunting sites characterized by plants palatable to bears does not constitute

baiting.

K-4 Roads closed by obliteration (recontouring and other forms of reclamation), construction

of tank traps or other means to render a route inaccessible and impassable by motorized

vehicles, are considered to be permanently closed. Roads to which access is regulated by

gates are not considered to be permanently closed.

K-5 Although significant mortality of elk calves has been documented in local areas of Idaho

and Alaska, data from Montana elk populations as well as bear studies in Montana do not

indicate any comparable situations in this state. It is thought that elk calving activity in

Montana is dispersed over larger geographic areas than is the case at the Idaho site where

significant bear predation was noted. In the absence of data on the subject, this issue cannot

be analyzed for Montana elk populations.

K-6 FWP works with "cooperator" houndsmen to pursue bears responsible for depredation

problems. FWP does not foresee a need for cooperator houndsmen to subcontract with other

houndsmen.

K-7 Interpretation of figures 2 and 8 (depicting black bear harvest between 1971 and 1992)

must take into account the fact that significant changes in hunting season format and other

restrictions have been implemented during that time span, all of which have been designed
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to provide more protection to bear populations, especially the female segment. Bear harvest

for each year reflects hunting regulations in place that year as well as total bear numbers.

H-l All warm-blooded animals, including bears, are susceptible to rabies, a disease most

commonly reported in skunks, bats, raccoons foxes, cattle, dogs and cats. The likelihood

of encountering a rabid bear is as remote as encountering a rabid deer or elk. However,

hunters should be aware of the potential for rabies exposure when confronted with any wild

animal exhibiting behavior or appearance consistent with the disease. Rabies exposure could

occur from handling the head of an infected animal or infected tissues from other parts of

the body.

H-2 The potential that ownership of the types of firearms used by hunters will be banned

is considered too remote to address in the black bear management EIS.

H-3 Tissue samples submitted to the Veterinary Molecular Biology Laboratory in Bozeman

indicate a 15 % trichinella infection rate among black bears harvested in Montana.

H-4 Mandatory use of meat is proposed to address hunting ethics issues (waste of usable

meat) and to curtail killing of black bears solely for body parts used as trophies, or sold on

the black market.

H-5 The EIS process was initiated to provide MEPA compliance for needed changes to the

black bear management program.

H-6 Meat infected with trichinella can be safely consumed (by humans and pets) if it is

properly cooked. However, mandatory use of meat would not apply to carcasses found to

be infected with trichinella. FWP would encourage participation in the free trichinosis

testing program prior to consumption (by humans or pets) of bear meat. If a person chooses

not to use meat from an infected carcass, it should be disposed of in a manner that precludes

scavenging of uncooked meat by pets, domestic livestock or wildlife species.

H-7 Hunting in areas of natural food sources (palatable vegetation, including mast crops)

is not considered baiting. Baiting is considered transport of food items by a human with the

intent of attracting an animal to a site for any purpose, whether it be hunting, viewing or

photography. Such a situation would be considered baiting whether or not the party

capitalizing on the bait site is the same party that placed it there.

H-8 The issue of the cost of the resident sportsman’s license is separate from issues

surrounding management of black bears. At this time it is not known if removal of the black

bear license would affect the cost of the sportsman’s license package, as determined by the

legislature. When the black bear license was removed from the nonresident combination

license, its cost was not reduced proportionately.
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2-

1 Language in the rationale for Element I has been altered to clarify that the peak of

harvest vulnerability for black bears is in the spring rather than the fall.
3-

1 Approaches like restricting hunter numbers, raising license fees, raising fees for non-

residents, eliminating non-resident hunters, and requiring a guide for non-residents could

potentially address the issue of total numbers of black bears harvested, at least on a

temporary basis. However, these approaches do not effectively address the issues of female

harvest levels, mistaken identification, orphaning, and hunter ethics, all of which are at the

crux of public controversies surrounding black bear hunting harvest. The alternatives

evaluated in this EIS were developed to address the aforementioned bear management issues.

11-1 An alternative to eliminate hunting of black bears in grizzly bear recovery areas was

not developed because the end result would be very similar to Alternatives #3 . Prohibition

of black bear hunting in grizzly recovery areas would render substantial portions of western

Montana off-limits to black bear hunting and result in transfer of hunting pressure to other

areas of the state characterized by less productive bear populations. Under this scenario, any

hunting in the remainder of the state would have to be strictly regulated, possibly through

use of quotas and/or permits. It is also questionable whether identification and delineation

of the geographic areas concerned would be practical or effective and the logistics of

administering and enforcing such a regulation are questionable.

Mortality of grizzly bears attributable to the black bear hunting season (resulting from

mistaken identity) was determined to be within the allowable mortality rate for recovery

areas on the basis of an extensive analysis included in the five year update of the

programmatic environmental impact statement on grizzly bears in NW Montana (Dood and

Pac 1993).

11-

2 ADC responsibility for bear depredation incidents and control actions is provided by

Montana law.

12-

1 Idaho’s management target for female composition of harvested black bears (35%) is

more conservative than the target proposed by Montana FWP (40%). The more conservative

target adopted by Idaho Fish and Game is intended to compensate for the comparatively

higher harvest rates achieved by hound hunters and bait hunters in Idaho, where these

practices are legal. In addition to the lower vulnerability of Montana black bears (in the

absence of hound hunting and baiting), historic harvest records indicate that a 40% female

harvest is sustainable.

12-2 Requiring evidence of sex attached to the hide will render hunters more accountable

(less opportunistic) with regard to harvest of females with dependent young and will afford

the opportunity for FWP personnel to compare the date that the bear license was purchased

with the date that the bear was harvested.
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12-3 While FWP acknowledges the potential for this manner of illegal harvest to occur, we
do not have data that indicates that it actually does occur. Mandatory hide inspection within

5 days of harvest (Element N) provides FWP an opportunity to determine how prevalent

after-the-fact purchase of black bear licenses is. Mandatory inspection of the hide affords

FWP the opportunity to record the date that the bear license was purchased, and compare

it with the date that the bear was harvested. If after-the-fact license purchase following

illegal kills is determined to constitute a problem, FWP will propose a cut-off date for

purchase of black bear licenses. It is the hope of FWP that hunters who have knowledge of

such violations will notify FWP enforcement personnel through use of TFPMONT or some

other means.

12-4 Trend lines on the figures in question have been omitted.

12-5 Reference to hunting mortality has been added.

12-6 Correction has been made.

12-7 Potentially, conservative hunting of black bears could be more advantageous to grizzly

bear population growth and density than total absence of black bear hunting, in areas where

the two species coexist. Some bear researchers have speculated that in areas where black

bear densities are very high, survival of subadult grizzlies, and therefore population growth,

could be suppressed as a result of competition with adult black bears. While there is no

definitive data to support this hypothesis, it is the reason for the differences noted between

Alternatives #2 and #4 (Table 3) with respect to impacts on grizzly bear populations.

12-8 Correction has been made.

15-1 Cover scents are not, nor are they intended to be, included in the definition of "bait".

The rationale for Element W has been rewritten to clarify that point. Refer to H-7.

46-1 An alternative to eliminate hunting of black bears in grizzly bear habitats was not

developed because the end result would be very similar to Alternatives #3 and #4.

Distribution of grizzly bears, which will continue to expand as recovery progresses, overlaps

with the state’s most productive black bear habitats. Prohibition of black bear hunting in

grizzly bear habitats would render substantial portions of western Montana off-limits to black

bear hunting. Transfer of hunting pressure from productive black bear populations in

western Montana to remaining, less productive black bear populations would necessitate very

strict regulation of hunting harvest, possibly through use of quotas and/or permits (similar

to Alternative 3). Reduced need for hunting harvest as a management tool could result in

near or total elimination of black bear hunting over remaining black bear habitat (similar to

Alternative 4). Logistical problems associated with this scenario include: changing black

bear distribution; identification and delineation of areas off-limits to black bear hunting; and

administration and enforceability of such a regulation.
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46-2 Refer to 11-2

51-1 Refer to 12-2 and 12-3.

58-1 Refer to 12-1.

71-1 Black bear hunting regulation developed for the state of Montana do not pertain to

Reservations. Each Reservation in Montana administers its own wildlife management

program, including its own hunting regulations. FWP does not collect harvest data for

Reservations.

73-1 The initiatives outlined here will be addressed jointly by FWP and ADC as an updated

black bear management program is fleshed out and implemented. Revisions to the existing

black bear management program will reflect the Alternative eventually chosen by FWP.

79-1 It is widely accepted that archery equipment provides an effective means of harvesting

many wildlife species, including black bears. However, the absence of information

demonstrating whether use of archery equipment - or any other type of hunting implement -

is either inhumane or humane, precludes analysis of the issue. FWP does have a concern

for humane treatment and harvest of wildlife and we focus our efforts in that arena on the

people who will be using various hunting implements. Primary efforts in this arena, often

conducted in cooperation with hunter organizations, include emphasis on hunter proficiency

and ethics in all hunter information and education programs and informational materials.

81-1 FWP concurs that such practices constitute a serious ethics issue, as well as a factor

that could contribute to the incidence of mistaken identity of sex and/or species. Increased

emphasis on hunter ethics (Element L) is paramount to curtailing such activity.

81-2 Correction has been made.

85-1 An analysis of grizzly bear mortality attributable to black bear hunters was included

in the update to the final grizzly bear EIS (Dood and Pac 1993). During the period 1975-

1990, 15 grizzly bear mortalities attributable to black bear hunters were documented. This

level of mortality was within the allowable mortality quotas established for the state’s grizzly

bear populations and the authors determined that it did not result in negative impacts to

grizzly bear populations or grizzly recovery.

85-2 Refer to 46-1

91-1 Refer to 46-1

96-1 As explained on pages 44-46, the black bear is a species that does not lend itself to

census. Status and trend of black bear populations in Montana, as well as other states and
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provinces, are therefore monitored indirectly, using widely accepted methods of analyzing

multiple population and harvest parameters.

96-2 This FEIS marks completion of the environmental analysis of black bear management

in Montana. The purpose of the draft EIS is to assure that all needed corrections,

clarifications and other changes are brought to light so they can be incorporated in the final

EIS. Public hearings and a public comment period were a means to achieve this. An
environmental analysis is an analysis process, not a statement of decision. A FWP decision

identifying the alternative chosen will be issued following a 15-day public review period to

begin January 21, 1994.

101-1 From 1959 through 1970, the black bear hunting season opened in mid-March and

continued through the end of the big game hunting season. Reductions in hunting season

length during the early 1970s, followed by elimination of summer hunting during the late

1970s, resulted in a black bear hunting season format featuring a spring hunting season and

a fall hunting season. Spring hunting harvest does not serve a biological purpose but has

been maintained to provide recreational opportunity desired by black bear hunters and has

traditionally been thought to be a means of curtailing nuisance bear complaints and

depredation problems attributable to adult and subadult male bears.

106-

1 15-1 Cover scents are not, nor are they intended to be, included in the definition of

"bait". The rationale for Element W has been rewritten to clarify that point. Refer to H-7.

107-

1 The EIS process and formulation of the Proposed Action were prompted by increasing

concern by FWP biologists in recent years about apparent declines in age of harvested bears

(as determined through analysis of tooth data). Tables 3 through 7 (Appendix 7) illustrate

that the mean age of harvested bears currently approaches or exceeds levels that warrant

management actions designed to achieve a more conservative hunting harvest (Element M;
Table 1 in Appendix 8). Management targets outlined in Element M are designed to function

as safeguards to prevent hunting harvest, especially of females, from becoming excessive.

107-2 Elimination of spring hunting (Alternative #2) or increased regulation of spring

hunting harvest (Alternative #3) reduce the need for protection of bears during the period of

the fall that they are most vulnerable. FWP acknowledges that incorporation of the later fall

opening date (Element I) in either Alternative would extend additional, significant protection

to bear populations.

107-3 Alternative #3 is presented as an approach that would provide protection to female

bears while maintaining some spring hunting harvest. Female harvest quotas are currently

in use in central Montana (Region 5). While harvest quotas work satisfactorily in some

situations, quotas are not a panacea. In fact, broad application of harvest quotas could

potentially result in less discriminate harvest (in terms of species, sex and reproductive

status). Harvest quotas can prompt some hunters to be less selective in harvesting an animal.
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This competitive impulse is fueled by the hunter’s feeling that if he doesn’t take the first

animal he sees, the season may end before he gets another opportunity. Although the

objective of a harvest quota is to better regulate hunting harvest, use of quotas can potentially

backfire.

107-4 The combination of Elements included in each Alternative maintains flexibility for

FWP to tailor hunting regulations to individual bear management units. However, the more

complicated and the more inconsistent hunting regulations are for any species, the more

confusion they cause and the harder they are to administer and enforce. FWP will bear this

consideration in mind when making hunting season recommendations.

107-5 During the period 1975 to 1991, 15 grizzly bear mortalities attributable to black bear

hunters were recorded in Montana, most of which occurred during the month of May. Most

of these mortalities occurred in the Northern Continental Divide Ecosystem and occurred at

intervals of space and time that prevented disproportionate impacts to any local grizzly bear

population.

107-6 FWP Goals outlined on page 5 reflect the wildlife program that has been developed

under the broad statutory authority of 87-1-201, MCA.

107-7 No direct evidence of the effects of hunting on bear behavior exists. However,

indirect evidence that hunting promotes wariness of humans is available from studies on

remnant bear populations (Mysterud 1977, Elgmork 1978). It indicates that bears survive

because of genetic selection and learned behavior in avoiding confrontation and withdrawing

from human contact. Other indirect evidence comes through experiences of researchers who
indicate that hunting keeps bears wary of man (Jonkel 1975, Servheen 1981). Stokes (1970)

suggested that national parks are valuable for examination of this question because park

wildlife is less wary than wildlife subjected to hunting. Population models used by Bunnell

and Tait (1980) made the assumption that the behavioral characteristics of some bears render

them more likely to be shot than other bears, and that they continue to exhibit this behavior

until they are killed. They suggested that average vulnerability of a particular age group

declines with age as a result of learning or loss of the more vulnerable animals.

To our knowledge, research efforts have not specifically addressed effects of hunting on

maintaining wariness of humans. But this cause and effect relationship has been widely

assumed and accepted (page 16) and is corroborated by the difference in interactions between

unhunted (and/or habituated) bear populations and humans (in National Parks and other

locations where bears are habituated to humans) and interactions between hunted (and

characteristically un-habituated) bear populations and humans. Habituation of bears to

humans is widely accepted to lead to human/bear conflicts, which in most situations result

in elimination of the bear.
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107-8 Validation of the technique used to determine age of bears (cementum analysis of a

premolar) indicate that it is extremely accurate (Figure 1 Appendix 7). The statement by

Gary Matson of Matson Labs (rationale for Element D) refers to the fact that accuracy of

this technique is at least as accurate for black bears as it is for grizzly bears, and in most

cases more accurate. He attributes this to the clarity of cementum annuli in black bear teeth,

as compared to cementum annuli in grizzly bear teeth. It can’t be said to always be more

accurate because the accuracy of the technique declines (for both species) for older bears,

most notably those in the 18 to 25 age group.

107-9 The prohibition on use of hounds to hunt or pursue bears is printed in the black bear

hunting regulations. We believe this prohibition is more widely known among houndsmen,

who have attempted on several occasions to remove it through legislative initiative, than it

is among the general public.

110-1 Use of bear meat for pet food would meet the requirement of mandatory use of bear

meat. FWP recommends that bear meat be properly cooked, whether it is to be consumed

by humans or pets.

115-1 The concern that FWP biologists have about black bear populations is not directed

to total numbers harvested, but sex and age composition of bears harvested. Overharvest of

the productive female segment of black bear populations would result in increased incidence

of orphaning, followed by declines in production and recruitment, followed by a population

decline. Data indicating that sex and age composition of harvested black bears is currently

at levels warranting more conservative harvest regulations is presented in Figures 8 - 12 in

Appendix 2 and Tables 1-7 in Appendix 7. This data is also referred to in the text of the

EIS. Concerns about sex and age structure of the state’s bear population prompted

evaluation of the current management program, followed by formulation of the Proposed

Action and finally, this environmental analysis (EIS).

1 15-2 Refer to 107-8. Analysis of tooth data is critical to obtaining reliable age information

because since physical characteristics such as size and weight, are notoriously unreliable

indicators of age for bears. Size and weight of a bear reflects its recent and current nutrition

and reproductive status, which may fluctuate substantially from season to season and year

to year.
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500 copies of this public document were published at an estimated

cost of $5.60 per copy, for a total cost of $2,800.00 which includes

$2,800.00 for printing and $.00 for distribution.


